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ABSTRACT 
A phase and amplitude, off-axis hologram has been synthesized 
from three computer-generated transmission masks, using a multiple-ex-
posure holographic recording method . Each of the masks controls one 
fixed-phase component of the complex hologram transmittance. The basic 
grating is generated optically, relieving the computer of the burden of 
drawing detail s the size of each fringe. The maximum information 
capacity of the computer plotting device can then be applied to the 
generation of the grating modulation function. By this method large 
digital holograms (25 mm by 25 mm) have been synthesized in dichromated 
gelatin. The recording method is applicable to virtually any holo-
graphic medium . 
The modulated grating hologram was designed primarily for the 
application of spatial filtering, in which the requirement is a hologram 
with large dynamic range and large free spectral range. Choice of a 
low-noi se, high-efficiency medium such as dichromated gelatin will allow 
exceptionally l arge dynami c range. Independence of the optically-
generated carrier grating from the computer-generated modulation func-
tions allows arbitrarily large free spectral range. 
The performance of a holographic spatial filter will be limited 
ultimately by noise originating from imperfections in the holographic 
medium. The characteristics of this noise are analyzed, and in the 
case of a high diffraction efficiency hologram are shown to differ sig-
nificantly from previous analyses. The dominant noise source in holo-
grams of lli gh diffraction efficiency wi 11 be scattering of the first-
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order or imaging wave by deformations in the hologram surface or other 
effects of low spatial frequency. Experimental measurements in various 
low-noise holographic media verify these predictions. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The generation of ho l ograms by computer and the application of 
holograms as spatial filters for image deblurring have been subjects of 
intensive research in recent years. In this thesis I have concentrated 
on two aspects of these subjects, a method which I have developed for 
making digital holograms, and the ultimate limitations on the perfor-
mance of a holographic spatial filter imposed by noise in the holographic 
medium . 
Chapter II presents several basic topics directly related to 
the subjects of Chapters III and IV in order to acquaint the reader who 
is not a specialist in holography with these topics, and to place there-
search in the context of what has been done before. The first section dis-
cusses the diffraction behavior of thick holographic gratings. The 
discussion of holographi c diffraction gratings found in most texts 
treats only the limiting cases of very thin and very thick holograms. 
Many holograms, including the ones in the expe riments of this thesis, 
are of an intermediate thickness, and neither limit adequately describes 
the behavior of these gratings . For this reason I have decided to pre-
sent, in some detail, the theory for holographic gratings of arbitrary 
thickness . The theory for this general case does not provide the number 
of simple analytic relationships that derive from the theory for the 
thick limit, but it does offer more insight into the physics of the dif-
f raction process and provides equations which may be easily evaluated 
with a computer . 
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The section on digital holograms presents a brief review of some 
of the methods which have been developed to generate holograms using a 
computer . The space-bandwidth limitations inherent in any digital holo-
gram are discussed. 
The section on holographic spatial filters presents a brief 
review of the work that has been done in image deblurring with coherent 
optical processors, and a discussion of the analog and digital methods 
which have been developed for the synthesis of deblurring filters. Most 
of the research in this field has concentrated on achieving filters of 
large dynami c range . The real limitations of coherent optical process-
ing may not be in the dynamic range of the filter, but in noise and 
nonlinearities in the input medium. A computer simulation of a deblur-
ring experiment shows the effect of these imperfections. 
The modulated grating hologram was designed with the spatial 
filtering application in mind . In principle, it offers a digital holo-
gram with large dynamic range and large free-spectral range, which 
should be ideal for spatial filtering. Chapter III presents first a 
discussion of the basic idea and its inherent advantages over previous 
methods , followed by a detailed description of the experimental system 
to synthesize such holograms. The performance of the system is 
evaluated and j udged to be inadequate for the synthesis of precision 
spati al filters. Suggestions are made for future improvements . The 
synthesis of digital holograms in dichromated gelatin is demonstrated. 
Chapter IV di scusses the ultimate limits on the performance of 
holographic spatial filters, assuming all problems such as noise and 
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nonlinearities in the input medium and optical system noise have been 
eliminated. The ultimate limit is assumed to arise from noise in the 
holographic medium. The characteristics of this noise are analyzed 
and , in the case of a high diffraction efficiency hologram, are shown 
to differ significantly from previous analyses . The dominant noise 
source for high efficiency holograms will often be scattering from the 
imaging wave, an effect which has not previously been analyzed. 
Experimental measurements in various low-noise holographic media veri-
fy this effect. 
I have tried to make this thesis a thorough, yet readable pre-
sentation of research . In many places in the ma1n text, I have 
simply stated results and left the derivations to appendices. Included 
in the appendices are details of derivations, details of experiments, 
and several topics which turned out to be peripheral to the main sub-
ject of the thesis. 
The thesis is a little longer than initially planned, primarily 
because of the inclusion of some basic topics for the benefit of the 
reader who is not a specialist in holography, and the inclusion of 
detailed appendices, which may be useful for the continuation of this 
research. 
The synthesis of computer-generated holograms, and spatial fil-
ters in particular, is an area of research I believe worthy of further 
study. Limitations of time and resources in this study have prevented 
the synthesis of a precision spatial filter using a modulated grating 
hologram. It is my hope that this thesis will provide a good founda-
tion for further development of these holograms. 
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CHAPTER II 
BASIC TOPICS IN HOLOGRAPHY AND SPATIAL FILTERING 
In this chapter several topics are presented which are basic to 
an understanding of the research presented in later chapters. Before 
moving on to these topics a brief discussion of units and notation is 
in order. 
The electric and magnetic fields in this thesis are assumed to be 
time harmonic: 
t("r,t) = Re{t
0
(r) e-iwt} 
HCr,t) = Re{H
0
(r) e-iwt} 
-H0 are complex vector functions of position r 
( 2 .1 ) 
Holographic 
media, being dependent on photo-ionization and excitation mechanisms, 
respond to the time-averaged energy density in the electric field,(l) 
<w > 
e 
1 -- 1--* 
= 2'" £ < E • E > = 4 £ E0 • E0 (2.2) 
Sensitivity data and other related experimental measurements are 
commonly given in terms of exposure t(x,y), (e.g., millijoules/cm2), 
rather than electri c or magnetic fields. In this thesis the optical 
field amplitude at a point (x,y) in a given plane is represented by a 
complex scalar function, a(x,y) = a(x,y) ei¢(x,y)' with the property that 
T: exposure time (2.3) 
and ¢ is the phase of the electric field. This representation is valid 
when the electric field is linearly polarized and perpendicular to the 
plane of incidence defined by the two waves exposing the hologram. In 
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situations of more complex polarization, the vectorial nature of the 
field must be considered. For a simple, linearly polarized plane wave 
(2.4) 
2.1 Holographic Diffraction Gratings 
The recording and reconstruction processes in most holograms can 
be analyzed in terms of elementary periodic gratings. If the recording 
wavefronts are sufficiently smooth, ray directions may be defined at each 
locality of the hologram, as shown in Figure 1. Interference fringes are 
formed along planes which bisect the angle between the two rays. These 
fringes are recorded as a periodic variation of the refractive index or 
absorption constant of the medium. 
If the object wavefronts have a large angular bandwidth, however, 
the ray directions may vary considerably over several fringe periods, 
coK-K~"D~"DrD- y 
fiisMfe~q£l> 
01J:T£CT 
elCKlI~AIefC 
M£1>1UM 
rN ql~lD« lf.NCE 
,.,.,111.1$ 
Rll'lltiHCI" 
RAY 
Fig. 2.1 Illustration of the formation of an elementary periodi c 
grating at each point in the hologram. 
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and the grating may therefore have no local periodicity. 
An alternative view, which is valid also for large angular band-
widths, is to consider the hologram as a linear superposition of elemen-
tary periodic gratings, one for each plane wave component of the incident 
object wavefront. This view requires that the hologram expos ure be suf-
ficiently low that the linear range of the recording medium is not 
exceeded. 
In the extreme situation of large exposure, large angular band-
width holograms, the analysis of the hologram in terms of periodic 
gratings will be very difficult. The recorded pattern in this situation 
will have no local periodicity, and the fringes may not even be con-
tinuous through the finite thickness of the medium. Since most holo-
grams are not of this extreme category, an understanding of the 
diffraction behavior of periodic gratings will be sufficient to predict 
the behavior of more complex holograms in most situations. 
In the discussion to follow, we will consider the hologram as an 
infinite periodic grating, with fringes perpendicular to the surface as 
shown in Figure 2. An incident wave of unit amplitude forms an angle 
e with the z axis. The amplitude of this wave at the xy plane is 
given by 
a(x,y) = e 
-in 0 k0 sin(e)x (2. 5) 
ko = 2n/>..a 
>..a = wavelength in air 
no = refractive index of external medium 
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Fig. 2.2 Diffraction of an incident wave into various orders by a 
periodic grating of finite thickness. 
INCIDENT -in k s1n(e)x 
WAVE e 0 0 
GRATING PERIOD 
THICKNESS T -- f--
DIFFRACTED \4AVES 
+1 
IMMERSION MEDIUM 
INDEX n 
0 
In order to make the analysis simple, the refractive index of the im-
mersion medium, n0 , will be the same as the average refractive index 
of the grating. This assumption will eliminate multiple reflections 
and changes in ray directions at interfaces, but will preserve the 
essential physics of the diffraction process. 
The simplest model considers the hologram thickness T to be 
much smaller than the fringe period d . For a simple sinusoidal ab-
sorption grating the amplitude transmittance may be written as 
K = 2n/d g 
(2.6) 
The modulation parameter m may vary from zero to one. For a unit 
amplitude incident wave, as shown in Figure 2, the transmitted field 
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will consist of only three diffracted waves: 
-in0 k0 sin(e)x tma mtmax iKgx mt -iK x e [--x + e + max e g ] 
2 4 4 (2. 7) 
For t = m = 1 , the maximum amplitude of the first order wave is max 
l/4. The diffraction efficiency is defined as the square of the rela-
tive amplitude, and for a thin, sinusoidal, amplitude hologram: 
nmax = l/16 = 6.25% (2.8) 
For a thin sinusoidal phase grating, the transmittance may be 
modeled as a pure phase shift: 
__ ei¢ cos(Kgx) 
t{x) 
(2.9) 
The grating medium in this case is assumed to have no absorption, and 
a refractive index given by 
(2.10) 
The amplitudes of the diffracted orders may be expressed as Bessel 
function s 
Thi s well known formula may be derived from the generating function for 
Bessel functions( 2 ) or from an integral representation of the Bessel 
functions. (3) 
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The diffraction efficiency for the first order wave in this 
case is 
~l has a maximum of 33.9% at ¢ = 1.84 radians. 
The thin grating models are adequate to explain the basic holo-
graphic recording and wavefront reconstruction principles and many of 
the properties of specific media. Thin hologram models have been used 
successfully to analyze the effects of noise( 4) and nonlinearities( 5) in 
holographic recording. These simple models fail to explain, however, 
the high diffraction efficiencies and observed sensitivity of thick 
gratings to small changes in incident wave angle( 6). 
The diffraction of light by a thick holographic grating is 
simi lar to the diffraction of light by acoustical waves, a problem 
which has been studied extensively for many years. (7•8•9) 
Holographic gratings differ from acoustooptic devices mainly in the 
fact that in holographic gratings absorption may play a prominent role 
in the diffraction process, and the holographic fringes are not neces-
sarily normal to the surface of the grating. Studies of holographic 
gratings include those of Burckhardt(lO,ll) who derived a solution for 
a nonabsorbing sinusoidal grating . Burckhardt•s solution uses a matrix 
eigenvector method to solve a finite set of coupled differential equa-
tions. Boundary conditions are applie d at both sides of the medium, 
al lowing for multiple reflections within the grating. Unfortunately 
these details tend to obscure the essential simplicity of the method 
and make the resulting numerical results difficult to interpret. 
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Kogelnik(l2) has derived some very general solutions for the case of 
very thick holograms, in which only two coupl ed waves are present. This 
reduction in the number of coupled equations allows the derivation of 
several simple analytic relations which would never be apparent from 
inspection of numerical calculations. Kogelnik's solutions apply to 
sinusoidal gratings which may have any degree of slant (including the 
case of reflection holograms) and may be phase type or absorbing type 
holograms. For the phase transmission hologram of Figure 2 (with T 
very large), Kogelnik's theory would predict a first order diffraction 
efficiency (see Appendix K) 
nl = sin
2(v2+ ~OF 1/2 I ( 1 + ~O/vOF (2.11) 
\) = 1T n 1 T = cp/2 :\a cos e 
t; = 1To/o0 (o0 = d/T) 
0 = e - eB « 1 radian 
eB = arcsin(:\af2n0 d) Bragg angle {2.12) 
The parameter v represents the strength of the wave coupling constant 
in this two-wave theory, and I; the de vi at ion from the Bragg angle 
eB At the Bragg angle (o = O) the equation reduces to 
which is the form first derived by Phariseau. For weak holograms 
(cp << 1) the diffraction efficiency will be a simple function of e 
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with a maximum at e8 and the first null at o = o0 . 
An extension of Burckhardt 1 s solution to gratings of arbitrary 
profile (nonsinusoidal) and arbitrary absorption has been presented by 
Kaspar. (l 3) Numerical results are compared with Kogelnik 1 s theory in 
this paper, and good agreement is shown for thick gratings. 
Holograms in a real experimental situation often exhibit behavior 
somewhere between the limiting cases of thin and thick gratings. This 
is the case for the holograms used in the experiments of this thesis. 
For this reason it is worthwhile to explore this intermediate region in 
more detail. The equations for an arbitrary thickness grating may be 
programmed and endless solutions plotted for various specific cases. 
It is possible, however, to reduce these solutions to a few convenient 
parameters in order that the results be generally applicable to gratings 
in any range. 
A numerical solution for an unslanted dielectric grating was im-
plemented using Burckhardt•s matrix eigenvector method. The essentials 
of this method are most clearly presented in a paper by Fillmore and 
Tynan. (l 4) The derivation here follows a similar line of reasoning. 
A wave equation for the electric field in the holographic medium 
of Figure 2 can be derived from Maxwel1 1 s equations: 
(2.14) 
= 
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Variations in both refractive index and absorption constant are included 
in the complex relative dielectric constant € 
r 
Assuming the grating 
is periodic in x , this constant can be written as a Fourier series: 
For fields polarized in they direction, the term E · Vt:. is 
zero, and equation 2.14 reduces to a simple scalar Helmholtz equation: 
(2.16) 
We will assume a solution of the form 
-in k sin( e )x oo i2K x 
EY(x,z) = e 0 0 L V2(z) e g 2=-oo (2.17) 
This assumption can be justified by considering the fields entering and 
leaving each thin section ~z of the grating. If the fields entering 
each section consist of a set of discrete spatial frequencies separated 
by multiples of the grating frequency, then the transmitted fields will 
contain only those same spatial frequencies. Only the relative ampli-
tudes of the component waves V2(z) change as the waves propagate 
through the medium . A more rigorous mathematical solution can be ob-
tained by so lving the differential equation 2.16 using separation of 
variabl es. (10 •15 ) 
Equations 2.15, 2.16, and 2. 17 may be combined to give: 
(2.18) 
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If we carry out the indicated differential operations and combine terms 
of the same spatial frequency, equation 2.18 can be written as: 
(2.19) 
The coefficient of each 
iatx 
e must be zero for this equation to be true . 
This gives an infinite set of coupled differential equations for Vt(z). 
Each wave is coupled to its nearest neighbors t -1, t+l by 
the coefficients of the fundamental frequency of the periodic grating, 
and to its neighbors t ± m by coefficients of the mth harmonic. 
The set of coupled differential equations in equation 2.19 repre-
sents an exact solution for a periodic grating of arbitrary thickness 
and can even be extended to slanted gratings by allowing to be a 
function of z . These equations may be truncated to represent a finite 
set of waves and solved by a straightforward numerical integration. (l 6 ) 
A sufficient number of equations must be retained in the analysis to 
include all waves in which there is any significant fraction of the in-
cident power. Usually, most of the power will be diffracted into orders 
clustered about the central, or zero order, and very few equations are 
needed. 
A much faster procedure for solution of the coupled wave equa-
tions is the matrix eigenvector method. The truncated set of equations 
is written as a matrix differential equation: 
(2.20) 
t=-L, .. ·,L 
l~p = 
0 
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Q, = p 
£ !p 
(2.21) 
In equation 2.21 we have assumed € = € This will allow a 
rm r,-m 
simpler solution for the matrix eigenvectors. Since the grating was 
presumably formed by the interference of two plane waves, we may choose 
the origin of the coordinate system so that the exposure distribution, 
and hence the resulting grating, has even symmetry in x 
The matrix differential equation can be solved if we can find a 
complete set of eigenvectors uij) such that 
A u(j) = YJ· u~jF £P p N (2.22) 
£=-L,···,L 
These eigenvectors represent steady state solutions of the form 
±i ;:y: z 
u(j) e J 
Q, (2.23) 
The eigenvalue y. will be positive for propagating solutions and nega-
J 
tive for exponentially decaying solutions (evanescent waves). 
The complete solution for waves propagating to the right is then: 
Vn(z) = I C· u(j) 
N j=-L J Q, 
i/yj z 
e (2.24) 
The 2L+l coefficients c. 
J 
are determined by the conditions at the 
left boundary of the medium. 
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L I c.U(j) 
j=-L J t = 
c. = 
J (2.25) 
Inclusion of boundary conditions at the right side of the medium will 
allow solution for the left traveling waves also. (lO) 
Equation 2.24is an exact solution of the scalar diffraction prob-
lem (assuming only the validity of the truncation to a finite number of 
orders). Solutions for the alternate polarization are given by 
Burckhardt(lO) and by Kogelnik. (l 2). 
A FORTRAN subroutine has been written using the above methods to 
solve for the diffracted wave amplitudes of an arbitrary thick phase 
grating. (WAVES subroutine--Appendix B) Given the incident wavelength 
and angle, grating period d, and thickness T, and the Fourier coeffi-
cients of the grating profile £rm , the subroutine returns the complex 
amplitudes Vi of the diffracted waves. The restriction to non-
absorbing gratings is necessary only to simplify the calculation of 
eigenvectors. For phase only gratings, the matrix will be real-
symnetric, and the Householder method may be used to find the eigenvec-
tors. (ll) Use of a more general routine at this step would allow con-
sideration of absorptive gratings as well. (lS) 
Figures 3 through 5 show some results of computations using the 
WAVES subroutine. The gratings for these calculations were assumed to 
be purely sinusoidal phase gratings: 
(2.26) 
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0 for m > l 
From the relation n2 = £r and the assumption £ 1 << £ , relations r ro 
between then's of equation 2.10 and £ 1 S of equation 2.26 are easily 
derived: 
£ro = n~ for index matching 
£rl n0 n1 (2.27) 
The parameter ¢ , defined for a thin grating in equation 2.9, may be 
similarly defined for the general case even though the physical reason-
ing leading to the definition of ¢ as a phase shift does not apply for 
thick gratings: 
= 
2nT (2.28) 
A very thin grating (Figure 3) follows the predicted Bessel func-
tion behavior well past the first peak in the diffraction efficiency 
11 1 . The almost complete absence of Bragg effects is seen in the over-
lapping of the plotted points for waves of equal plus and minus orders. 
For a very thick grating (Figure 4) the calculated points follow 
very nicely the sine waves predicted by Kogelnik's theory. (l 2) The 
number of diffracted orders retained in the calculation, NL, was set to 
2 for this plot. Similar calculations with NL = 12 showed the same 
results for power in the 0 and l orders, and almost no power in any 
other orders. 
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Figure 5 shows the predicted behavior for gratings with param-
eters typical of the holograms used in the experiments of Chapters 3 and 
4. These gratings were formed in gelatin layers from Kodak 649F plates 
(T = 12 ~mFI using an argon laser (\a= 0.488 ~mF with an interbeam angle 
of 9.8° (in air). This results in a grating with a period 2.86 ~mI and 
a Bragg angle 3.18° (internal to the medium, index n
0
= 1.54). 
The self-consistency of these calculations was checked by monitor-
ing the power in each diffracted order and the total power of all the 
waves. As the modulation parameter ¢ is increased on the thinner 
gratings, power spreads into higher orders. Eventually a significant 
fraction of power reaches the edge orders and "spi 11 s over". The total 
power at this point drops abruptly from 1.0 and the calculations become 
very erratic. 
A parameter which is commonly used to characterize holographic 
gratings is 
Q = 2n A T/n d2 (2.29) 
a o 
For Q > 10, Kogelnik's theory is said to give good results. (l 2) The 
plots of Figures 3 through 5 are consistent with these observations. 
For application as holograms, the quantity of most interest in 
these plots is n1 , the first-order diffraction efficiency. Figure 6 
shows a plot of n1 vs. ¢ for various values of the thickness param-
eter Q . This set of curves was generated assuming gratings of fixed 
thickness, T = 1O~ K A si milar set was generated setting d = OKR~ and 
varying T The two sets of curves were found to coincide except for 
thin gratings (low Q) at very large modulations (¢ ~ 2n). 
-21-
Although it is apparent, in the theory on which these calcula-
tions are based, that the set of curves could be characterized by two 
parameters, d and T (normalized to unit wavelength), the reduction to 
one parameter Q is not at all obvious. The parameter Q appears 
in several theories of ultrasonic diffraction. (19•20) Typically, in 
these theories, approximations are made to reduce the coupled second-
order differential equations to first-order equations. The effect of 
these neglected second order terms would explain the discrepancies 
observed for thin gratings of very high modulation. For most holo-
graphic applications, it appears that Q and ¢ are quite adequate 
to completely characterize the grating behavior (at Bragg angle inci-
dence). To illustrate this point, the diffraction efficiencies at 
the first maximum are plotted in Figure 7 for gratings in which T 
and d vary independently over a wide range. A very similar curve 
has been derived from an ultrasonic diffraction theory. (2l) 
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2.2 Digital Holograms 
Many applications of holography require holograms which cannot 
be produced by the recording of readily available wavefronts. Examples 
of such applications are spatial filtering,( 22 ) in which the desired 
filter function may be an arbitrary complex function, or interferomet-
ric testing of aspheric optical components, (23 ) in which the de-
sired reference wavefront may be difficult to obtain with combinations 
of simple optical elements . For many of these applications, digital 
holograms are ideally suited . The term "digital hologram" is applied 
here to any hologram in which the recorded wavefront is obtained 
directly or indirectly from a computer. Many methods for producing 
such holograms have been invented over the last few years. A good 
survey is found in the review paper by Huang. (24 ) The fol lowing sec-
tions present a brief description of some of the basic types of digital 
holograms. 
2.2.1 Thin Amplitude Holograms 
An ordinary hologram recorded on a photographic plate contains 
a microscopic pattern of dark bands corresponding to the interference 
fringes in the recorded wavefronts. Such a pattern may be simulated by 
drawing millions of little lines on a computer plotting device, and 
photoreducing the resulting plot. A more efficient method was presented 
by Brown and Lohmann. (25 •26 ) An array of short lines is drawn with the 
computer and photoreduced. The resulting hologram consists of an array 
of transmitting apertures on a dark background, as shown in Figure 8. 
X 
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Fig. 2.8 Binary detour phase hologram. Aperture position p deter-
mines transmitted phase,and length L determines amplitude. 
Fig. 2.9 Lee-Burckhardt method. Relative shading of the three bands 
within each zone determines amplitude and phase of the dif-
fracted wave . 
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The array is illuminated obliquely, and the desired wavefront is ob-
tained in the far field of the apertures. The hologram is divided 
into zones in the x direction of Figure 8, each zone corresponding to 
2n phase shift of the incident reference wave. The position p of 
the apertures within each zone will determine the phase of the dif-
fracted wave at that location, and the length L will determine the 
amplitude . This type of synthetic hologram is called a binary detour 
phase hologram. Variations on this method include modulation of the 
width of the apertures instead of the length, and splitting each aper-
ture into a pair,(2?) controlling the amplitude of the wave by the 
separation of the pair in the x-direction. The scheme illustrated in 
Figure 8 is particularly suited to mechanical plotting devices with a 
fixed pen width. 
Another method for producing a digital hologram, which takes 
advantage of the capability of a CRT plotting device to produce variable 
density plots, is the method introduced by Lee( 28 ) and later simplified 
by Burckhardt. (29 ) In this method the 0-2n phase zones in the hologram 
are divided into three bands as illustrated in Figure 9. Amplitude and 
phase of the diffracted wave are controlled by the relative shading of 
the bands in each zone. Photographic processing must be more carefully 
controlled than in a binary hologram, in order to insure repeatability 
of the density levels . 
Both these methods involve photoreduction of a two-dimensional 
graphic pattern, and hence are inherently limited to thin holographic 
media. The maximum theoretical diffraction efficiency for thin binary 
-27-
amplitude holograms is obtained when the width of the aperture is half 
the width of the phase zone. The relative amplitude of the diffracted 
wave will then be: 
rr/2 
-h-J ei<P d¢ --Tf (2.30) 
-rr/2 
The maximum diffraction effi ciency is then 
(2.31) 
A s imilar result for the three-zone hologram is obtained by placing 
limits ±11 /3 on the integral (equation 30). The maximum diffraction 
efficiency for the Lee-Burckhardt hologram is 
nmax; [~ sin(rr/3)]2 ; 7.6% (2. 32) 
2.2 .2 Thin Phase Holograms 
A thin phase hologram, called a kinoform,( 30) which has high dif-
fraction efficiency and makes good use of available plotter capacity, 
can be synthesized by recording only the phase part of the desired 
wavefront. The wavefront will, in general, have both amplitude and 
phase 
a(x,y) = a(x,y) ei ¢(x,y) (2.33) 
but in the case of a diffuse object, the average intensity at the halo-
gram will be nearly constant. 
-28-
The function ~ExIyF (modulo 2n) is generated on a suitable 
graphic device and recorded in a thin phase medium, such as a bleached 
photographic emulsion. The kinoform is illuminated with an on-axis 
reference wave, and the transmitted wavefront is then 
= 
a ei~ExIyF 
0 
(2. 34) 
The discarding of amplitude information results in noise in the recon-
structed image, but for applications such as displays, this may not be 
a problem. 
Kermisch has presented an analysis of the noise in kinoform 
images.( 3l) If there are no nonlinearities or imperfections in the 
recording of the phase function, 78% of the total energy goes into re-
construction of the original image, and the remaining 22% goes into 
noise in the form of multiple self-convolutions of the image. 
The kinoform is an on-axis hologram. Elimination of the carrier 
grating results in large savings of plotter capacity, since the resolu-
tion cell of the plot need be no smaller than the sampling interval of 
the phase function ~ExIy FK 
2.2.3 Phase and Amplitude Holograms 
A true phase and amplitude hologram has recently been synthesized 
in a multilayer color film.( 32 ) Phase and amplitude functions are re-
corded in separate layers of the same emulsion. If the reconstruction 
wavelength is in the red region of the spectrum, then the transmitted 
amplitude will be controlled primarily by the red absorbing layer of the 
-29-
emulsion, and patterns recorded in the blue and green absorbing layers 
will cause a phase shift of the transmitted wave. This method allows 
synthesis of an on-axis hologram with 100% maximum theoretical recon-
struction efficiency. 
The holograms are synthesized on Kodachrome II in order to take 
advantage of the highly standardized commercial processing. The color 
film is very grainy compared to high resolution holographic emulsions, 
and this may cause noise problems in applications such as spatial fil-
tering. Also, the medium is not suitable for immersion in a liquid 
gate, because the phase image depends on surface relief effects. 
The phase shift due to dye absorption in the medium may be cal-
culated from an integral derived from the Kramers-Kronig relations. 
Given the spectral density function D(w), the phase shift ~EwM F is 
shown in Appendix p to be 
~ EwoF = Q.n {1 0} P.V. I D(w)w0 dw (2.35) 1T 2 2 0 w - wo 
where P.V. means the principal value integral. 
Numerical calculations using this integral and experimental 
data from Kodachrome II film indicate that the expected phase shift 
at the wavelength of the HeNe laser due to absorption in the dye is 
much less than one wavelength (see Figure 10). The original data for 
the dye absorption,obtained from Kodak, showed a peak density of about 
one. The data for the calculation were multiplied by three to repre-
sent a more heavily dyed 1 ayer. A program for computing integrals of 
the above form is shown in Appendix P. 
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For application as a hologram, a phase shift of at least one 
wavelength is necessary, and it would be desirable if this phase shift 
did not depend on surface relief. A dye with a sharp edge in the 
absorption characteristic near the operating wavelength could possibly 
produce the necessary phase shift. 
A rather unique hologram, which may be synthesized in any holo-
graphic medium, is that of King et al .< 33 ) In this method, a series 
of perspective views of a three-dimensional object are computed and 
drawn as ordinary two-dimensional images. The series is recorded by 
ordinary holographic techniques in sections on a large holographic 
plate. The result is a computer-generated holographic stereogram 
which simulates the calculated three-dimensional image. The hologram 
shown in the paper was recorded on dichromated gelatin and shows a 
bright reconstruction of an assembly of random intersecting lines. 
This method has recently been applied to the generation of displays.< 34 ) 
Application as a spatial filter does not seem possible. 
2.2.4 Space-Bandwidth Limitations 
Information for the synthesis of a computer-generated hologram 
must be stored in the form of a finite number of discrete samples. 
This will impose certain fundamental limitations on the reconstructed 
wavefront analogous to the bandwidth limitations on a sampled function 
of time. 
Consider a square hologram of side L which is constructed 
from N by N uniformly spaced samples (see Figure 11). Ideally, the 
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hologram will be an array of N by N small areas, each with its own 
independently controlled phase and amplitude transmittance. 
The diffracted waves are imaged in the back focal plane of a 
lens. Each point in the focal plane corresponds to a unique spatial 
frequency in the wavefront a(x,y) transmitted by the hologram. In 
a real hologram the lens is often incorporated into the hologram as a 
spherical phase factor, but is shown separately here for clarity. 
If we apply the sampling theorem to the reconstructed wavefront 
a(x,y), we find that a must have a spatial frequency band limit 
B = l/2d, where d is the sample spacing. Considering both positive 
and negative spatial frequencies, the space-bandwidth product in one 
dimension of a(x,y) will be 
2BL = 2L/2d = N 
The space-bandwidth product in two dimensions is then N2 , the total 
number of samples. 
The regular array of N by N samples will reconstruct several 
images in the focal plane, one for each diffracted order of the array. 
In order that the images not overlap, they must have a maximum size 6 
equal to the spacing of the diffracted orders. 
6 = Of = (NA/L)f (2.36) 
The minimum separation of two resolvable spots in the image is given 
by the Rayleigh criterion as: 
= {A/L)f (2.37} 
-34-
The total number of resolvable spots in the two-dimensional image is 
then 
= (2.38) 
which is the same as the space-bandwidth product of the wavefront 
a(x,y). 
Another way of stating the space-bandwidth limitation is that 
the reconstructed wavefront must have a limited angular bandwidth. For 
the holograms of Chapter 3, L = 25 mm, N = 1000, and A = MKR~ . The 
maximum angular bandwidth is then 
0 = NA/L 0.02 radians 
A useful criterion for comparing various digital holograms is 
the space-bandwidth efficiency, or ratio of number of resolution cells 
required of a plotting device to the space-bandwidth product of the 
reconstructed wavefront. Ransom( 35 ) has compared several hologram 
coding schemes on this basis. (Space-bandwidth efficiency as defined 
above is the inverse of Ransom•s p factor.) 
The binary hologram (Figure 8) typically requires 10-50 
resolution cells per sample, depending on how much noise is tolerable 
in the image. Holograms generated with a variable density plotter 
typically require far less resolution. Lee•s hologram, as modified by 
Burckhardt (Figure 9) requires three resolution cells per sample. The 
kinoforms and color film holograms require one resolution cell per 
sample. The modulated grating hologram (Chapter 3) requires one cell 
per sample. 
-35-
2.3 Holographic Spatial Filters 
One of the major applications of computer generated holograms is 
spatial filtering. Spatial filtering can be used to perform a number 
of interesting operations on images, including recognition of predeter-
mined patterns( 36 ), coding of images( 3?), and restoration of blurred 
images. (3B) The process of linear, spatial-frequency filtering of 
images is often performed by using a digital computer. This is especi-
ally convenient for images which are already in digital form, such as 
spacecraft photos. ( 39 ) The computer is also able to perform a large 
variety of nonlinear operations on an image.( 40) The major advantage 
of coherent image processing is speed. An optical processor performs 
instantaneously, Fourier transforming and filtering operations which 
take nearly a minute on the fastest computer. (41 ) 
2.3.1 A Simple One-Lens Processor 
A simple one -lens optical processor for performing spatial filter-
ing operations with holographic filters is illustrated in Figure 12. 
Fig. 2.12 
x., y. 
OB.TECT 
TRANSPARENCY 
x,y 
UOLO,RAPHIC 
P:ILTfR 
A simple, one -l ens , optical processor using a holographic 
spatial filter. Verti cal dimensions are greatly exaggerated 
for clarity. 
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Coherent optical processors occur in many configurations. A descrip-
tion of the more basic types can be found in several texts( 42 •43 ) and 
in the paper by Arsenault( 44 ). A processor of the type shown in Figure 
12 was used by Ragnarsson( 46 ) in experiments with deblurrino filters. 
An analysis of this processor is given in Appendix N. A brief intui-
tive description of its operation follows. 
The object transparency containing the image to be filtered 
t(x0 ,y0 ) is illuminated with a converging spherical wave, focal dis-
tance d0 . The holographic spatial filter placed at this focal 
plane contains a lens-like phase factor which i mages points on the 
transparency onto points in the output plane. Imaging of the central 
point is shown by the dashed lines. 
The object transmittance function can be written as an integral, 
or summation of its Fourier components 
v ,v : spatial frequencies X y 
(2.39) 
Eacn Fourier component deflects part of the energy in the converging 
wave to a new location (x,y) in the filter plane, the angle of deflec-
tion being proportional to the spatial frequency. 
X = Ad v 0 X 
y = Ad v 0 y 
(2.40) 
The light incident on the filter is not an exact Fourier trans-
form of t(x0 ,y0 ), but differs by a spherical phase factor associated 
-37-
with the distance d0 . This spherical phase factor is compensated in 
the hologram transmittance function: 
K = k sin e. 
1 
k = 2rr/A. 
f = [1/d0 + 1/di]-l 
(2.41) 
The function H(x,y) is the complex filter transmittance, and the 
phase factor is the paraxial approximation to an off-axis converging 
spherical wave. The focal length f is chosen to image the transpar-
ency onto the output plane. The processor is, in effect, an imaging 
system in which each spectral component of the image may be modified 
by a complex factor R . 
The impulse response of the filter may be obtained at the output 
plane by placing a pinhole (delta function) at the center of the input 
plane. Tne amplitude at the output plane can be written as a convolu-
tion of this impulse response with the input function 
a. (X. ,y. ) "' t * h (X. ,y. ) 1 1 1 1 1 (2.42) 
The analogy between optical processors and electrical filters is 
often stressed in optical texts. A significant difference is that the 
impul se response for an electrical filter must be zero for time < 0, 
resulting in a fixed relation between the real and imaginary parts of 
the filter transfer function H(w). (45 ) No s uch restriction exists 
for spat ial filters, and we are free to choose any arbitrary complex 
filter function. 
-38-
2.3.2 Deblurring Filters 
An application of spatial filtering which has received consider-
aule attention is the restoration of blurred images. (38 •46 •47 ) 
A simple incoherent blurring process, such as camera motion, mis-focus, 
or certain types of instrumental defects, may be represented as a 
linear, space-invariant convolution. 
I0 (x,y): original image intensity 
b(x,y): point-spread function 
Ib(x,y): blurred image intensity 
(2.43) 
The essential assumption here is that the point-spread function does 
not change over the image area to be filtered. The treatment of space-
variant processes is considerab ly more complicated.(48 ) 
The blurring process may be written in terms of the Fourier 
transforms of the above intensity distributions: 
-
= J10 (vx,vy) B(vx ,vy) (2.44) 
-§ = J{I} 
8 :Hb} 
Ideally, one may recover the original image spectrum, and hence 
the original unblurred image, by a process of Fourier transform division 
(2.45) 
In the system of Figure 12, this process could be accomplished 
by recording the blurred image on the input medium so that the amplitude 
-39-
transmittance is proportional to blurred image intensity. 
ex 1 inear recording (2.46) 
The spectral distribution incident on the filter will then be the 
blurred image spectrum, 
~ 
T(vx,vy) ex J1b(vx,vy) (2 .47) 
A filter must be synthesized which is inverse to the blurring 
function: 
(2.48) 
The amplitude at the output plane will then be proportional to the ori-
ginal unblurred image intensity: 
a. ( x. ,y.) 
1 1 1 
x. 
1 
Y· 1 
ex 
= 
= 
1o(xo,yo) 
(-d;fd0 )x0 
(-d;fd0 )y0 
(2.49) 
The problem is that the spectral blurring function B may have 
zeroes. A simple example is that of blurring due to mis-focus. The 
point-spread function is a small disc of uniform intensity, 
b(r) = ~ circ(r/r
0
) 
n r 
0 
r = 
r < r 
- 0 
r > r 
0 
(2.50) 
-40-
The spectral blurring function for this circularly symmetric 
case is found by a Fourier-Bessel transform. <49 ) 
B( p) = J1(2rrp)/rrp 
p = r0 v normalized spatial frequency 
v = ( 2 + 2)1/2 vx vy 
(2.51) 
This function and its approximate inverse is shown in Figure 13. Any 
physically realizable filter will have a limited dynamic range, and the 
poles in the inverse filter must be truncated in some fashion. This 
truncation results in holes in the overall transfer function, as shown 
in Figure 14. It is desirable to have a filter with as large a dynamic 
range as pos s ible, in order to minimize the loss of information asso-
ciated with these gaps in the recovered spectrum. 
The dynamic range is defined as the ratio of maximum to minimum 
usable filter transmittance, 
(2.52) 
This ratio will depend on the process by which the filter is made. 
Filters generated by analog methods are typically limited by the linear-
ity range of the recording medium. Computer-generated filters may avoid 
the nonlinearity problem by pre-distortion of the filter function in the 
computer. The dynamic range limitation in this case will be due to 
noise in the medium or in the recording processes, including quantiza-
tion noise inherent in the digital process. The fundamental limitation 
will ultimately be noise in the holographic filter medium. This is the 
subject of Chapter 4. 
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Fig. 2. 13 Spectral blurring function B(p) and optimum inverse filter 
H( p) for an image blurred by a circul ar point-spread function. 
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Fig. 2.14 Overall transfer function for the linear blurring-deblurring 
process of Figure 13. 
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Noise in the input medium will also fundamentally limit the de-
blurring process. For this case an optimum linear estimation filter 
was derived for Helstrom( 50) by the method of linear mean-square estim-
ation. ( S 1 ) 
Assuming the noise is Gaussian and additive, Helstrom showed that 
the linear filter which results in the least overall mean-square devia-
tion of the recovered image from the original is given by: 
B(v ,v ): Spectral blurring function X y 
(2.53) 
¢N(p) Noise power spectral density, isotropic 
2 ¢s(vx,vy): Signal power spectral density, 1.9"0 1 
In areas of the filter where the blurred-image power spectral density, 
2 --1 ¢sl81 , exceeds ¢N , the optimum filter is simply B • Where the 
blurred signal falls below the noise, the filter transmittance drops 
rapidly to zero. 
The maximum quantity of information in a blurred, noisy image 
may be stated, by analogy with the information capacity of a noisy com-
munications channel ,(52 ) as 
(2.54) 
where N2 is the number of independent image components, or equiva-
lently, the space-bandwidth product. The above formula would apply to 
an optimally-coded image degraded by Gaussian, additive noise. Quite 
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often in images the noise is multiplicative and non-Gaussian, and the 
auove fonnula must be applied cautiously. The point to be made here, 
however, is that the blurring of an image in the presence of noise 
entails loss of information. In a deblurring process the remaining 
information is merely modified to a form more suitable for assimila-
tion by an observer. Thus, characters which are unreadable in a 
blurred image may be made easily legible in the deblurred image with-
out violating the laws of information theory. 
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2.3.3 Synthesis of Deblurring Filters 
Spatial filters for image deblurring may be divided into two 
classes, depending on the method of synthesis. In analog methods the 
filter is produced by optical techniques from the recorded point-spread 
function. In digital methods the filter is computed, and appropriate 
masks generated to produce a hologram with the desired transmittance. 
Analog Methods 
The synthesis of spatial filters for image enhancement has been 
intensively studied for many years. Marechal and Croce( 53 ) first 
demonstrated the principle of spatial filtering by increasing the con-
trast of an image with a simple attenuative filter. Tsujiuthi( 54 ) 
constructed a filter with positive and negative real transmittance 
values. The 180° phase shift was obtained by vacuum deposition of a 
thin layer of MgF2 in zones where the filter transmittance was nega-
tive. The use of a hologram as a spatial filter was demonstrated by 
Vanderlugt,(SS) in his early experiments with character recognition 
filters. The use of a hologram allows the synthesis of filters with 
arbitrary complex transmittance functions. 
A method of generating a holographic spatial filter for image 
deblurring was shown by Stroke and Zech. (S6) This filter is generated 
as follows: The point-spread function b(x,y) is first recorded on 
film. This film is placed as the input to a processor, and the blurring 
function B is obtained at the transform plane. The essence of this 
method is the realization that the filter B-l may be obtained as a 
product of two easily recorded filters: 
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(2.55) 
The first filter, 8*, is available as the conjugate wave in a hologram 
recorded at the transform plane. The second filter is a purely attenu-
ative (real) transmittance obtained by recording the intensity pattern 
1~1 O on a photographic negative. Exposure and development parameters 
must be carefully controlled on the second filter, and even then the 
desired inverse characteristic is obtained only over a limited range. 
Extension of this range requires a series of carefully controlled mask-
i ng steps in the generation of the second filter. (S7) Examples of 
images deblurred by this method are shown in several papers. (47,58.59) 
An alternative method for recording holographic filters for de-
blurring is the "weak reference" filter of Ragnarsson. (46 ) This method 
produces in a single recording step. filters of high diffraction effi-
ciency and relatively large dynamic range. Normally, in a holographic 
recording the reference wave is made much stronger than the object 
wave in order to produce a linear recording of the object. An inver-
sion effect may be obtained by making the reference wave much weaker 
and exposing the hologram in the saturation region. With a constant, 
weak reference wave, increasing the amplitude of the object wave in-
creases the total exposure and drives the medium further into the 
saturation region. With the proper combination of exposure and develop-
ment, the desired inverse characteristic can be obtained over a 
relatively large range. Ragnarsson used a special monobath developer 
and a chloride bleach to obtain holograms with a 250:1 exposure range. 
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Tichenor(60) has extended the range of weak reference filters 
by sandwiching the filter with a "primary filter" which performs the 
same function as the attenuative filter in Stroke•s hologram. 
The large dynamic range is absorbed in the primary filter, allowing 
the holographic filter to operate within its optimum range. By using 
a cascade of such filters, the dynamic range may be extended beyond 
the range of each emulsion. 
An alternative to cascading of filters is to place them side-by-
side in a multichannel processor.( 6l) Each filter operates only on 
that part of the object spectrum within a limited amplitude range. 
The different spectral components of the image are recombined at the 
output plane. Alignment of the system is critical in order to insure 
proper relative phase of each of the components. 
The major problem in synthesis of deblurring filters by analog 
methods has been the achievement of large linear ranges in media which 
are inherently nonlinear. Also, since the point-spread function is 
first recorded on film in the above methods, the class of filters 
which may be synthesized is limited to those filters with a real im-
pulse response. 
Di yita 1 Methods 
The problem of nonlinearities in the recording of filters by 
analog n~thods is avoided in digital generation of filters. Whatever 
nonlinearity exists in the various media and processes in the genera-
tion of a digital hologram may be pre-compensated by distortion of the 
functions in the computer, provided only that the processes are well 
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enough controlled to produce a repeatable nonlinear characteristic. 
The inherent flexibility of the digital computer also allows synthesis 
of any arbitrary complex filter function. 
Digital holographic filters may be synthesized by any of the 
methods discussed in Section 2.2. The principal limitation in a 
digitally recorded filter is the relatively small space-bandwidth prod-
uct compared to analog filters. The problem is not in the recording 
-
of the required filter function H , which typically has a small space-
bandwidth product, but in generating the high-frequency carrier grating 
which is necessary to insure adequate separation of the diffracted 
orders (cf., Fig. 2.11). If the filter were recorded on a minimum-
frequency grating, the small image corresponding to the impulse re-
sponse of the filter would just touch the images from adjacent orders 
at the output plane. The minimum necessary grating frequency in a 
spatial filter will be detennined by the required separation of orders, 
which depends on the size of the image to be filtered. 
On-axis holograms avoid the separation-of-orders problem, but 
may be subject to other limitations. The color-film holograms, at 
least with presently manufactured emulsions, may be too noisy for high 
quality spatial filters. The possibility of using this type of hologram 
as a spatial filter is presently being investigated. (62 ) The kinoforms 
are out of the question because of noise problems. 
on a 
A method has recently been proposed to produce a digital filter 
high-frequency carrier. (63 ) The filter function is first synthe-
sized on an ordinary binary hologram. The hologram is placed as an 
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input to a processo~ and the first-order wave (filter function H) is 
extracted using a properly located aperture at the transform plane. 
The function H may now be recorded on a second hologram with a high 
grating frequency. The result is a filter with a much larger free 
spectral range, but the dynamic range can be no larger than that of the 
initial digital hologram. 
The modulated grating hologram (Chapter 3) was designed with the 
spatial filtering application in mind. In principle, it offers large 
dynamic range and 1 arge free-spectra 1 range. Presently, it suffers 
from certain technological problems which prevent its application as a 
precision spatial filter. 
2.3.4 Noise Problems in Coherent Optical Systems 
Images which have been deblurred in coherent optical systems are 
generally of very poor quality in comparison to what can be done digi-
tally. Much of the problem is not related to dynamic range 
limitation in the filter. The major practical problem is that of 
obtaining a clean, linear recording of the blurred image. Noise and 
nonlinearities in the recording of the blurred image will severe ly de-
grade the restoration, as shown in the computer simulation following. 
In a coherent imaging system noise is often much worse than in 
incoherent imaging systems. Noise arising from dust and scratches is 
coherent with the image and can cause large fluctuations in image in-
tensity. Multiple reflections of the highly collimated light from lens 
surfaces can produce false images overlapping the primary image. The 
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presence of hard apertures may cause "ringing" at the edges of bright 
areas in the image. Liquid gates are often necessary to eliminate 
phase noise at emulsion surfaces. A spherical wave passing through a 
flat liquid gate will suffer aberrations. In general, extreme care 
is needed in the design and use of a coherent optical processor. 
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2.4 Computer Deblurring Experiment 
In order to illustrate the deblurring process and some of its 
practical limitations, and to show what might ultimately be done with 
a coherent optical filter, a computer simulation was carried out . 
A spoke target was generated on a 512 by 512 array, shown in 
Figure 15a. This array was transfonned using a two-dimensional complex 
Fast-Fourier-Transform {Appendix C). The power spectrum of the trans-
' formed target is shown in Figure 15b. The full density range in this 
image corresponds to six decades on a logarithmic intensity scale. 
The point-spread function for this demonstration was chosen as a 
circle function (equation 2.50) with 
discrete PSF can be written as: 
r = 10 sample spacings. 0 
The discrete spectral blurring function is 
B = J1(2np )/(np ) ~v ~v ~v 
p~yF = ros~v = 10 s ~yF 
s ~v = 
(l+ v2) I 512 
~Kv = [-256,255] 
The 
(2.56) 
(2. 57) 
Application of this blurring function to the spectrum of 15b results 
in the power-spectral distribution of 15c. The transform of this 
blurred spectrum gives a blurred image, 15d. The loss of high spatial 
frequencies in an image spectrum corresponds to loss of fine detail and 
sharp edges in the image. 
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Inspection of the spokes in 15d shows areas of reversed contrast. 
The spectral blurring function is negative for these frequencies. The 
phase reversals are more apparent in a high-contrast version of the 
same image, 15e. This image was obtained by using a binary intensity 
scale, with the threshold set at the middle of the intensity range of 
15d. It can be seen from this figure that no simple increase in con-
trast can deblur an image when the blurring process is severe enough 
to cause phase reversals in ce rtain spatial frequencies. 
A deblurring filter of the form of an optimum linear filter 
(equation 2.53) was simulated by assuming a constant signal-to-noise 
power spectral density ratio. The discrete filte r is th~n 
(2 .58) 
The plot in Figure 13 was obtained from a scan through the center of 
this filter. The peak values for a continuous filter with the above 
value of C would be ±500. The irregularity of the peaks in the dis-
crete filter is due to the sampled nature of the function. The overall 
transfer function of the blurring-deblurring process is shown in Figure 
14, which was obtained from a product of the two discrete functions 
(2.57 and 2. 58). 
An impulse response of the deblurring filter was obtained by 
transforming the discrete filter (2.58). A scan through the center of 
this impulse response is shown in Figure 16. The prominent features 
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in this pattern are a series of sharp concentric rings of alternating 
sign. The spacing between groups of these rings is about the diameter 
of the blur circle. It is easy to imagine how such a function, con-
volved with the blur circle, would give a restored function nearly 
zero everywhere except at the center where the circle lines up 
exactly with the rings. 
A real-symmetric point-spread function results in a real-
symmetric (but possibly negative) deblurring filter. Likewise, the 
filter impulse response will be real-symmetric. 
Application of the deblurring filter (2.58) to the blurred 
image, 15d, results in the restored im~geI 15f. The restoration is 
visually nearly perfect, although a small amount of noise can be seen 
in the original photograph. 
Figure 15f shows what might ultimately be possible in a coherent 
processing system. The performance of such a system, however, will be 
severely degraded by noise and nonlinearities in the blurred image. 
Blurred images are typically found in one of two forms: a photographic 
record or a digital record. Photographic films are subject to non-
linearities, and digital image intensity values are typically quantized 
to levels representable by a few binary bits. 
A simple nonlinearity was applied to the values representing the 
blurred image, 15d. A plot of this nonlinear function, which resembles 
a film characteristic, is shown in Figure 17. Application of the 
deblurring filter (2.58) resulted in a restored image with degradations, 
15g. 
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f(x) 
f(x)= /+(2-2x).,. 
0 X 
Fig. 2.17 Nonlinear scaling function applied to the blurred image 15d, 
resulting in degradation of the restored image, 15g. 
The effect of quantization noise was simulated by truncating the 
low-order bits of integers representing the intensity distribution of 
the blurred image, 15d. Quantizing the blurred image to 128 levels 
resulted in the degradation of the restored image shown in 15h. 
Quantization to 256 levels eliminated most of the noise, and quantiza-
tion to 32 levels totally obliterated the image. 
The effect of various degradations on the spectrum of a con-
tinuous tone image can be seen in a paper by Anderson and Huang.( 64 ) 
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CHAPTER III 
THE !~lariAqba GRATING HOLOGRAM 
The modulated grating hologram is a computer-generated, off-
axis hologram made by a multiple exposure holographic technique. This 
t1yorid digital-optical method combines the flexibility of the computer 
with the advantages of optical methods in the generation of large area 
holograms. Unlike other methods, the modulated grating hologram can be 
synthesized in virtually any holographic medium. In applications such 
as spatial filteriny,where dynamic range is of great importance, the 
cnoice of a low;10ise, high-efficiency medium such as dichromated gela-
tin will allow the synthesis of holographic spatial filters of excep-
tionally large dynamic range. 
3.1 Basic Idea--Multiple Exposure Wavefront Synthesis 
The basic idea in the synthesis of modulated grating holograms 
is illustrated in Figure 1. Several wavefronts of fixed phase but 
varying a111plitude may be recorded by multiple exposures in a holographic 
medium. The functions wn(x,y) are assumed to be real and non-negative 
s i nee tney represent wavefronts obtai ned from computer-generated masks 
whicn control only the intensity of the transmitted wave. The phase 
<Pn is set independently for each exposure. If the total exposure does 
not exceed the linear range of the holographic medium, then the recorded 
wavefront may be taken as a linear superposition of the several fixed-
phase wavefronts. The reconstruction is illustrated in Fiqure 2. The 
diffracted wave is now represented by the complex function w(x,y). 
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Fig. 3.1. Recording of hologram by multiple exposure of several fixed 
phase wavefronts. 
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By appropriate choice of the functions wn(x,y) and phases ~n one may 
construct a wave of any desired phase and amplitude. If w(x,y) is a 
real function (positive and negative values) as in certain classes of 
spatial filters, then only two functions wn are needed, with 
If w(x,y) is an arbitrary complex function, then 
three phases are needed, The decomposition of 
a complex function into three fixed phase functions is illustrated by 
tne phase diagram, Figure 3. The significance of this simple mathemati-
cal relationship to the synthesis of holograms was pointed out by 
Burckhardt(l)_ It was, in fact,an earlier paper by Burckhardt and 
Doherty which was the inspiration for tnis work( 2 ). An algorithm for 
decomposition of a complex function into its three components is given 
in Appendix C (subroutine COMPON). 
wfx ,y 
wl --~------------~·MM 
Fig. J.J. Three fixed phase wavefronts are minimum necessary to gen-
erate an aruitrary phase and amplitude wave. 
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The first problem one must consider in any scheme to generate a 
hologram by the above method is that of phase aberrations in the wave-
fronts wn(x,y). These wavefronts are obtained from computer-generated 
masks, which may introduce severe phase distortions in the transmitted 
wave. In an earlier paper( 3) (Appendix A) several methods were suggested 
for eliminating phase distortions, including use of a liquid gate and a 
contact printing method. The latter method is illustrated in Figure 4. 
The transmission mask for each exposure is placed in direct contact with 
the holographic medium. If the angle between the two grating-forming 
waves is small, then each wave suffers the same phase delay due to mask 
aberrations, and there is no shift in the recorded grating. 
The recording process may be thought of as the superposition of 
two or three component gratings in the same hologram, the amplitude of 
each grating being independently modulated by its corresponding mask 
function Mn(x,y) . The result is a hologram with a basic grating or 
W. (x y) e i ~ .. s ) X 
HOLOGRAPHIC 
MEDIUM 
Fig. 3.4. Elimination of phase errors i n component waves by contact 
printing. 
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"carrier" wt1ich is generated optically and a modulation function or 
"envelope" which is detennined by the masks. Several advantages over 
previous digital holographic methods are apparent: 
1. There is complete freedom in the choice of holographic 
medium. We are not confined to a thin amplitude medium 
or any special emulsion. Choice of a high-efficiency, low-
noise medium such as dichromated gelatin will allow the 
synthesis of digital holographic spatial filters of excep-
tionally large dynamic range. A photo-resist medium might 
be used if one is interested in making a surface relief 
digital hologram suitable for mass production by an em-
bossing method. (4 ) 
2. The basic grating is generated optically, relieving the com-
puter of the burden of drawing details the size of each 
fringe. The maximum information capacity of any given 
plotting device may then oe applied to the generation of 
the modulation functions. This can result in considerable 
savings in computer time and plotter infonnation capacity 
in the synthesis of large digital holograms. The maximum 
theoretical space-bandwidth efficiency is obtained, since 
one complex transmittance coefficient may be specified for 
each resolution cell of a continuous tone graphic device. 
In these experiments, holograms one inch square with a P~ 
grating period were synthesized using mask functions with 
a 1024 by 1024 array of resolution spots. A hologram of 
tne Lee-Burckhardt type with the same grating period and 
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number of resolution cells would be one millimeter square. 
3. By varying the shape of the recording wavefronts,it is pos-
sible to incorporate any desired phase function in the 
hologram witnout recomputation of the masks. The spherical 
waves shown in Figure 4 will produce a hologram with a simple 
lens pnase function. If the hologram is to be used in an op-
tical processor, this will allow the elimination of one lens. 
A simple analysis may be presented for the recording and recon-
struction process in a thin amplitude hologram. We assume an ideal 
hologram material in which the amplitude transmittance of the developed 
nologram at each point {x,y) is proportional to the total exposure inci-
dent at that point during recording. 
TA{x,y) = a L E {x,y) 
n n 
(3.1) 
tacn component exposure is the product of exposure time T and inten-
sity 
{3.2) 
Tne mask functions Mn(x,y) are considered real, since any phase factor 
does not affect the intensity. The total transmittance can be written 
as the s urn of tn ree terms 
(3.3) 
carrier modulation 
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The three terms in the transmittance wi 11 be sepa rab 1 e in an opti ca 1 
system provided the bandwidth of the modulation does not exceed one-half 
the carrier frequency. As an example,consider the hologram of Figure 5. 
The tnree terms in the transmittance function result in diffraction of 
three waves. The desired wave propagates along the z-axis and may be 
separated from the other waves if its angular spectrum does not overlap 
that of the other waves. 
A similar analysis may be carried out for other types of holo-
grapni c rnedi a. In the case of thick ho 1 ograrns the Bragg condition may 
result in cancellation of all but the first-order wave, and if the grat-
i ng is very thick there may be a band-1 imiti ng effect on the first-order 
wave. 
buKt~/vgmib: 
;;s ( x) y) = 
;K.x 
: e 
))ESIRE!> 
X 
CD 
z 
--- -------------_ ___; 
Fig. 3.5. Diffracted waves from a modulated grating hologram in an 
ideal thin amplitude medium. 
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3.2 System for Generation of f~odulated Grating Holograms 
J.2.l llectronically Stauilized Interferometer 
Synthesis of tt1e modulated grating hologram requires that the re-
cordiny wavefronts oe stable in botn amplitude and phase over long 
~eriodsK A schematic of tne hologram recording system used in these 
experiments is shown in Figure b. 
Holograms were recorded on 4" by 5" glass plates with wave curva-
tures ~Ur 111111 and -1740 mm at the hologram plane, giving holograms of 
43:.> mm focal length. The two waves were set to equal intensity by a 
variaole attenuator. The fringes recorded in the holographic medium are 
modulated in dllliJlitude by a mask held in contact with the hologram. The 
masks are photographic plates two inches square with density patterns 
one incn square obtained from a CRT computer plotting device. The 25ll 
mask registration tolerance is maintained by an alignment jig, a simple 
mecnanical structure with no adjustments, mounted on the hologram plate 
nol der. 
The recording procedure requires two or three exposures, depending 
un the nature of the hologram transmittance function, each exposure with 
a separate 1nask and fringe phase setting. Exposure tirne is controlled 
uy a snutter and di gi ta 1 timer. Typi ca 1 exposure times for di chroma ted 
gelatin are 20 seconds with 54u lJW/cm2 at the hologram plane. Intensity 
i s stabi lized by controlling the laser tube current as shown in Figures 
7 and 8. The laser is operated single mode to obtain high fringe con-
trast at the hologram plane. Mode stability is monitored with a spectrum 
analyzer, and adjustments are made with the laser etalon prior to each 
ex!Josure. 
LASER 
!:>I:. AM 
4UUM~ 
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LENS-PINHOLE 
... --nl 
PHASE CONTROL 
GRATING ON 
PRECISION 
TRANSLATOR 
DIODE 
PHASE C01HROL 
ELECTRONI CS 
FRINGE PIIASE ERROR SIGN AL 
Fiq. 3 .6 Sys tem f or Generation of t1odulated Grating Holograms 
~ TO EXPERIMENT 
DIFFUSER 
·--~-;r INTENSITY ~ ) REGULATOR 
~elqlaflab 
SPECTRUM 
ANALYZER 
CJ D CJ 
POWER SUPPLY 
COHERENT RADIATION MODEL 52 
- -+-;,-----i 
4880g ARGON ION LAS ER 
SINGLE MODE 
ll 0 mW 
Fig. 3.7 Laser Stabilization System 
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The fringe phase is controlled by rotation of a glass flat in 
one leg of the interferometer. This phase shifter is part of a servo-
loop with the fringe phase controlled at the hologram plane by a small 
auxiliary grating. Details are discussed below. 
All of the optical components are mounted on a cast iron table 
v1hich is isolated from floor vibrations by a pneumatic suspension sys-
tem. The interferometer is enclosed in a styrofoam box to eliminate 
air turuulence. 
3. 2. 2 r-lask Generation System 
The masks used in these experiments were Kodak precision flat 
nign resolution plates (SPObbO) of the type used in the semiconductor 
industry for integrated circuit mask making. These are two-inch square, 
.Ubl)" thick glass plates with a fine grain emulsion 6)1 thick. Character-
i s ti cs of the emulsion and glass, including flatness specifications, are 
given in publi cations by Kodak.(S,b) 
T11t:! n1a s k den s ity patterns are first generated on 70 rnm film 
(Kodak S027L) with a computer CRT plotting device_(?) With this device 
we generate a 1024 by 1024 array of spots, 25\1 spot spacing, and one-
incn square total array area. Each spot has 256 density levels 
corresponding to a density range of 1.2 on the film. 
Tne mask patterns are transferred from the film to the high 
resolution plates oy contact printing. This is necessary to 
- put t11e mask on a suitai.Jle substrate for use in the 
i nterferomcter 
- exlend the den~ity ran~e lJ-30 
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- insure proper mask alignment 
- eliminate raster in the recorded patterns. 
Use of a computer controlled microdensitometer would allow 
direct writing of the masks and greatly simplify the above procedure. 
Generation of the tapes from which the masks were made was done 
on an IBM370 at the Caltech Computing Center. The programs are listed 
in Appendix C. 
3.2.3 Fringe Phase Control Sys tem 
Proper recording of the multiple exposure hologram requires a 
stable, accurate setting of tr1e fringe phase at tt1e hologram plane 
during exposure. The required fringe stability is obtained by making 
the pt1ase shifter part of a servo-loop, with the phase being controlled 
uy a small grating just behind the hologram plate (Fig. 6). This 
grating causes a mixing of the two waves which pass just above the edge 
of the mask. Large, hign contrast fringes are projected onto a photo-
diode. A high-frequency, small-amplitude oscillation is superimposed 
on the phase shifter driving signal, and this oscillation is detected 
in the photodiode current by a lock-in amplifier. When the projected 
fringe intensity is minimum, the error signal will be null. Deviation 
of tne fringe phase to eitner s ide of this null point will result in 
an error signal of t11e proper polarity to return tile system to equili-
Drium. Locking onto the frinye minimum in this manner insures that 
tne phase setting is not affected by variations in the fringe intensity 
arising from fluctuations in the laser or other system instabilities. 
Details of the phase control electronics are given in Figure 9. 
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Utller syst2ms for frinye stabilization l1ave been presented. (8 ,9 ) 
In tnese syste111S the fringes at the hologram plane are magnified by a 
microscope oujecti ve and projected onto a photomultiplier tube. The 
very small amount of light power available from one fringe at the holo-
gram plane r esults in signal-to-noise problems and requires a sensitive 
p110tomu1tipli2r. The essential differ..:nce in our system is the use of 
a grating instead of a microscope objective. The light intensity 
availaole at the photodetector is the same as at the hologram plane, 
and a simp le silicon photodiode may be used to sense the fringe phase. 
Tl,e di sctdvantu.ge of the grating method is that each change of the 
interferometer configurcttion requires exposur2 of a new grating. 
Tne control gratings used in this experiment were half-inch 
squares of dichromated gelcttin plate. Exposure was adjusted to give 
projected fringes of maximum contrast. 
Fringe spaci ng at tne hologran1 plane is 311, so a displacer.;ent of 
the control grating over 1.5\.l will shift the phase of the recorded 
fringes by 180°. These small displacements are produced by a differen-
tial spring mechanism which is mounted directly on the hologram plate 
holder so as to minimize any error resulting from thermal qradients or 
mechanical stresses. 
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3.2.4 Phase Accuracy of the Interferometer 
In order to test the phase errors introduced by the interferom-
eter and masks, several gratings were made with double exposures of 
equal amplitude and opposite phase. The amplitude of the resultant 
grating will then be a measure of the phase error, as shown in Figure 
10. Variations in the amplitude of the component gratings will also 
give a non-zero resultant. These variations are due mostly to instabi-
lities in the laser beam mode structure. Intensity at the center of 
tne oeam showed fluctuations of about 10% in spite of regulation of the 
total beam power to better tnan 0.1%. A 10% error in the amplitude of 
Fig. 3.10 
FIRST EXPOSURE 
00 
RESULTANT --J ----- • ~+ ¢ 
SECOND EXPOSURE 
Double exposure test for phase accuracy of fringes. 
one component will be equivalent to about 6° phase error. 
Figure 11 shows the results of measurements from several double 
exposure gratings made with various phase settings. The phase shift 
is assumed proportional to the micrometer setting on the differential 
s~ring translator. The dots are for gratings made with no mask. 
brating amplitude was computed as the square root of the measured dif-
frdction efficiency. The plus or minus sign ambiguity was resolved in 
fdvor of the best fit to a straight line through all the data points. 
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i~ost of the points seem to fall within 10° of the best fitting straight 
line. Direct measurements on the interferometer using a second grating 
and lock-in also indicated about 10° error in the resetability of the 
phase. Tne error seems to be the result of hysteresis in the action 
of the springs in the translator. A more careful design could perhaps 
improve this resolution. 
A double exposure was made with a mask substrate in position. 
Tne mask was inverted for the second exposure so that the effect of any 
wedge in the mask substrates would be doubled. Figure l2a is a photo-
graph of the diffracted light from the resulting hologram. A piece of 
black tape was placed across the lower third of the mask area . The 
uright areas at the top and bottom of the hologram show the gratings 
formed by the first and second exposures alone. The light from the 
.5 
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errors. 
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central area i s the result of incomplete cancellation of the two ex-
posures and is an indication of phase errors in the mask. Inspection 
of tile hologram in Figure 12 shows some points in the central area to 
be about as bri gnt as tne top and bottom reference areas, indicating 
a phase error of about 60°. The accuracy of the interferometer on 
thi s hologram was good, as shown by the nearly complete cancellation of 
tne grating outside the mask area. 
a) b) 
Fig. 3.12 a) Dou0 l e expos ure with inverted mask substrate showing 
result of mask phase aberrations. b) Interferogram of 
the same mask. 
Measurements of the diffract ion effi ci ency were made at seve ral 
points in the centra l area of the hologram in Figure 12 . The area of 
tne l aser beam used to probe the hologram wa s much larger than the fine 
structure wnich i s ev ident in this picture, so the measurement must be 
considered a loca l average of the diffraction effi ci ency . The mean and 
standard deviation for this set of measurements is plotted in Figure 11. 
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All the holograms in this figure were exposed and processed under the 
same conditions (see Dichromated Gelatin Process II in Appendix G for 
deta i1 s). 
3.2.5 Mask Phase Errors 
It is apparent that the largest source of phase error in the 
recorded fringes is the mask substrate. Results similar to Figure 12 
were obtained using masks both with and without emulsions. 
An analysis of the fringe phase errors due to the mask substrate 
i s illustrated in Figure 13. The two rays A and B,which form the 
fringes at any given point in the hologram,enter the mask substrate at 
slightly different points. The fringe phase error will depend on the 
flatness and polish of surface 1. The phase error due to the surface 
figure or flatne ss i s given by 
® 
MASK 
SUBSTRATE 
® 
CD 
X 
HOLOGRAM 
Fig. 3.13 Fringe Phase Error Due to Mask Subst rate 
(3.4) 
z 
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wnere 1~ is the number of fringes per unit distance in the x direc-
tion due to surface 1 , 8 is the beam angle in radians, and T is 
tne mask suostrate thickness. Figure 12b shows a transmission inter-
ferogram of the two-inch square mask. If we assume that the fringes 
are due entirely to surface 1, and assume a maximum of five fringes per 
inch, with e = 10° and T = .060", the above formula will give 19° as 
tne maximum phase error. Interferograms of several other possible mask 
substrates are shown in Appendix D. 
The phase error due to imperfections in the polish on surface 1 
may be calculated by 
~M = (n-1) ~ • 360° ( 3. 5) 
vJhere n is the surface hei gtlt difference for two points separated by 
a distance EH , n is the refractive index of the mask substrate, 
and A is the wavelength in air. A table of surface smoothness for 
various polished glass specimens is given in the book by Ho 11 and . ( 1 0 ) 
t-or a fire-polished microscope slide h = rms 56E. If we set h = 1 ooE, 
1K~O and A = 4880E, equation 5 predicts 0 n = ~ = 3.8 . An h of 
l~Sob would be required to produce a phase error of 60°. The phase 
errors in the hologram of Figure 12 seem to be the result of ripples in 
tne back surface of the mask suostrate which are too small to be re-
solved in the interferogram. 
Another possible source of fringe phase error may be failure of 
tne mask to rest flat against the hologram surface due to irregularities 
in the gelatin. The phase error in this case is 
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~M = (n-l)(eTo/A) • 360° ( 3. 6) 
where o is the angular misalignment in radians. Considerable care is 
taken in tlte manufacture of high resolution plates for semiconductor 
mask making to insure that the gelatin layer is uniform and flat,(ll) 
so this should not De too much of a problem. Assuming a worst case 
deviation of R~ across a ~M mm plate, we get o = 10-4 and ~ = 10.2°. 
The severity of the phase aDerrations in these masks makes the 
synLilcsis of a pr·ecision spatia l filter irnpossible. Further experimen-
tJLion i s needed with various substrates Lo find one that has acceptable 
surface quality and is available at reasonable cost. 
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3.2.6 Suggested Improvements in the System 
Synthesis of nign quality spatial filters with the modulated 
grating hologram will require further development of the apparatus and 
~rocedures described above. Suggested here are several improvements 
wnich could easily be made in a redesign of the system and 
some possible solutions to tne mask phase error problem. 
Tne speed and accuracy of the fringe stabilizer could be im-
~rovedK Tne loop response time for fringe locking is about a third 
of a second, limited by mechanical resonances in the glass flat phase 
sh ifter. This makes phase control difficult with the more sensitive 
holographic media. A lightweight mirror on a piezoelectric devi ce 
would oe much fa ste r, allowing sho rter hologram exposure times. 
Tne interferometer pha se dccuracy which is currently limited 
uy mecnanical proolems in the grating translator could be improved by 
1nountin~ the gratiny on a sensitive capacitance micrometer.(lZ) Such 
-11 devices have been used to measure displacements as little as 10 mm. 
Location of the control grating behind the holo~ram plane is 
inconvenient for exposure of holographic media which scatter or dis-
tort the incident waves. Placement of a small mirror or beam splitter 
in frunt of the hologram with tne control grating off to the side 
would alleviate this proolem. 
tx~osure intensity stability could be improved uy use of d 
laser with a more stable mode structure or by placing the photodiode 
so as to regulate intensity at the center of the hologram plane. 
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The most serious problem seems to be phase errors introduced 
uy the mask substrates. Further testing of substrates is necessary to 
find one with acceptable phase error available at a reasonable price. 
The trade-off is between thickness and flatness. Thin substrates are 
more difficult to grind flat. In the system described above, a substrate 
of thickness .060" would require surface flatness l/4 fringe per inch 
(in transmission) to reduce the phase error to 1°. A very thin sub-
strate, say .UOb", would require a flatness of only 3 fringes per inch 
for the same phase accuracy. A fire polish would probably provide 
adequate surface smoothness. 
Anotner possible solution to the problem might be the use of 
a liquid gate, either at the hologram plane, or with the mask separate 
from but imaged onto the hologram plane. Precise index matching could 
oe ol>toined by mixtures of high index and low index fluids. (l 3) Use of 
liquid gate requires that the mask substrate be thin and homogeneous. 
A .060" glass plate with index variations on = 10-5 would show a phase 
error of 11°. 
Perhaps a set of high quality reusable substrates is the answer. 
An antireflection coating would eliminate any problems with multiple 
reflections. Tne use of a mask medium such as photoresist(l 4) or a 
uleacnaole dye in gelatin suspens ion would eliminate the film grain 
noi se in the masks. Dichromated gelatin holograms made with such masks 
might be the ultimate in noise-free digital holograms. 
lJirect writing of these masks on a computer-contro lled micro-
densitometer would be very desirable. This would greatly simplify the 
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mask making procedure and minimize problems with mask alignment and 
density variations. 
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3.3 Computer-Generated Holograms in Dichromated Gelatin 
011e of the major requirements of a computer-generated hologram 
for use as a spatial filter is large dynamic range. This range will 
.Je limited fundamentally uy the maximum diffraction efficiency and the 
minimUJn noise level of tile medium. The hign diffraction efficiency and 
v0ry lo~D liyilt scattering of dicnromated gelatin make this a very at-
tractive medium for spatial filters. 
Syntnes1s of hologrums in dichromated gelatin is, however, more 
difficult experimentally than synthesis in tile more conventional holo-
grctptlic ruedia. The low sensitivity of the medium requires long 
exposures with a hi p~il power 1 aser. Hepeatabi 1 i ty of results depends on 
tne utmost care in handling and uniformity of processing. The developed 
holograms are unstable in humidities abo ve 80%. 
3 . 3.1 Noise and Diffraction ~fficiency in a t1odulated Grating Hologram 
Several nolograms were synthesized in dichromated gelatin in 
order to test tile noise and efficiency properties relating to dynamic 
ranye. Processing details are given in Appendix G. The holograms were 
111ade wi t11 d single exposure using the interferometer of Section 3.2 . 
Tne mask had 17 areas of uniform density. 
Heasurernents of the diffraction efficiency and noise we re made 
as St1own in Figure 14. Tne diffraction efficiency is defined as the 
ratio of power diffracted into the first order beam to power in the 
incident ueam. Noise was measured with the detector just off the first 
onkr spot (n 7.8milliradians in Figur e 14). Details of the 
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HOLOGRAM 
LASER 3EAf1 
' pl j 
e / ' ' , DETECTOR 
'''I APERTURE 
Fig. 3.14 Measurement of diffraction efficiency and noise in a 
holograpnic medium. 
experiu1ental systelll are given in 1\ppendix F. Experimental data for 
tr1ree identically IJrocessed nolograms are s hown in Fiqure 1!:>. The dots 
indicate diffrctction efficiency as a function of expos ure c1nd s how that 
wit11 careful processing dicllromuted gelatin can give uniform and re-
fg~dtau l e results. 
Relative amplitude of tne diffracted wave (square root of the 
diffraction efficiency) is plotted in Figure 15 to illustrate the 
linear r eSI;Onse of the medium. The theory for an ideal holographic 
medium predicts a linear relationship between diffracted wave ampli-
L.Ude and ~ratin~ modulation at low exposures . (l!J) 
T11e diffracted wave amrlitude vJill reach a saturation level 
due Lu dc!Jlt!tion of the main LH . .:arn <.llld diffr<Jction into ott1cr orders, 
even llwu~11 tilt• 111ediwn is pl'r·fectly linear. rhe expected curve tor a 
I i neJ r rnedi u111 will ue ot the• form 
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;:: ~ sin(aE) 
max (3. 7) 
The exact functional form will vary slightly, depending on the thick-
ness of the grating, but the sine function may be taken as a good 
approximation, at least over the first peak in the diffraction ef-
ficienc~ A plot of this function (with nmax ;:: 50% and a adjusted 
to give a best fit over the linear region) is shown as a dashed line 
in Figure 15. On the logarithmic scale of this figure , a linear medium 
would show a fairly sharp cutoff at maximum diffraction efficiency. 
The more gradual falloff of the experimental data is a result of sa t-
uration of the medium for very strong exposures. The curve deviates 
f rom a straight line at low efficiencies due to a minimum noise level 
in tne system. A curve of the form 
;:: ~ sin(aE) + C 
max 
( 3 . 8) 
with -4 c ;:: 2 • 10 is plotted through the data points at low amplitude. 
The minimum noise level C is a func t ion of the detector sol id angle. 
A sma ller detector aperture would measure the same diffraction effici-
ency but smaller noise level. The signal-to-noise ratio, therefore, 
cannot be taken as an intrinsic property of the medium, but i s st ill 
useful in comparing one medium to another. 
A more fundamental characterization of the medium is the noise 
power spectral density,¢ (linesjmm)-2 , which is defined as the frac-
tion of incident power scattered into an aperture of unit spatial 
freq uency. It is related to the fraction of incident power scattered 
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per unit solid angle uy 
(3.9) 
wnere tt.e spatial frequencies vx,vy are given by 
v = si n e /A X ,y X ,y (3.10) 
¢ is used rather than ¢n beca use ¢ will be independent of wave-
l engtn >. in film noise models which assume a two-dimensional 
transmittance function such as the random checkerboard or ov~rlapping 
circular grain models. (lG) For a real emulsion, ¢ may vary with 
wavelengtn due to the wavelength dependent nature of the scattering 
from fil111 grains in a tnick e111ulsion. 
lne scdle on tt1e riyt1t side of tile gruph applies to the noise 
llleusurellll!ll b 
(3.11) 
wnere n i s in this case the noise equivalent of diffraction effi-
ciency. 
~o ise measurements for one of the holograms in Fiqure 15 are 
shmm on the yrapn iJy + symbol s. Comparison of these 1 evel s to 
tnose for gratings made witt1out a mask shows that the mask is the 
dominant nois~ source. The mask noise probably originates from 
film ~grIlin i11 ttl~ /u 111111 fil111 (Kodak SU272 ) on which the density pat -
terns Wl't'c wt·itten. Tnis fil111 hd s much loruer qrains than a typical 
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noloyrapnic emulsion , and the noise from thi s source will be transferred 
to tne ni vll resolution plates and recorded in the hologram. Direct 
writin g of the masks in a low-noi se medium would alleviate this problem. 
A liquid ga t e was formed by placing one of the high resolution 
plate s uustrates over the hologram emul s ion with a drop of xylene for 
ind~x n1atciling. This had no effect on the noise l eve ls at low dif-
fraction efficiency, and at ni gh efficiency actually increased the 
noise scattering. This result is to be expected if the noise is re-
corded in tile hologram an d is not the res ult of surfa ce deformations 
i11 t11e gelatin. The increased scatt e ring at high effi ciencies is 
prouau ly due to scattering of the diffracted wave by the glass-air 
interface of the liquid gate. The surface relief pattern on these 
~lass plates which i s evident in Figure l2a would be expected to add 
a large amount of low-frequency phase noi se to the transmitted wave-
t runt. 
Tne low noi se gratings used as a comparison in this experiment 
were made by varying the expos ure time. The noise levels for these 
grati n g~ indicated by the sq uares in Figure 15, are more indicative 
of t11e dyna111ic range which mi ght ultimate ly be obtained with these 
holograms. Further measurements and compari son of the dynamic range 
i 11 various llo 1 ographi c media are presented in Chapter 4. 
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3.3.2 k Simple Three-Pnase Hologram 
Ttte tnultiple exf.>OSure wavefront synthesis idea has been illus-
trated for the two-phase case in the double exposure hologram of 
Figure 1~K To demonstrate the synthesis of a modulated grating 
nolograttl in the case of a general complex transmittance function 
requiring three fixed-phase exposures, a nologram of a simple non-
sy~netric object was generated. 
Tne ooject consists of three bright spots on a dark background. 
Tne modulating function for ttlis object is given by 
i2n vax i2 11va(x+y) 
= e + e (3.12) 
wnere x Jnd y are spatial coordinates in the hologram plane (see 
ci~ur~ lb) and tne spatial frequencies va and vb are related to 
di spldcettlents of the Drigrtt spots from the center of the image plane 
HOLOGRAM 
PLANE 
IMAGE 
PLANE 
y POINT 
SOURCE 
THREE 
BRIGHT 
SPOTS 
Fig. 3.lt>. Hologran1 reconstruction geometry for the three spots 
ho 1 ogram. 
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oy 
(3.13) 
The total transmittance function for the first order wave of an ideal 
hologram i s given by 
H(x,y) 
\.. 
e 
I\._ 
modulation 
(3 . 14) 
carrier 
Tile carrier grating has d linear phase term corresponding to the off-
se t angle Oi , 
K -= k sin o. 
1 
(3.15) 
a11d a quadratic ten11 which i s tile paraxial app roximation to a spheri-
ca l wave of radius f. In order to focus the point source onto the 
ima~e plane, the hologram focal length f must be such that 
1 = _, + _, (3.16) 
f d d. 
0 1 
In thi s case, the amplitude at the image plane i s relat~d to the mod-
u lation funcLio11 by a Fourier transform ,(l7) 
li(x. ,y.) = f{~ExIyF} 
1 1 
2 2 ik(x. + y.)/2d. 
1 1 l 
• e (3.17) 
~ ince v1e are interested only in the inten s ity at the image plane, the 
!Jflase term may be ignored and we get 
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11 (x. ,y.) 
1 1 
o(x.-x ,y.) + o(x. -x ,y.-y ) + o (x.-x ,y.) (3.18) 1 a1 1 a1 a 101 
In a real optical syste111, the 8 functions will be replaced by func-
tions of finite width which are the transform of the hologram pupil 
function. 
A modu lated grating hologram was generated in dichromated gela-
tin usiny the function from equation 12. This comp lex function was 
COl.iputcd on ,1 1U24 by 1024 array of sa111p l e points and urokcn into 
t1m;c rcc~l functions, using U1e progra111S in /\ppendix C. 
(3.19) 
T11e rea 1 functions were sea 1 ed from 0 to 255 and written out as three 
separate fra111es on the CRT plotter. 1~M attempt was made to compensate 
for nonlinearities in t11e CRT and photographic emulsions. 
Contact prints of the three masks are shown in Figure l7a. 
Tnese tnree lllctsks were made into a hologram using the apparatus and 
procedures of s~ction 3.2. A photograph of the resulting hologram is 
shown i11 Figure l7b. Tne hologram i s illuminated from behind with a 
tensor ldmp, and areas where tne grating i s strong appear bright, due 
to tne diffracted light. The modulated area in the center of this 
nologram is one inch square. The visual appearance of this hologram 
is even 111ore striking. Tne focusing and dispersive properties of the 
grating cause the o~server to see the pattern in a brilliant spectral 
color Wllictl varies from red to blue as the head i s moved from side to 
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a 
c 
Fig. 3. 17. Computer-generated 
masks (a) used to synthesize 
a modulated grating hologram 
(b) whicn projects an image 
of three bright spots (c). 
Increasing image exposure 
brings out intermodulation 
spots and other image defects. 
Relative Exposure 
0 db 
+17 db 
+27 db 
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side in the focal region. 
Tne hologram was illuminated \'lith a point source as shown in 
figure lG, with an aperture placed so that only the modulated area of 
tile nologram was illuminated. The projected image was recorded 
directly 011 high-contrast film placed at the image plane. A series 
of ex~osures ~~as made with increasing exposure time to bring out the 
defects in the image. Prints of three of the negatives from this 
Sl!ries ctre shown in Figure 17c. In addition to the three predicted 
spots, tttc image shows a spot at the center of the image plane and 
.:>onte spots which result from nonlinear mixing of the three primary 
Sf-Jots. The central spo t corresponds to zero spatia 1 frequency in the 
-totodulating function II , and i s the result of an imbalance in the 
tttree exposur~sK Ttli s imoalance is evident also from the incomplete 
cancellation of the grating in areas outside the mask (see Figure l7b). 
~rro rs in the phase of the reco rded components can result in terms in 
tt1e nologram transmittance which are the complex conjugate of the de-
sir~d transt1tittance. These conjugate image tenns appear as a faint 
inverted illtage reflect~K?d through the origin of the image plane. 
rr1e nonlinearity spots, whi ch appear in an evenly spaced array 
around eacl1 of the uright spots in the image, r es ult from nonlineari-
t.ies in th2 comp uter plotting device, the mask emulsions, and the 
nolographic medium. These nonlinearities caus e the appearance of 
tenus at spatia l frequencies wnich are the s ums and differences of 
lltultiples of t he originul image s patial frequencies. 
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Two faint spots are visibl e 4S mm either side of the center 
Sj)ot on the most heavily exposed photograph in Figure 17c. This 
distance in the image corresponds to 40 lines/mm at the hologram, 
1vlli en is the raster frequency of the array of sample spots. If each 
spot were a 6 function, the image would be repeated in an infinite 
array at the x-y plane. Since the spots have a finite width, how-
ever, we would expect these higher order images to be attenuated. 
Inspection of the masks under a microscope shows the spots to be wide 
enougt1 to merge with their neignbors, and no raster is visible at 
all. The faint spots in these photogra!Jhs are all tnat remain of the 
l1i 9t1er order images. 
An analysis of the 
follows: 
nonlinearities could be carr i ed out as 
Ttle complex transmittance for the first order wave of a thick 
pnase lwlogram is related to the index modulation by Kogelnick's 
cou1Jled wave theory( lS) (see A!Jpendix K), 
i(Q>5+ Q>(x,y)) 
e 
(3.20) 
T, ' a' and ull are the hologram thickness, wavelength in air, and 
br<f~g9 angle of the grating, wilich is assumed to have fringes perpen-
dicular to the hologralll s urface, and <Ps ic; the spherical phase fac-
L•>r for lhl' UlllllOdulated grt~tingK The index 1110dulation p11rameter n 1 
h detcn11ined from u Fourier series ex!Jansion of Lhc refractive index 
o t tne 111edi u111. 
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n (x ,y) 
n- (x y ) - n 1 (x ,Y ) e i <P ( x ,Y ) l ' -
(3.21 ) 
(3.22) 
Tne index of the medium is computed from the exposure by a Taylor 
series, 
n(t) = (3.23) 
Tne a coefficients may be experimentally detennined by methods such 
as tnose used Dy Fillmore and Tynan.C 19 ) 
The exposure is re lated to the mask transmittance function by 
(3.24) 
as~u111ing frinue s of 1nctximum contrast. The 111ct s k translllittdnce functions 
" 
are related to the components of the modulation function H by some 
funct i on f which represents the nonlinearities in the CRT plotting 
device and the photographic mask-making processes, 
1\ = f(Hn) 
= f 0 + f 1Hn + fOe~ + · ·· (3.25) 
A silll!Jle modulation function with a fe·-1 discrete spatial fre-
qucncies, sucn as equation 3.12, will res ult in a hologram transmit-
tdnce function (3.20) with a multitude of spatial frequenc i es which 
arc s ums and differences of multiples of the original freq uen cies . 
Tnis accounts for the location of the extraneous spots in the images of 
Figure l7c. 
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Precornpensation of the nonlinearities f or the entire process 
i s not di ffi cult. It is not necessary to dete rmine the Taylor coef-
ficients or any details of the process above. As long as some stable 
relationship ex i sts between the diffraction amplitude of the final 
holo~ram and the number 0-255 generated by the computer, a simple 
routine rnay ue used to precompensate the functions in the computer. 
Appendix H presents an ana lysis of the nonlinearities in-
~~~rent in the diffraction process and in the response of the holo-
lJrunl 1n~dium to a given exposure. Tile Taylor series method is applied 
Lo til~ <111alysis of thin <.llllpliLude, thin phase, and thick phase holo-
yraiiiS. For each of these cases a formula is derived for the magnitude 
of the lowest order intern~dulation products. 
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3.4 Summary 
A new method for synthesis of digital holograms has been pre-
sented. The generation of an arbitrary complex wavefront can be 
accomplished by a linear superposition of at most three fixed-phase 
wavefronts in a multiple exposure hologram. The fixed-phase wave-
fronts are obtained from computer-generated transmission masks. The 
masks may be placed in contact with the hologram to reduce the effect 
of phase aberrations. 
The advantages of this method for generating holograms include: 
l) Arbitrary choice of recording medium, including high-efficiency 
thick phase media. 2) Efficient use of plotter capacity in generating 
large holograms with high grating frequency. 3) Variation of the 
recording wavefronts allowing the incorporation of a lens or other 
phase function in the hologram without recomputation of the masks. 
An experimental system was shown for generation of modulated 
grating holograms. The basic requirement of the recording interferom-
eter is a stable amplitude and a stabl~ controllable phase of the wave -
fronts at the hologram plane. Phase control may be accomplished with 
an electronic feedback loop, including an auxiliary grating to sense 
the phase at the hologram and a mechanism to shift the phase in one 
leg of the interferometer. 
Tests with double exposure holograms showed that the major 
source of error in the recorded wavefronts is stil l phase aberrations 
in the masks. Synthesis of precision spatial filters will require 
correction of this problem. Suggestions were made for future improve-
n~nts in the masks and recording system. 
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Holograms were synthesized in dichromated gelatin to demonstrate 
tf1e generation of a digital hologram in a thick phase medium and to 
explore the properties of this particular medium relevant to the gen-
eration of spa tial filters. DCG holograms are much more difficult to 
process than conventional photographic media, but the data of Figure 
15 show that it is possible to get repeatable diffraction efficiency 
over a very large exposure range. This uniformity is essential if 
nonlinearities are to be precompensated in the computer. 
Noise measurements were made on the holograms, and the dominant 
noise source was found to be the masks. Most likely this noise 
originates from the coarse grains in the original mask recording films. 
With an improved mask process, holograms of very large dynamic range 
could be synthesized in dichromated gelatin. 
A simple three-phase hologram was synthesized to demonstrate 
the generation of a hologram with a general complex transmittance func-
tion. The reconstructed image shows the effects of nonlinearities and 
other defects in the recording process. An analysis of the nonlineari-
ties in a modulated grating hologram is outlined, and further dis-
cussion is deferred to Appendix H. 
The modulated grating hologram was designed with the spatial 
filtering application in mind, but it may find application in other 
areas as well. The generation of large hol ograms by this method may 
be useful in the synthesis of wavefronts for testing aspheric optical 
elements( 20) or for generation of aspheric hologram lenses.( 2l) In 
such situations the desired wavefront may have no focal region where a 
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small hologram can cover the entire wavefront. A large digital holo-
gram may be necessary for synthesis of these wavefronts. 
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CHAPTER IV 
1WISE LIMITS ON THE DYNAMIC RANGE OF HOLOGRAPHIC SPATIAL FILTERS 
The dynamic range of a holographic spatial filter will be 
limited fundamentally by the maximum diffraction efficiency and the 
minimum noise level of the holographic medium. This chapter presents 
a brief discussion of the noise problem in spatial filters and some 
experirnenta 1 measurements comparing several 1 ow-noise media. 
In gen8ral, the dynamic range of a spatial filter will be af-
fected by other factors as well as intrinsic noise and diffraction 
efficiency. Nonlinearities in the hologram medium may result in dis-
tortion products \-Jhich make the usable diffraction efficiency much less 
than tile maximum. In a coherent optical processor, noise anrl non-
li11eariti es in the input med ium as well as other noi se sources in the 
system may be the limiting factor. These other problems will not be 
considered in detail here. Nonlinearities in a computer-generated 
hologram may in principle be eliminated by pre-distortion of the func-
tions in the computer. Various techniques exist for extending the 
linear range of holograms made by optical methods.(l-4 ) The only 
fundamental li mitations on the dynamic range of a spatial filter are 
the maximum diffraction efficiency and the minin1um noise level intrin-
sic to the medium. 
The concept of noise power spectral density in photographic 
media was first introduced by Jones(S) as a method of characterizing 
pt1otographic yranularity. Since then, there have been many studies 
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of noise in photographic media for use in . (6-12) coherent opt1cal systems 
and many studies which apply specifically h 1 h . d' (13-21) to o ograp 1c me 1a . 
The results of these studies are difficult to apply to the 
evaluation of holographic media for use as spatial filters. The 
problem is that the noise is treated as originating only from scatter-
ing of the zero-order or specular wave in the hologram. This is a 
valid approximation for weakly diffracting holograms, but in a strong 
hologram til e dominant noise source is often scattering from the first-
order wave due to s urface irregularities in the emulsion or other 
nois e sources of low spatial frequency. The study which comes closest 
to treating the problem is that of Lee and Greer,(l?) who measured 
s ignal-to-noise ratios in media for holographic memories. The low-
frequ8ncy effects are not apparent in these data, probably the result 
of low diffrJction efficiency and the presence of intennodulation 
no isl! . 1~M attempt was made to e liminate the intennodulation noise, 
as thi s was one of the main effects being studied. 
In the experiments reported here, noise measurements were made 
in several lmv-noi se holographic media using single point images, so as 
to eliminate intermodulation products. The scattered noise light is 
shown to be s trongly dependent on diffraction efficiency. 
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4.1 Dynamic Range and Signal-to-Noise Ratios 
The dynamic range of a nolographic spatial filter for image 
del>lurring will be defined here as the ratio Hma/Hmin' where Hmax 
and H . 
nn n are maximum and minimum useful values of the filter trans-
mittance function. The concept of dynamic range is nonnally applied 
to nonlinear media, in which the transmittance may vary over only a 
finite range without introducing unacceptabl e distortion in the re-
corded function. In a filter for which the nonlinearity has been 
corrected, a dynamic range may still be specified, based on the mini-
IliUm acceptable signal-to-noise ratio at the output plane of the 
processor in which the filter is to be used. 
In the processor of Figure 1, the signal is shown as a single 
brignt point, although in general it may be a diffuse image. The 
noise occurs as scattered light within the image area. The hologram 
is assumed to have a transmittance (for the first-order wave) of: 
( 4. 1 ) 
The function H is the compl ex filter transmittance, and the phase 
factor represents an off-axis converging sphe rical wave. An analysis 
of the ope ration of this processor is presented in Appendix N. 
ll for the filter will be li mited by the maximum diffraction 
max 
efficiency of the medi um . H . for a typical deblurring filter (see 
m1n 
Chapter II) will be the transmittance at the center of the filter . 
Lowering H . to achi eve greater dynamic range will result in less 1111n 
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HDLOC7RAM 
fiLTfR 
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Fig. 4.1 Coherent Optical Processor showing degradation of 
the image (signal) by noise at the output plane. 
image intensity at the output plane, and lower signal-to-noise ratio. 
The exact relationship between dynamic range and signal-to-noise 
ratio will in general depend on the particular characteristics of the 
filter function and image distribution. Tichenor( 2l ) has derived a 
relationship for a filter in which all of the scattered light is 
assumed to originate from the bright central spot in the filter plane. 
This ignores the high diffraction efficiency effects mentioned earlier. 
A signal-to-noise ratio may be defined as the ratio of maximum 
intensity of the impulse response to average noise intensity, I5/ <IN>. 
A more careful definition for a coherent optical system must take 
account of the random fluctuations due to interference of the signal 
with the noise, (l 4) 
(4 . 2) 
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a is the root-mean-square fluctuation in intensity due to noise in 
the coherent image. 
Signal-to-noise ratios are useful for comparing one medium to 
another under similar circumstances, but do not represent a fundamental 
property of the holographic medium. For a point image the signal-to-
noise ratio will be proportional to the hologram area. For a diffuse 
image the signal-to-noise ratio will depend on the image area.(l 6 ) 
A more fundamental characterization of the medium is ~EpIqFI 
the noise power spectral density, or fraction of incident wave power 
scattered per unit spatial frequency, at frequency (p,q). Complete 
speci fication of this function will allow calculation of signal-to-
noise ratios in any particular situation. 
4.2 Noise in Holographi c ~1edia 
The sources of noi se in a thick holographic medium are illus-
trated in Figure 2. In addition to the diffracted waves, which arise 
from periodic modulations i n the absorption or refractive index of 
the me dium, there will be a portion of the incident energy which is 
scatt e red randomly. This random sca ttering results from film grains 
or other inhomogeneities in the medium and from irregularities at the 
surface of the emulsion. 
In a simple model, the total effective amplitude transmittance 
of the hologram can be written as: 
f(x ,y) = (4.3) 
signal noi se 
INCIDENT 
WAVE 
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DIFFRACTED 
WAVES 
· ·. · +-- SURF ACE 
IRREGULARIT IES 
SCATTERING CENTERS (GRAINS) 
Fig. 4.2 Sources of noise in a ho lographic medium. 
This model ignores any dependence of the noise on the signal trans-
mittance T5 , and also ignores the finite thickness of the medium. 
T5 represents the detenninistic part of the hologram transmit-
tance, and includes all diffracted orders: 
(4.4) 
¢t is the spherical phase factor for the tth order wave. 
TN includes all random deviations from T5 and is assumed to 
nave a mean value 1: 
= 
= 0 (4.5) 
Consider now the hologram imaging sit uation of Figure 3. A 
point source (pinhole) illuminates a hologram which projects an image 
-109-
x,y 
do d. ' 
e .. SPEC\JUIR 
WAV£ 
SOURCE 
.A 
/ 
HOLOG-RAM 
I M It::;. E 
liN]) 
NOISE. 
Fiy. 4.3 Geometry for analys is of noi se in a holographic 
medium. 
onto the plane (xi ,yi). The angle e. 
l 
must be large enough that the 
image lies outside the specular wave . In the case of the spatial fil-
ter of Figure 1, the image would be the impulse response of the filter. 
Only three terms in the total transmittance contribute sig-
nificantly to the image and noise within the image area. 
- i <P l - i <P 
- -
i <P , 
-T(x,y) 
"' Tle + T e 
0 
tN + T1e tN (4.6) 0 
signal No Nl 
nois e terms 
The first of these is the signal wave, and in the case of the s patial 
fi 1 ter it may be assumed to have the same form as equation 1, 
-110-
The second terrn represents scattering of the zero-order wave, or 
specular tenn,into the image aperture. This will produce a distribu-
tion of noise light over the image area which is uniform and uncorre-
1ated with the signal, as shown in Figure 4. The third term repre-
sents scattering of the first order wave by low-frequency noise in the 
medium. The noise power spectral density is much higher at low spatial 
~u 
l 
SIGNAL 
-fr~::::::::::::::::~I~~ x. 
1 
NOISE FROM 
SPECULAR WAVE 
NOISE FROM 
FIRST ORDER 
WAVE 
rig. 4.4 Signal and noi se intensity distributions at the 
imdge plane for a single point signal. 
frequencies, and the noise from this term is therefore sharply peaked 
around a single point image. For a diffuse image, the noise will be 
more evenly distributed, but wi 11 sti 11 increase with diffraction 
efficiency . Noise s catte ring from other diffracted orders wi 11 
generally be of the same form as INo and can be included in this 
term. 
The average noise intensity at the image plane in Figure 3 due 
to scatteri ng from the zero-order wave is easily e valuated. The average 
noise pm12r passing through a small aperture Ax. Ay. I 1 at the imaqe 
-111-
plane, due to the scattering from a small area dxdy at the hologram 
may ue written as: 
d <IN (x.,y.)> 6X· ~yK = I0 (x,y) dxdy ¢(p,q) 6p 6q 0 1 1 1 1 
6p 6q 2 = 6x. 6y . I ( >. d.) 1 1 1 
(4. 7) 
I0 (x,y) is the intensity of the zero-order wave transmitted by the 
ilologratn. l)l (p,q) is the noise power s pectral density for the medium 
at spatial frequencies (p,q). Using paraxial approximations for the 
angles in Figure 3, these spatial frequencies are: 
p(x,xi) ~ (sin exF/>- ~ 
q(y,yi) ~ (sin ey)l >- ~ 
(x.jd. 
1 1 
(y .jd. 
1 1 
x/d. 
1 
yjd. 
1 
Integration of equation 7 gives 
' IN ( x. ,y . ) > 0 1 1 = 
1 
IyOd~ 
1 
I0 (x,y) ¢(p,q) dxdy 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
with A being the aperture at the hologram plane. Kozma(l 6) has 
n 
deduced this san~ relationship (with I constant) on the basis of a 
0 
scalar diffraction theory presented by Goodman. (l 4 ) 
In the derivation of equation 10, we have assumed that each ele-
ment dxdy contrib utes incoherently to the total noise at the output 
aperture 6x. 6y . . 
1 1 This assumption breaks down if the hologram area 
dxdy is not much larger than the correlation area 9.-/ .. y of the noise 
processes at hologram plane, or if the sample aperture 6xi Ayi is not 
much larger than the speckle correlation area at the imaqe plane. 
~i nn~ tile ,lvPt'.tqc' <;pecklc> siLe is inversely related to the hologram 
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area, this latter condition sets a minimum area for the probe beam in 
a measurement system (such as Figure 5). 
The expected noise intensity due to scattering from the first-
order, or signal wave, is more difficult to evaluate since this noise 
term is correlated with the signal. In this case the noise amplitude 
at the image plane can be written as a convolution of the signal ampli-
tude with the random part of the filter impulse response, 
[, = (x1,y1) =(xi+ (K/k)di,yi) 
(coordinates centered on first-order wave) 
The noise-free signal is given by: 
a0 : amplitude incident on hologram 
P(x,y): hologram pupil function 
{4.11) 
(4.12) 
(vx,vy) = (x1/Adi, y1/ Adi) spatial frequencies 
and the noise impulse response by: 
(4.13) 
The expected value for the noise intensity is: 
-.. 1 • .11 ( , )> 11 \' >KK~!-;?K ffff as( t; -n) a;{f: -nDF <hkEnFh~EnDF > dndn' 
1 
(4.14) 
Further reduction of this integra 1 requires some specific assumptions 
-113-
about the noise statistics and the signal distribution: 
i) d\N(n) h~EnDF > decorrelates over a distance 0 = In - n' ! 
much smaller than the overall variation of <lhNI 2> , and 
within this distance the autocorrelation function is iso-
tropic. Physically, this means that the average speckle is 
much smaller than the total noise distribution and has no 
preferred orientation. 
s-n ;ey-I~ , 
~ .. - i;, -n 
p=t. 
i;, 
ii) The autocorrelation function is separable as a product, 
(4.15) 
Not all distributions which satisfy i) will meet ii), but 
we will proceed with this assumption. 
iii) The s ignal distribution asE ~ F does not vary si~nificantly 
over the correlation distance A • 
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(4.16) 
This is perhaps the most restrictive assumption of the 
three, as it limits our consideration to images well 
below the resolution limit, with no details the 
size of the speckle. 
With the above assumptions the expected noise intensity can be written 
as: 
00 
(4.17) 
The integral over p is roughly the average speckle area. 
" ' 
J RN(p) 21rp dp = o.l:-.2 - >KO d~/Ah ('l.l8) 
0 
Ah: hologram area 
The noise impulse is related to the noise power spectral density by 
(4.19) 
The expected noi se intensity in terms of measurable quantities is then 
{4.20) 
l3y means of this formula and the noise power s pectral density data for 
a point image, one can ca lculate the expected noise intensity in a more 
general image distribution, due to scattering of the image wave. The 
fonnula is strictly true only when the assumptions i) -iii) are satis-
fied, but it should provide a useful approximation in any case. A more 
-115-
accurate result would require evaluation of the integral (4.14) with a 
spec ific image distribution, or a more exact specification of the noise 
statistics for the particular case being considered. 
-116-
4.3 fv1easurements of Diffraction Efficiency and Noise in Several Media 
Measurements were made in several low-noise media to determine 
their relative performance as holographic spatial filters. The method 
of these measurements is illustrated in Figure 5. Experimental details 
are given in Appendix F. A laser beam with a Gaussian profile was 
passed through the test hologram. The hologram which was recorded with 
spherical waves, focuses the first order beam onto the output plane. A 
photodiode with a small aperture samples the signal and noise intensi-
ties at this plane. The aperture is large enough to include all of the 
power in the signal spot . Recording and measurement wavelengths were 
both 4UUM~K 
The recorded signal was a single bright point, in order to elim-
inate any intermodulation noise which could occur with a more complicated 
LASER BEAM 
Po 
- edildoAt~ 
FIRST ORDER 
BbAt~ P l 
10° OFF AXIS 
Fig. 4.5 Measurement of noise power spectra . e is proportional to 
spatial frequency. PO is a photodiode. 
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signal. The measured noise pattern should be similar to that which 
mignt occur in a real spatial filter in which the impulse response is 
very localized. 
Noise power spectra were plotted for several gratings in each 
medium at different levels of diffraction efficiency. The scattering 
angle e measured from the central spot is proportional to spatial 
frequency at the hologram plane. 
Signal-to-noise intensity ratios were measured in all cases with 
the detector 7.3 milliradians off the signal spot,in order to facili-
tate comparison of the media. This angle was chosen to be as close to 
the signal srot as ros sib le without interference from light in the 
sideloues of the signal. The Gaussian bPam profi l e is essential to 
reduce these sidclobes. The shape of the power spPctra clocs not vary 
tuuch front one medium to another, and the measurements at 7. n mr can be 
taken as roughly proportional to the total noise power. 
The plots in Figures 6 through 12 show the results of these 
meas ure11tents . In each graph the measurement system noise levels are 
plotted as dashed lines. Any point more than 3 db above these level s 
can L>e considered entirely hologram noise. The l evels labeled c!>M 
0 
were determined from measurements of the noi se scattered from a gl ass 
plate 10° off axis. These levels represent the minimum scattering of 
the zero-order \vave, nnd were determined from measurement s on a clean 
glass plate obtained from one of the holograms with the emul s ion re-
lli()VCd. 
-118-
The levels ¢M are 58 db below the signal spot, and represent 
1 
the noise associated with the first-order wave of a noise-free halo-
gram. Thi s noise is the result of scattering of the laser beam by 
mirrors, lenses, hologram substrate, and other elements of the measure-
ment system. Lacking a perfect hologram with which to make this 
measurement, a worst case calculation was made from the measurements 
on a glass plate. Auxiliary lenses were placed in front of the halo-
gram to provide beam convergence, and the noise was measured from a 
glass plate 7.8 milliradians off the main spot. This noise level was 
58 db below the main spot . The auxiliary lenses introduce several db 
additional noise into the measurement. This figure, therefore, 
~·~presents a worst case for the measurement system \·Jith a noise-free 
nologram. l)etails of these measurements are given in Appendix F. 
The dichromated gelatin media (Figures 6 and 7) show a linear 
relationship between diffracted wave amplitude and exposure over a 
very wide exposure range. The s ilver bromide media show no such 
beha vior. The simplicity of the photochemical mechanism in dichrom-
ated gelatin as compared to the complexity of reactions in a photo-
graphic grain undoubted ly accounts for this behavior. 
Several of the spectra show an anomalous bump at 10-12 mr. 
llc<1vily exposed photographs of these nois e patterns showed these 
1Ju111ps to occur in two rings around the signal spot. The origin of 
this noise was found to be the inside edges of the apertures used to 
define the beams in the recording system. Larger apertures, placed 
further from the pinhole spatial filters would alleviate this problem. 
-119-
The HN03 bleach gratings showed very large scattering at low 
frequencies. Inspection of the emulsion showed a very rough surface, 
proba~ly the result of dissolution of some of the gelatin by the nitric 
acid. Thi s is probably an erratic result, due to subtleties in the 
111ethod of processing. This process, when it works, is supposed to 
produce very low noise holograms. (22 ) Both the HN03 processed plates 
and Hariharan's bleach plates showed considerable darkening during the 
experiment, due to the print-out effect of unstabilized AgBr grains. 
Details of the processing of each of these media are given in 
Appendix G. 
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4.4 Summary 
The dynamic range of a holographic spatial filter is limited 
fundamentally by noise originating in the holographic medium. The 
definition of dynamic range, which is normally applied to nonlinear 
n~diaI can also be applied to a linear medium in which the only 
li mitation is signal-to-noise ratio at the output plane of a coherent 
optical processor. Signal-to-noise ratios do not represent a funda-
mental property of the medium, but are useful in comparing one medium 
to anotner under similar circumstances. 
A simple model for the noise sources in a hologram was pre-
sented. The model leads to two terms for the average noise intensity 
at the image plane. One of the terms i s dependent on diffraction 
efficiency, and this tenn will be the dominant noise source in holo-
grams of high diffraction efficiency. 
Signal-to-average-noise intensity ratios were measured for each 
of the media in Figures 6 through 11. These ratios are plotted in 
Figure 13 versus the diffraction efficiency of the gratings. 
The dichromated gelatin media showed about the same signal-to-
noi se ratios as the si lver bromide plates. This was surprising con-
s idering the visual appea rance of these nEdia. Apparently the 
relatively noi sy appearance of the bleached media is due to wirle angle 
scdttering by film grains, and the small-angle, or low-frequency 
scuttering, which i s the dominant noise source in these holograms, is 
c.Jl)OUt the same for the various media. The coincidence of the noise 
-12 8-
levels for the c leanest dichromate process and the 649F unbleached 
plate suggests a common source of noi se. The gelatin for the DCG 
plates was obtained by fixing unexposed 649F plates. The removal of 
photographi c gra ins may leave voids or small inhomogeneities in the 
gelatin which could cause the same scattering as the original grains. 
Measurements of noise in unexposed, fixed emulsions of various thick-
nesses support this hypothesi s . (20) Further experimentation with 
freshly coated gelatin layers could perhaps give media with much 
higher signal-to-noise ratios . 
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COMPLEX WAVEFRONT SYNTHESIS BY MULTIPLE EXPOSURE HOLOGRAPHYt 
David MacQUIGG 
01/ifornllllrutituu of Tuhnolofy. Pasadc,a. Caltfomia 9/109, USA 
Received 26 Much 1973 
An arbitrary complex wavc:fronl t.:ar . .x sF·nthuiT~d by a multiple rxro~ure of thret photographic tr.1nspa.rcnc:iH 
on a sK~ngle holof:rJf'hlc pbre w1th 120• phJsc sh1f1 m tht reference W3\'C: bet-..ccn r>oposures Thu method ha.s several 
advan tages O\C'r ordtn.lry computtr gcnenlcd holoaums. Apphcauonl mclude )['allal filteung . holo~nm optical 
rlemcnu. and amage subtnctJon. 
I. Basic wavdronl synthesis idea 
An arbitrary complex wavefront, rcpre~nted by 
the complex funcllon k''(x,y), can be synthc~ized as 
the sum of three teaJ.va lued, non-negative functions 
of fixed pha~: 
wn(x,y) real, non negative. 
As shown in fig. I , a mimmum of three fi>.td pha~ 
vectors arc required to cover the complex plane. A 
holo,;raphic diffracuon grattng which will generate the 
desued complex wavefront from a plane wave can be 
ptoduced from three real wavefronts as \hown in fig. 2. 
Each of the three component wave fronts is record in 
succeuion on a holographic plate with 120° pha~ 
sh ift in the reference wa\•e between exposures. The 
rerult is a hologram with an effective (off-axis) tran~ 
mittance W(x,y). The wavefronts w,(x,a•) are obtatned 
from photographiC transparencieS, which may be 
generated by computer or by other means. 
Let the amplitudes of the reference and subJect 
beams at the hologram plane be R exp(1(kx-¢n)J and 
wn(x,y), n ~ 1,2,3; ¢ 11 '= 0, ?.rr/3, 4rr/3. The total film 
exposure is then : 
1 Rcuarch IUJ'J'Ort<d ln pOll by the Au Forn: Office or 
Sam!lfic Rcaurcll. 
76 
E • 6 E,. ~ 6 r< IR exp(1(k.x-¢n)] + wn(x,y)l 1 
n n 
where r< IS the exposure time for each step. Assuming 
hnear recording of ihc hologram, the last term in the 
above express1on gives the des1rcd complex transmit · 
tance on a carrier exp( -lkx). The other terms occur at 
widely ~parate ~patial frequencies. 
The addition of wave fronts by multiple exposure 
holography has been demon strated in the context of im-
age rubtract1on (I, 2) 3Jld holographic interferometry 
[3, 4). The wavefront synthesiS 1dea is also related to the 
grid codang technrquesofPenningto n (5) and the meth· 
ods of Burckhardt md Doherty (6) except that the "grad" 
here IS formed by the anterference of the two waves. 
The mult1ple exposure technaque has ~vera! ad-
vantages over purely dig1tal techniques (7, 8) in the 
syntheSIS of wave fronts. The generatiOn of the basic 
grating by optacal means relieves the computer of the 
burden of draw1ng details the SJZe of each fringe and 
allows the production of much lary~r holograms. If we 
think of the hologram as a h1gh frequency earner 
(graung) modulated by a two dunens1onal complex· 
valued envelOpe', then it 1~ t icar thai all the information 
-133-
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'"lf 
' \ 
:Im 
fl&. 1. IUustntins t he £Cncrollon of 1n arbitrary complex 
(unction ;U the sun\ of thr.ce fi~cd ph;1sc functions with non-
necatiYC rodlictc:n!S. 
is contained in the envelope and none in the carrier. 
The optimum u~ of the tnformation capactty of any 
compu ter plottmg dc\"ice will result if tt is u;cd only 
to gene rate the envelope functiOn . This can result m 
enormous savings in the generation of certain image 
enhancement spatial filters wh~re the envelope is a 
slowly varying func tion. 
Another advantage of tltis method is that the halo· 
gram be generated directly in a low noi~ high efficiency 
thick medium such as dichromated gelatin [9, 10] 
whereas the digi tal techniques require a thin hologram. 
The maximum theoret ical dtffracuon efficiency for a 
thick phase grating is 1007c as compared to 6.25% for 
MASK 
o) 
b) 
Fie. 2. (•) R<cordinl\ of component WIY<:fronts by multiple 
exposure. (b) Recon>truction 1i•cs de sued w1vcfro nt. 
a tltin sinusoidal amplitude grating and I 07c for a 
bmary amplitude grattng [I I J. 
2. Technique fo r generating the desired grating 
The major problem encountered in the making o f 
these plates is phase aberrations in the masks used to 
generate the component wavefron ts w,(x,y). qhe~ 
wavefron ts need not be perfectly plane . In fact, the 
opttcal phase may show a large systematic error due 
to other components in the system. However, the 
HOLOGRAM 
~O 
fig.). W•vcftont modulator plate CHl) us~d lo tlinnnate phase errors in ma1k function ""n 
77 
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phase at the hologram plate must be consistent within 
a few degrees from mask to mask over the entire 
(several em) aperture. 
The brute fo.rce solution of the phase prohlem 111· 
volvu precise index matching in a hquid gate with a 
mixture of high index and low Index nutds. In addttion 
the mask substrate must be thtn and homogeneous. A 
0.040" glass plate tequtres that mdex mhomogeneittes 
An be less than JQ - S to hold the phase error under ""f. 
Another approa ch is to place the masks in dtrect 
contact wtth the hologram plate . The phase aberratiOns 
of the substrate" til then affect both beams equally 
and result in no net distortion of the grating on the 
hologra:n plate ( 12). 
A tlurd approach is the use of a second hologram 
as a ··wavefront modulator plate"'. Refernng to lig. 3, 
each of the aberrated wa\·efronts w 1, w2• w3 IS separ· 
ately recorded wuh reference beam "'r on hologram 
11 1 with a small change tn inctden t angle . The optics is 
arran~ed so that rotatton of the rntrror causes wavefront 
""n to pivot about the center of holopam H1 • The 
Uansmttlance of 11 1 contains ternlS wj "'r• w;wr• and 
"'l"'r· When re-illumtnated wtth the ongmal aberrated 
wavefronts, the reconstructed terms become lw1 Pw,. 
h,·2 p,..r and lw3 12wr which can be re~ortled by mul-
tiple exposure on hol ogram 11 2. The phase aberratiOns 
111 the reconstructed wave fronts are due to "'r and the 
substrate of H 1 and are consistent from mask to mask. 
Interfering terms w 1w;w,, etc. fall off axis and are 
tasily separated out by a small aperture. The advantag~ 
of •his method over contact printing is the abtlity to 
lilter out notse and ra ster 10 the computer &enerated 
masks by pl actng a small aperture an the focal plane of 
beam w1• 
An interesting feJture of both the contact printmg 
and modulator plate methods is the squaring of the 
mas!.. functtons. Thts can be very useful m the maktng 
of spattal lilters as 11 allows a doubhng of the dynamic 
range of 1he filter . If the avatlable range of transmit· 
tance of the coanputer generated mask ts I o3 then the 
final filter can have a range of I 06. 
3. Applications of multiple exposure wavefront syn· 
the~is 
The multiple exposure method of wavefront syn-
thests should prove mo~t apphcable 10 cases where the 
78 
de~ircd wavcfron t varies slowly in phase and amplitude 
wuh respe~t to some e~ stly g~neratecl r<>feren.:e wave-
front. Such apphcattons 10clude spatial ftlters for image 
enhancement, pattern reco!!nitton and image coding. 
Other applicat tons such as generatton of artifkial 
cre~ncl holograms, 10 which the wavefront shows very 
large fluctuations over short distances, may be 1m· 
practical because of the necessity of keeping each mask 
aligned wtthtn mtcron tolerances. 
pynthe~is of hologram lemes and optical elements 
may be posstble 10 cases where an approximate wave-
front can be gene rated opttcally. For example, using a 
plane wa'e •nd a sphencal wave it would be possible 
to synthesiLe a hologram "hich converts an inctdent 
plane wave to a parabolic wave. 
Image subtracttons may be accomplished by using 
two exposures with 180° shtft 10 the rderence wave . 
1 hts has been done by Gabor (I) and by Colhns (2). 
but they J\otded the phase aberration problem by 
using the same object for both exposures, blocking 
part of the objec t wtth an opaque mask for the second 
elo.posurc. Bromley ( 13) used photographtc lilm 10 a 
ltqutd ~ate for hts unJge subrracttons. To the best of 
my knowled~eK the con tact prtnting method has not 
been used in tma ge subtractton experiments. 
Apphcauo ns of the above method to the gcneratton 
of spatial lilters for image enhancement are now being 
studied and result s wtll be reported later. 
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APPENDIX B 
Computer Programs for Analysis of Thick 
Holographic Diffraction Gratings 
The following are listings of the subrouti ne WAVES used in gen-
erating the plots of Chapter 2, and a typical program using the WAVES 
subroutine. This subroutine was written in collaboration with Alan 
Mickelson. The method of computation is presented in Chapter 2. This 
is a general purpose subroutine to compute the amplitudes of the dif-
fracted waves from an unslanted phase grating of arbitrary thickness and 
arbitrary (but symmetric) grating fringe profile. 
Usage: 
CALL WAVES (WVLG, THETA, D, T, EPS, NL, VL) 
WVLG: Wavelength in air 
THETA: Incident wave internal angle (degrees) 
D,T: Grating period and thickness 
EPS: Array containing Fourier coefficients of the grating 
index profile 
NL: Number of orders retained in the calculation 
VL: Complex array of wave amplitudes 
EPS and VL must be dimensioned at least NL. Wave amplitudes are returned 
with zero-order coefficient in VL ( LO). LO = ( NL + 1 ) /2. 
Timing: Approx. 120 msec on IBM 370/158 
Storage: 8936 bytes 
-136-
* Subroutines Called 
HSEHLD: Finds eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a real-symmetric matrix, 
by the Givens-Householder method. 
EQSOV: Simultaneous equation solver uses Gaussian elimination with 
iterative improvements. 
* Documentation available at the Caltech Computing Center. 
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prBmC~ qq kb ~A~bpf tsidIq~bqAIlIqIbcpI~iIsi 
c 
C GtVFM ~As b i ~kdq ~ A~r tkqb~kAi ANGLE OF q~b TNCIOENT WAVE, GR ATING 
C mfm f g ~ 0 AND qefC~k~pp T, AND qe ~ clr~fco COEFF ICIENT S OF THE GRATING 
r or.crtLE FPS , SU'\POt:TJNF PFTURt.S ClD~ mibu AMPLI TUDES VL FCR THE NL OIF-
C FR Af"TEr ~~s €R CENTF.PfO AfCUT q~b ZERO ORDER . 
( 
c 
0 I M !' "J S I r ~· co S I ? 1 I , A I 7 1 , 2 1 l , U I 21 , 2 1 l , GAM I 2 1 , 5 I , B I 2 1 I , C ( 2 1 I 
nr~rly· stntg IJ8LC'<I'H,21 1 
C: Ql/ 1 VAL Ef\CJ:: I UP I. 'lK I 1, l I, A I 1,1 I I 
q(AL ~rIh MO IhdIhpqIhgObmpfO1FIklIqrmf/SKOUP1URP/ 
Cl~ ci cu VLI2ll,EI211 
LIJ" I NL•ll/? 
KO=TUPI /1-<VLG 
KC2=KC*KO 
KG= ruo I /C 
~~EF ~ ~ Q ~ T ( FP S ( 1 ) ) 
LO 
lC C 
KST = hd*kC~pfkf THFTA*0.0174i33 
,.,,.. l Or:: t\=1,11JL 
h~?~rpf~l=hMO*cmpEkF 
0" ?<' C l=l,NL 
L = I - 10 
.\lrt = l*Kt;-K<; T 
2,10 hi I , II =hygw~m<;E ll-JILFL*ALFL 
or Jon J =? ,NL 
Jt-1\"J .-l 
[)f) 30C l = l,JM1 
~ = g-1+1 
100 All , J l = KOZ"PS("') 
C ALl HSFHLO(Nl 1 2l ,A 1 U, GAIH 
OI"J '.iOC g=1I~ll 
DO "OC 1"1oNL 
'500 Uf\LC'K!t,JI=U(I,JI 
fliLOI,. 1. 
ol z . e ..- o 
fJ 
e ,·J e,.. v e ~ for s U 
eiJe .... va! .. <'s 
I ~Ig ;f;oKIs BJ 
o.-der 
"11\X ,. '5 
CA LL FQSOVINL,Uf\LCK,O,MAX,l.E-3,C,IT,OI Sal•e lo,.. o>efl:cienfs 
IF! lT.GE.MAXl PPHT 60 1 MAuIwsidIq~bqAIlIqIEbmpfkgIkslISfIkl 
"'0 FI'Rr-AT I' ~1M Cdk~!::odbkCb I .13,1Pl0El0.3.I51 
fybC!~ ~cob IF INLY T HAS CHANGED 
ENTR Y NE'r.T ITI 
7CC DO ?1C J = 1,Nl 
GAI'I'A J=GAI<(J, 11 
IF I GAr-r-AJ . LT.Ol GC TO 705 
?C5 
7IC 
PC C 
mef=pnoqfdAfDM~g}*1 
f I J l = C r- Pl X I COS I P ~ I l, S HH PH I )I 
GO 10 710 
EIJ l = EXPI -AMINliSQRT(-GAMMfiJ I*T, 50. l 
Cf1N TINUE 
00 f"iC 1 =1,Nl 
Vllll = CC.,O.J 
Of' 'l';O J , l,NL 
V L1 I l = V LC II ~c I J l * LC I , J) * E I J t 
R E TURJI. 
END 
/)MINI i• "'"" ' ·J 
u,., de~ f/, >v 
ot-der s 
c. 
I 
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II SFT ICC,.lO 
II EXEC FCRTG 
ffp~pmiqC~ DC SYSOUT=N 
IIF'":PT C"l * 
C ccCdoA~ TQ PLOT cfl~q OR CER DIFFRACTICN EFFICIENCY FOR PHASE 
C qmtKkp~!ppfCk do~qtkdpK 
rATA PI 1PK1~1R9O~R1 
C! s f~~ f Ck EDS (l21. P (1 21,X(601,YI60,10),Ql(101 
CED ~mi c X VL I 121 
C I ,._, IT I A L r AT A VAL \IE S 
( 
c 
c 
c 
c 
( 
c 
c 
DATA OI I 0 .1,1.,2. ,3.,4. ,5.,6.,8., 10.,20./ 
REII L N0/1.541 
\o.VL G = C.':' 
T = 12.1) 
NL ~ 12 
l~fqfAi CALCU LAT FD s~irbp 
LO = INL+-1112 
EPS C 1 I ·= NO* f'.; O 
L 0 : 
e;ps (1) 
l)n c;cc 10 = 1,10 
0 = Q l I 10 I G' """ Q 
0 = ~noq E ' ·*PI*Io.VLG*T II NO*O I 
TH ET.Ae = ff~p!k ffoK sidffOK•ka * a ff 
c" I c. ... 1 ~ fe D 
Cl = hsi~•kl*Clp fqeb q~of11OK*mf*qf 
TW' TA = I 1 ~1F K/ ml )>OTH FT .Ae 
wRIT" .1<', , ?71 NO,Io."LG,THETA,O,T,C1,f\L,Q 
27 cCDo~KAq l/luIpcl ·gK~IbypKPI!1uIc1MKP1 
m~dfk LCCP TC F ILL PLCTTING .ARRAYS X,Y. 
DO 4(1 C I = 1, 50 
PHI = .C4*PI*I 
f''S I21 = C1*PHI 
CALL liMFIN 
CAL L I.AVFS (MVLG,THETA,C,T,EP S ,NL,VLI 
CALL T11'0UT 
CA LCULATE PO.,.ER IN OIFFR.ACTED ORDERS 
SUM = 0. 
DO 4C~ l = 1,NL 
VR =PEA L( VLILI I 
VI = AII'AG( VL(L) I 
P(L) = VP>OVR + VI*V[ 
405 Sll"' = SU"' + P(LI 
WRITF ( n , 29 1 cegIcIpr~ 
2<; FOR WAT (1 X,14F9.41 
~qCob C~qA FOP PLOTTING 
vE[I[~l = PIL0•11 
BoDl~fq ~kd-i € 
400 X(l) =PHI 
Ct\L L TIM SU"' 
SOC (l"lN Tif\UE 
s ............... 'I 
p~sb C.ATA FrR LATER FLOTT1NG 
PUNCH 'iC, X,Y 
50 FGRWA T 120A41 
t ~ qq ~D ( 6,31 1 IX([),(Yir,IQI,I0=1 ,10I,l= l,SOI 
~1 cllofD~ q II/(1 X.11 F ll.3tl 
PfG if\ PLC TS 
CIILL SCALE! 3 ., 2 .,5. , 5. ,0., 2 .*PI,O.,l. 
a~ 10C IO = 1,10 
1 () 0 CAL l !' L CT L N I X, Y I 1 .I 0 ) , 50 I 
CALL AXIS! 0 ,0.,0., 2 .*PI,l0 
CALL AXIS1 .9Q ,Q., C.,l.,lQ I 
STOP 
END 
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APPENDIX C 
Computer Programs for Image Processing and Generation of Holograms 
c. 1 Image Processing 
FFT2 
FILTER JINC JNCINV 
Filtering Program 
C.2 Hologram Generation 
COMPON 
SCALEX SCALEQ 
PHASE W2048 
~ 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
Th i s appendi x provides listings of the programs used in process-
ing t l1e i mages in Figure 2. 15 and generating the holograms of Section 
3. 3. Several programs of general usefulness are listed also. 
FFT2 i s a 512 by 512 complex Fast Fourier Transform. FILTER 
gene rates a two-dimensional filtering function from a given radial 
fun ction. JINC and JNCINV generate the circle blurring function and 
its inverse . COMPON separates a complex function into three fixed-phase 
components . SCALEX and SCALEQ apply nonlinear transfer functions to 
compensate f il m non linea rities in the generation of digital holograms . 
PHASE an d W2048 are useful for calculating phase factors for diffusers 
and computation of Fresnel integral s us ing t he Fast Fouri er Transform. 
~ I T2 
Thi s rou t ine i s es senti ally a large matrix transpose with a one-
di mensi onal Fo urier transform (Subroutine FORT) on the input records 
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(horizontal transforms) and final output records (vertical transforms). 
IN and lOUT are FORTRAN file numbers for the input and output files. 
File 99 is used as an intermediate. The Fourier transform operation 
performed by this program can be represented by: 
N _ (m+n) i (2n/N FEm~+nvF 
L Xmn(-) e 
m,n 
(c. 1 ) 
=1 
Xmn: input complex array (N by N) 
A output transformed array (N by N) V]J 
The factors (-)(m+n) and (-)(]J+v) are applied to shift the origin 
of the transform to the center of the array [i.e., zero spatial-frequency 
at point (257,257)]. Notice that the transformed array is transposed. 
In this application the orientation of the matrix is unimportant. If 
a re-transpose is necessary, this may be accomplished by running the 
program with a dummy FORT routine. 
A description of the Fast Fourier Transform method(l •2 ) and the 
specific algorithm used in the FORT routine( 3 ) can be found elsewhere. 
Timing: (on IBM 370/158) 
97 sec for transforms 
19 sec for data shuffling (Dummy FORT) 
116 sec Total 
Storage: 142K bytes 
Files Required: Two or three random-access disk files, 512 records, 
4096 bytes per record. (The output file may be the 
same as the input). 
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SCALEX, SCALEQ 
These routines were written to apply a nonlinear scaling function 
to a computed image array for the purpose of compensating film and other 
process nonlinearities. The standard linear interpolation routines 
(YNTERP) would be far too slow for these large arrays. A compromise 
must be made between speed and accuracy. SCALEQ determines scaled 
values by indexing in a precomputed table. This routine is extremely 
fast, but limited in accuracy. The input array must be normalized 0 to 
1000 prior to calling this routine. SCALEX performs a binary search in 
a precomputed scale table. For a limited number of output functional 
values (e.g., 0-255 ) this routine provides an exact scaling, but it is, 
of course, slower than SCALEQ. 
SCALEX SCALEQ 
* Timing: (I Bt~ 370) 65 msec 14 msec 
Storage: 2K 3K bytes 
PHASE 
This routine simulates a 11 fly 's-eye 11 phase diffuser. In genera-
tion of digital holograms phase coding is often necessary to disperse 
the spectral energy and lower the dynamic range of the recorded wave-
front. ( 4 ,G) An image represented by the real array amn will have 
typically a large fraction of its spectral energy concentrated near zero 
frequency. PHASE performs the fo 11 owing operation: 
* FORTRAN H compiled. Timing for one line of 1024 values. 
¢max cos(2nm/32) cos(2nn/32) 
The degree of phase dispersion can be adJ·usted with ~ 
't'max· 
y~OM4U 
(C .2) 
In computing the Fresnel integral, a factor w = ei¢ must be 
eval uated at each point in the field. If 2048 uniformly spaced values 
for ¢ (over the interval 0-2n) is sufficient resolution, then this 
routine will provide an extremely fast evaluation of w , 
= ei 2nn/2048 
wn (C.3) 
The routine uses a pre-computed cosine table for speed and a bit 
shifting and masking technique to reduce the total number of stored 
values in the table to 513. A similar routine could be written for any 
set of values = eiZrrn/N, where wn N is a power of two. 
Timing: 130 IJSec to returnonecomplex value 
Storage: 3K bytes 
Documentation for routines FORT, BESJl, WRTLN, YNTERP, lAND, 
and SHIFTR is available at the Caltech Computing Center. 
References 
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L. W. T. Cochran, et al., "What is the Fast Fourier Transform?", Proc. 
ILEE ~~K 16u4-74 (1967). 
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mmldoA~ TO mboclo~ q~l OJMENSICNAL c~pq FOURIER qoAkpcl~M CN 
A Cl~mibu APRAY, ~1O RY ~1O 
SUBROUTINE FFT 2 ([N,ICUT I 
OI"'1HSICN 511281 
C 0 11, P L E X ~ L C C K ( 5 1 2 , 3 7 I , B tJF F E R ( 3 2 , 3 2 I , 8 U F Fl ( 5 1 2 I , B U F F 2 ( 5 1 2 I 
EQU IVALP!CE ('lUFF !I11,8UFFE f{ (1,111,(8UFF2(U,BU"'FER(l,l711 
f~fqitifwl: p f~b TA BLE A~C 10 FILES 
CA LL FnPT !~i lCh , c , s ,c, JERRI 
DEFINE FJLO: 99(512,107.4 1 U,NXT99J 
F IL E f ~ ~orhbk t~qM 16 BLOCKS AND PROCESSED ONE BLOCK AT A TIME 
00 'i()fl 1 BLGK = 1, 16 
P.ASEL!t\E FCR RECCROS l'l INPUT FILE 
IPLINF = II BLOK- 11*32 
cr zor. if ~c = 1, 32 
IREC = f~il~b + LINE 
READ IN CAq~ FRCM I RLCK I'l FILE 'IN' AND PERFORM HORIZONTAL TRANSFORMS 
CAll m!D~aeff IN,HEC,FLCCK(l,LINEJ J 
200 (All FORT ( RLOC:Kil ,Li t\E I, 9 ,S,2tiERR, 
TPtNSfGSE CLOCKS , wRIT E CN TO INTERMEO IAT E FILE 99 
M~ 49C I SFC T = 1,16 
f o~f~ = ff~bCq-11•PO 
DO ~RM LINE = 1,3 2 
On 4 5 C I T EM = 1 , 3 2 
45C RUFFER ( JTr;:M ,LINFI = RLCCK (IBMINt-lTEI'I,liNEI 
l RFC =· IRMIN t- 2*1RLOK 
WP IT EI GC '! QEC- 1 I BllFFl 
490 WRITE( ~9 D1obCf EUFF2 
SOC Clkqf~rb 
Qffo!) IN BLOCKS FRC"' FILE 9<;, TRANSPOSE SEG.'1ENTS WITHIN EACH BLOCK 
on 90C TBLCK • 1,16 
!ALINE = IIRL CK-11*32 
00 70 0 ISECT = 1,16 
f d~C = I HLINE + 2•ISECT 
REI\C I 99' I REC- 1 I OUFFl 
PE.Arl 99 ' IRE C I euFF2 
f~Mfk ~ IIS EC T-11•32 
on 700 IT EM = 1,32 
On 700 I SEG = 1,32 
7CC oilCh ffm~f k +f p~d Ifq b ~l a Brccboffqb~oipbdg 
OQ SOO if~c • 1,32 
mboc Mm~ VER TI CA L qoKA~pcCoMp 
CALL FORT ( nLOCK (l,LI"EI,9,S,2tiERRl 
f~bC = lfll INE t- LINE 
SCO CA LL lo.RTOUT( l OUT ,t REC , E!LCCKil,LtNEI J 
<;OC CO NTINUE 
RET VRN 
fl\0 
pr~nCrq f kb obKAl f~f tN,IPEC,A J 
CC'r-<PLEX Al 5 121 
DEAC I IN'I REC I A 
APPlY PH ASE FACTOR 1 - l • *E~tkf TO SHIFT ORIGIN OF FFT 
NC " 7 I F rrc, 1 IF EVEN 
NO= 1 t fA~Cf1I1obCf 
DC ~M ~ = N0,512t2 
50 .AINI = -AINI 
IIFTURN 
FNO 
SUBRnUT TNF . WRTO UTI IOUT,IREC,A 
COMPI FX A1 5 12t 
NO X 1 • I.ANOiltiRECJ 
DC 50 N = N0,512o2 
50 A I N I = - A ( N I 
WRITFI [OIJT'IREC J A 
RETURP.. 
ENO 
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SURPCUTTNE crLTER f~K~Keof 
c 
C RETURNS li~b ~lc ~1O OY 512 FILTER cr~Cqflk Ht FOR A GIVEN RADIAL 
( FUNCTirN HR 
c 
qEAL ~1R1OlIeofPTCf 
C ARQAY IS p vMMbqof~ Ael~q POINT 1257,2571 
r,y = AeSI ~-ORTKM I 
cv2 "' nv•ov 
C ASS:GN VAlUF S TN LEFT HALF PLANE EQUAL TO HR VALUE AT ~bAobpq INTEGER RADIUS 
or c:oc 11: = 1, 251 
r 
OX ?'57 - N 
OQ = SORT I ~u*nu + OY2 J 
Nq = fR + l .5 
~cc HINI = eo f~mf 
( PICHT HI F PLI'NE FR(I' LEFT HALF DATA 
n~ ~cc N = 25 R,512 
r 
c 
c 
f C 0 1- ( N l = 1- I 5 l 4- N l 
R F T UP 1\ 
no 
pro~Crqfkc JINC f~of 
CIDCLf 11LIJRRPJG FlJNCTlflN, HRill IS CENTER VALUE 
f' ll' fi\<; I C"' HRI17'>1 
CATt Pl/3 .1L15q2tc/,RCM AX/5.0/ 
TRA"l<;FCPI' 1yErK~AlKllAqiuk FACTOR INCLUDED IN FILTER 
ALF = 1K/ E ~ 1 O K*R1OKF 
Cl= P (O QQUAX / 256 . 
HR(ll = ."L F 
DC 15C 1\R = 2,370 
QQ : 1\lR-l 
P I RC : C 1 *OR 13EST/ 
l 5C Hk(I\P) "ALF*AESJll 2.*PIRO I I PlfiO 
wqiTE' 16,311 HR 
3l FORf"H 1/' CIPCLE ALURRING RADIAL FUNCTION'/IlXtlPlOEU.3J) 
Q.E TLRN 
E"lO 
S I J R I= CUT 1 N E J N C I"' V I HR I 
f~sbopc FUI\CT ICN rcR CIRCLE BLURRING 
RE AL HR I 37•) ) ,J TlllC 
C~qA ml/1 K141R9?S~ /I odM Au/RKM/ 
ALF : 1K / 1 "1O K*~1OKF 
(1 = mf•ol~Au/ORSK 
cz~ tKo~=-S 
11'<111 : ALF I 11.0 • C2 I 
0'1 150 k~ = 2,370 
(lR = NR-1 
PtRr. = Cl*DR 
JINC = f\ESJ li ?.*PIRO ll PIRO 
150 ~mfkol = Aic*gfkC/fgf~C*gfkC + C2 ) 
WPITF 1 6 1 4 11 HR 
41 FJr.I'AT 1/' CI RCLE DEBLURRING RADIAL FUNCTION'/11X,1PlOE13.3)) 
Rl= TLRN 
END 
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1/c!iqc~ EXEC FCRTG 
//FTC9F00l n~ dp~= lm ~KcqibAIikqq=pvppnIsli=pco•ACpnlwIlfpm•Cil 
//cq~9 cl ~ l cr r~ fq =p v ppn IpmACb~f4d9SIR1O1 
/tFrR T nr • 
c 
c 
DFF!NF FIL= 91512,1024,L,NXT91 
R F ll L 1-' ( ~ l 2 I , HR ( 3 7 C I 
CP'I'L C:X td 5 121 
CII LL FF TZ I 9 ,'7 I 
C APPLY F!LTFP c r kCq fl~ 
c 
c 
C t\ L L J N \! 'J V I 1-'R I 
D'J 5CC " = 1,512 
CALL F[LTC:R I ~IvI~o 
QO:AC I 9 1 11 I A 
00 .<.C:( N = 1o51 2 
40(; ll l'c) = ll(N ) * H(NI 
500 tnfq~ ~ 0 011 ) A 
CALL" FFT 2 1 9,9 I 
~ = O~ 1 
REAr I c: • K~ I A 
'1'1 1UTE U>o28 1 1"I~ 
ze FOP.VAT ( !4/l011X, 2F6.011 
S TOP 
FNO 
//LCAD DD * 
CECKS FF T2 FILTFR JNCINV 
EXFC FCRTG 
r BJ EC T 
//STEPO 
//;,RTLN01 
II 
DD UN!T=TAPF7,VCL•SER=CIT070,LAOEL=I2,0LPI,DCB•ITRTCH•C), 
//FTCCFCCl (I)" 
1/F r:R T fD 
DISP =ICLC,PASS I 
CSN= CRM.FlL Ef ,UN!T =SYSSQ,VOL=SF.R•ACS002,DISP=OLO 
• 
C REAC5 CISK FIL E AN'J ~~fq bp REAL VALUES 
0(512ol024oUoNXT91 flEF lNE FIL<= 
co·~mi o•a 
tNTfGEIU 2 
NPk!NT:C 
A I 512 I 
LlNFI ~ 1O1 ,LINEN 
00 300 ~= 1KR1O 
RFAC ( <Pill A 
Oil 3C5 1y = 1I~1O 
LlNEI'\= flE~F 
fcfifk c~ KiqKlf if~bk=-ifkbk 
f c !iliy b~Kdq K ORR 1 llkb~=ORR 
305 Lli\ EII\1 = LINC:N 
CA ll WRTI ~ fif kb oR1O1 
C PRINT ~r q pA~mics FRCI" EVERY 20TH LINE 
NPP INT =I'\PRJI'H-1 
!FII\PP!I\T.LF..CI GC TO 900 
"'00 CONT I NUE 
C fOF 
CA Ll toq ify fifk~ Ilf 
S HlP 
90C I\PRli\:T•20 
WR!TF(6,l.l) (LI NEI{) .t:l,512,201 
"-1 FORIIAT E/11uo O~1R F} 
GO TO 300 
END 
//L GAC CD * 
CRJEC T CECK ~oqik 
II 
ON VFC TAPE 
!ill. b 7 fe s on 
t-" f e 
c 
c 
c 
(" 
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p~~mCiqf~b CC~mC k feI~~lI keO IkePF 
~faAotq~p CrMmi~u cr~CqfCk H INTO THREE FIXED PHASE CCMPONENTS 
CC'11'U: X 1-'('5121 
f~qfdfo*? k~l i R1O1IkeO 1 R 1 O FIkePER1OF 
11\J T Ft;ER *"' HX, HY 
CAq~ m~lrqP/MKRTT~RMOt9/ 
")'l 20C ~ = 1,'512 
HX R<=n I HI NI I 
HY = A I II ~C ( H (Ill I ) * F RCOT 3 
IF ( 1-'Y . t T.O.IIN() .I- X.GT . HY ) GO TO 170 
l F I ~uKibK-11y~~fevf I GO TO 160 
o <= Pri < 120 
1 c C NH 1 IN I = H X + H Y 
1\f-.2 ( 1-, ) = 2 * 1-Y 
~f-D1Ek F = 0 
1.0 rn ?CO 
1?0 <= PHI <= 7.40 
1 t c rm 1 1 " 1 = o 
'l H ,' I ~f I = - H X 
ffKe1 C~l = -HX 
r,c TC ?CO 
+ HY 
- HY 
?40 < PHI 
170 r-,H 1(1\) = 
NH2 I N l = 
Nf-.3 ( 1\ I = 
20() CPH INUF 
~b TUP"' 
ENO 
H f./ 
·-
' 
'I 
< }60 
1-X - HY 
0 
-2 * HY 
= 
H = I 
" 
I 
/ 
/ 
H, 
\ 
\ 
5 o /v e 1-1,._ H3 1; .-ee {. ... ' v .,.l i) • I / , y 101- tf, ) ,.., r i?<?IOhS '')' > 
I v' 
'I) ' J..r· J )/,)( H1 In ( 0 Q ~ ¢; < ::.: 
0 0 ) t! .. :- ) ? -
I ""' ,, H, 1-f)t -+ ( 1/13 ) ,,, If ~ (l /.!3) lfy f/3 = 0 l 
)p I Hy I JJ I (I 2. 0 ° ¢ ~ :z .If {). ' Hx " ~ ) 
TJ e ,. II 
I 
- 0 J-1 ,_ -::: - H)f -+ (I j ,'3 ) Ill Jl.._, -:= - fix - (t/13) H1 
.JE7) HI 0 ,J H:x )> Il / J j ( ?._1 0 ° < rp <. 3 6 0 ° ) < t1 ,, \.::.:::. 
r • I Ill( - ( I j_'"j) f/7 1/, = 0 H = ( 2 /K~ / ;; ' ,. e, ; f 3 ( 
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SUFIROUTINE SCALEX !HC, LINEI 
C ~f~Aov pfftmC~ IN A m~bCCMmrqfl SCALE TABL E GIVES lNTEGEq VALU! 0-255 
C F f P F V f R Y II A I U C: HC • 
( 
c 
c 
c 
( 
c 
r 
c 
( 
I"!TfCfR• 2 i!~fE 10241 
I t• T F G I= R • 4 I P. IT S I f' ) I 17!!, t:4, 3 2 , 1 b, 8 , 4, 2, l/ 
R'=Al l-lC!1024l , SCAlE ! 25b l 
no SOC N: 1,lJ24 
1-l CN : HC!NI 
I ~n EX = C 
E' JT S QF INOI:X OETC:R I'I NFO P.Y BINARY SEARCH 
en "1 G I = 1, 8 
NE.,.f\0)( = f~flbu + IBITS! II 
~1M I c ( elfyKdb K pC~ib!kbtkCu ff INDEX z NFWNOX 
R~M LINF!f\1 = l~lbu 
ocqr~fy 
C'JTRY SCA LE1 
RF/. 0 ll\ ~Eq l'H'ARirY CUP\IE, 1b V.\LUES CF LOG ~ fccoACqf Ck AMPLITUDE 
V( "'I 1\II"''H' C, !NCR.EASING CR.OER. GENERATe SCA Lf Th B LE FCR l fk~oKv SEARCH. 
?~D Af C':I1":: I, T"1 (1 b) 
DCt[' (",1Cl ! C'l!Il ,T NII I,I =l,lb) 
'ri'>JTI;(n.lCl ( I)'Hli,TNlli.I = l,lb) 
1 0 FORI'AT EUc1MK~1 
!)n POC I -= 1,256 
nNI -= I - l 
Tl -= VNT FR P ( 01\ ,Tf'I, ON!, lb,ll 
POO SC6 l c tr 1 = 1 0 . o••11 
WP IT F ( b , 43 I SC.\l f 
43 r•JP"'Al ( /' SCJ\LING FlJNCTION '/llXo10Fl).b)) 
R f TURN 
fl\;0 
SUAROUT !NF SCI\LEO ( LINE ) 
of~CAicp LIN E TO CnMPENSATE FILM NJNLINEARITIES. 
INT EGER•2 LlNC:!l0241,ISCALEll000) 
on 1 o o t = 1 , 1 o 2 4 
IF! LINE!Il.GT . o<;9 I LINEIIJ "999 
1CC Ltrl E l ii =!SCALE ! LINEIIJ • l J 
PFTURN 
I· ~ ;1: ~/1T 
0- 100 0 
ENTPY SCA LE l 
llfA() ll\ NOI\LINFtRITY CURVE , lb VALUES OF Q IFFRACTION 11\TENSITY 
!1\CRFJ\SINr. rKon~o I ANC GENERA TE lJOO PCINT SCALING FUNCTION. 
a l~[k p !lk DNI16 1,1(1 6 ) 
R <: t.r 1 5.10) lDNIII,TIIl.Izl,lb) 
WPfTFI 6 .1Cl I C'I( IJ,TIII,I zl,lb ) 
1~ FORMAT f ~c l MKP1 
RfSCAlF T Cf\ if~bAo A~mifqrab SCALE, 0 q~ 999 
FA(T8R = 999.0 I lO.O••Tllbl 
nn zco I = 1.16 
701) T(J) = fA(lCR • 10.0••Tli) 
wqrrr c t-, 111 T 
11 Ff'1P,...H l1X,'J\"'PLITUOE TRANSMITTANCE FUNC TI0N'/llX,8Fl0.3)) 
D" 250 I = 1,1000 
TT = l-1 
ASS IGN A rN krM~fq FCR EVERY POSS IBLE VALUE OF T 
!M~ = YI\T Eq P( q I l~ Iqqr1bI1 ) 
zcc ! SCALE ! II -= MIIXOI O.ION I 
wq!T E 16.1 2 1 ! SCA lE 
12 clmIKKKAqf1u~DpCAifkd cr~Cq fCkD/ElurORfR1F 
RETURN 
END 
L I · KKIeK:~r 
VS ON NUMBER, 
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prAol~qfkb PHASE IA,Ml 
I APPLIES m~Apb DISPERSION FUNCTION TO ARRAY A. 
COMPLEX AI5121,WI32,32) 
J = tt.NC (1.1,311 • 1 
DO 200 1\ = l,51'Z 
1 = [AI\0 !N,311 + 1 \'..,...., 
200 t.!NI = A(N) * W!I,J) a...,.., ~ ...... e 
c 
( 
RE TLRP.: 
f~ lqlAifwAqq Ck OF PHtSE FUNCTION 
FNTRY PHASEl ! PMAX ) 
DATA Pll3.141592t51 
DIJ 300 J = 1, 32 
,/) ( ..... , ) ( ~P"::DF q~I .. ,. cos ?l Cos 4 
c 
c 
c 
on 3oo t = 1, 32 
DJJ = m~Au *cos (PJ•tll6.) • cos !Pt•J/16.) 
:0.00 ldl,JI = CMPLX I CCS !FIJ),SINIPIJ)) 
~b q~ok 
END 
pi~mr~qfkc W?048 I s~lKkbum ) 
pcru•HJS EXr I 12Pl • NEXP I 2048 
DI,.. EI'\S I CN C l5l31 
(C"1PLEX VAL 
CCSINE AND pfk~ TARLF I NDICES , 
lC = lA ND EMAphlI~bumF t l 
1<;=~14-tC 
MODULO '::12 
!m~Apb c~CM RJTS 10 AND 11 
N<:XPT = 1\EXP 
CA LL p ef cqa E k~um qIqF 
[PHASE = IAND IMA SK2,NEXPT) 
GC TO (}, 2 ,"l,,4), !PHASE 
STO P 1e1 
VAL C MPL X ( C I I C ), C I IS) 
RETLRI'\ 
2 VAL 
~C: qrofDy 
CMPLXI-C!IS ), CllCl 
3 VAL "Dr ~ miu f -C f gCf I -C ff p l 
RETURN 
4 VAL C M PL X I C I IS), -C I I C) 
RE TL'I:!I'\ 
EN TRY WINT 
LoJ •' c,.J 
V fl L = 
C 11\JTIALJZATJON OF CCI'\STAI\TS ANC COS INE TABLE 
MASKl = 5 12 - 1 
I"ASK2 = 3 
ALF = 3 .1 4 159265 I 1024.0 
0') 100 I = 1,513 
100 Cl ll =COS ( ALF*II-l)) 
RE TLRN 
END 
q J.,'fs 
e 
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APPENDIX D 
INTERFEROGRAMS OF VARIOUS HOLOGRAM AND MASK SUBSTRATES 
A simple and inexpensive, large-aperture interferometer can be 
bui lt using a hologram, as shown in Figure Dl. The hologram is re-
corded with no test object. The developed hologram, when replaced in 
the interferometer, causes a mixing of the two waves. The interference 
pattern is recorded on high contrast sheet film (Kodak 4154, Dev. D-11, 
5 min). Expensive optics is not required because the hologram compen-
sates any distortions in the l ens . By adjusting the location of one 
of the pinholes, a prismatic or spherical correction can be made. The 
hologram used here was a high-efficiency dichromated-gelatin plate. 
FILM 
~ 
TEST OBJECT 
~igK Ul. A sirup l e large-aperture interferometer for making trans-
rnis s ion intcrf<'rograurs. 
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Fringes of maximum contrast were obtained with nearly equal beam ratios. 
The interferograms in Figure 02 were made using the above inter-
ferometer with an argon ion laser (A= 4880E). The aperture in each 
case is 2" square. Figure D2a shows the high-contrast flat fringes 
obtainable over this aperture. The interferometer was offset slightly 
to produce the fringes. Interferograms (b) through (i) show the phase 
distortions introduced by various hologram media and their substrates. 
The performance of a hologram spatial filter will be severely degraded 
by such distortions. For application as a spatial filter, spherical 
distortions will cause only a s light shift in the location of the 
i1nage plane. Therefore, the interferogram from a best fitting spheri-
cal wavefront is shown when this resulted in some improvement. 
Tile interferograms (b) and (c) are for normally processed 
dichromated gelatin plates (Appendix G), obtained from Kodak 649F 
4"x5" holographic plates. Most of the distortion is due to the gelatin 
layer, as shown by the interferogram for a bare glass plate (d). The 
gelatin layer on the 0.250" Kodak microflat plates is apparently much 
more uniform as shown by the interferogram (e) obtained from a bleached 
hologram. 
A simple liquid gate was made by placinq a 0.060" glass plate 
from a Kodak 2"x2" precision flat high resolution plate against the 
e111ulsion side of a DCG hologram on 0.040" glass. A drop of xylene 
fills the space between the plates. The resulting interferograms are 
shown in (f) and (g). Other commonly used hologram substrates are 
polyester film bases s uch as found in (h) Estar film base from 35 mm 
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Kodachrome II film, and (i) Estar thick base from 4"x5" Kodak Ectapan 
sheet film. 
Interferograms (j) through (r) show phase distortions of various 
possible mask substrates. Spherical distortion is not tolerable in the 
masks for the holograms of Chapter 3. The Kodak high resolution plates 
on 2"x2" "precision flat" 0.060" glass show considerable variation in 
the distortions from one plate to another. Interferograms (j) and (k) 
are indicative of the best and worst plates in this series. The emul-
sion on these plates is very flat and most of the distortion arises from 
t he gl ass plate, as seen by comparison of the same mask with (1) and 
without (m) the emulsion. Interferogram (n) is for a l"x3"x0.0375" 
commercial polished quartz slide (Engelhard Industries). For the holo-
gram mask ge neration application of Chapter 3, a very thin substrate 
could tolerate much worse phase distortions. An interferogram (o) for 
2 
a very thin micro s cope cover glass is shown (Corning No. 0, 22 mm , 
0.11 mm thick). A typical microscope slide is shown in (p): (Corning 
#2947, 75 mm by 50 mm by 1.2 mm thick). (q) shows a 0.030" thick slide 
cover glass of the type used for mounting 2" square photographic slides. 
The effects of a rolling mill are apparent in {p) and {q). 
(a) No plate, tilted 
wavefront 
(d) Bare 0.040" glass 
plate. BFS 
(g) Same as (f). BFS 
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(b) DCG plate, 0.040" 
glass 
(e) Bleached hologram 
on microflat. BFS 
(h) Estar base, 35 mm 
film 
(c) Same as (b). BFS 
(f) Liquid gate 
(i) Estar thick base 
4x5 sheet film 
Fig. 02 Interferograms for various hologram substrates made using the 
inte rferometer of Fig. 01. BFS is best fitting spherical wave-
front 
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(j) l~ask substrate 1 (k) Mask substrate 2 ( 1) Mask with emulsion 
(m) Same without ernul- (n) Quartz s li de, (o) Microscope cover 
sion 0.0375" glass 0. 11 mm 
(p) ~l icro-slide (1.2mm) (q) Slide co ve r glass (r) Saran -wrap, 
tilted wavefront 
Fig. 02. Interferograms for various possible mask substrates 
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APPENDIX F 
Measurement of Noise and Diffraction Efficiency in 
Holographic Media 
Tnis appendix provides details of the experimental setup and 
procedures used in generating the noise plots of Chapter 3. Figure Fl 
is a diagram of the experimental setup. A 4880E beam from a power 
staoilized argon laser is directed at a holographic grating which is 
syntnesized by exposure at the same wavelength in the interferometer 
of Cnapter 3. The intensity of the first order wave is measured with 
a small aperture photodetector, and the relative amplitude is com-
puted as the square root of the diffraction efficiency. T:1i:; ampli-
tude is plotted for gratings of various exposure levels in different 
media. 
liOise is measured by moving the detector an angle e off the 
diffracted spot. The measured noise may originate from any of three 
sources: tne hologram recording system, the holographic medium, or the 
noise measurement system. Great care is taken to minimize noise 
sources in the recording and measurement sys terns. The gratings are 
recorded with spheri ca l waves in order to eliminate a lens with its 
scattering and multiple reflections near the hologram plane in Figure 
Fl. The self-convergent property of the hologram grating will then 
focus all t ile diffracted power into a small spot at the detector aper-
ture. The Gaussian profile of the laser beam assures a sharp focus 
with very low s idelobes. 
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The recording system is enclosed in a flat blackbox, and stray 
lignt is minimized by careful placement of black screens. Ideally, the 
hologram should see nothing but two bright points. The major source 
of noise seems to be scattering from the inside edges of the circular 
apertures used to define the beams emerging from the pinholes. l4ithout 
these apertures there would be much more scattering from the lens mount 
and other components in the system. 
A worst case calculation may be made of the expected noise 
l eve l from a perfect grating in the measurement system of Figure Fl. 
We will ass ume that each of the diffracted waves carries the same rel a-
tivc noise distribution along with its perfect Gauss ian profile. If 
the grating i s strong, then noise from the first-order wave will be 
dominant. If the grating is weak, then most of the noise will be due 
to scattering from the straight-through, or zero-order beam. These 
lev2ls are plotted in Figure 4.6 (¢M and ¢M ). 
1 0 
scattering from a clean glass plate 10° off axis. 
¢M is the measured 
0 
¢M is 58 dB below 
1 
th~ diffracted amplitude of the assumed perfect grating. The 58 dB 
figure \vas determined from measurements on the main beam illustrated 
in Figures F3 through F6. Figure F3 shows the power distribution for 
tt1e bare beam (at 640 mrn from the hologram plane). A Gaussian is 
plotted for comparison. The plot does not reach the top of the graph 
at e = 0 because the beam width exceeds the detector aperture and 
some power is sp illed over. The departure from the Gaussian profile 
may be due to imperfections in the laser mode, or scattering from any 
of the optical surfaces which the beam encounters. In order to provide 
a more realistic profile for the beam, which is assumed to be sharply 
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focused by the perfect hologram, lenses were placed just after the 
mirror in Figure Fl. These lenses focus the beam at the detector but 
also introduce some additional noise, as shown in Figure F4. Placinq 
a glass plate in the hologram holder adds still more noise (Fiq. r5). 
This noise level (at 7.8 mr) was taken as a worst case expectation for 
a perfect hologram on a normal glass plate. The scattering from the 
lenses would not be present in the case of a perfect holoqram. 
An unexposed (but normally processed) dichromated qelatin olate 
shows slightly hiqher noise levels than the bare qlass (see Fiq. F6). 
These plates have a milky appearance due to wirle an~le scatterinq. 
1~oise in the recording system would have the effect of lowerinq 
the ~U di3 fi4ure for a noi se free hologrdm. The hiqhest measured 
signal-to-noise ratio was !:>1 dB (DCGI, grating number 6). It is con-
ceiva0le that the recording system is introducing noise at this level. 
Tl1e validity of the 51 dB measurement can only be established by com-
parison with some lower noise medium. We can, however, be assured of 
the validity of the measurements for the more noisy media. 
The experimental data were analyzed and results plotted in real 
time using an HP 9820 calculator and plotter, the program for which is 
shown in Figure F2. This procedure allows immediate correction of 
experi menta l blunders which would otherwise require repetition of the 
entire experi111ent. 
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Fig. Fl. Experimental setup used in measurements of hologram 
noise and diffraction efficiency 
,1/ 'DTUSTfl8L E 
t'i I I? '? 0 /? f'OLOGF\f/!>J 
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llPEJ<TI.JRE 
I 
ND 
\ FII..TERS \(j) 
; M.fl. 
~y ("O ,"PER SIG L 0 c I( • I IV li ,.., p 
Typ [ ,IJ qD o bA ~IIK 
f<fF '--- f -
/.l'f kf/2 r • .... , c~•rt~IKK 
't ~ 'i J /1 • B E A M 
9o o ..... W' 
NOTES 
CD 
0 
0 
Schott glass neutral density filters, lightest toward beam. Remove 
and replace in same order. NO= .30, 1.22, 1 .22, 1 .24. 
Screw adjustments to direct beam to various areas of hologram. 
Aperture 2 is inserted on most sensi tive meas urements to eliminate 
stray light. Piece of red plastic catches the reflection off the 
back surfa ce of the hologram and directs it to a flat black screen. 
Hologram focuses first order wave into photodetector ape rture 
without scattering from additional lenses . Emul sion side faces 
detector. 
Photodetector assembly: Aperture (0 = l/16" diam .), opal glass 
diffuser, s ilicon photodiode (UDT PIN l OC). Mounted on x-y trans-
lator. Center on first order spot for diffraction effic i ency 
measurement , move 5 mm to side for noise measurement. 
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TABLE 1: Notes on Experimental Measurements 
Diffraction Efficiency 
= P /P = {V /V ) lO(ND-NDo) 
n l o no l o 
V,ND : detector s ignal voltage, neutral density factor 
n ,V ,NO : diffraction efficiency, voltage, and density for 0 0 0 
a calibration grating 
Photodetector Solid Angle 
dst = A/R2 -l - qqa O/4o~ 
D = l /16" 1.59 mm; A = l. 98 
Rl = 640 mm 
dO -6 -:: 4.8·10 sr 
Spatial Frequency 
\! = sin( 8)/ >.. ~ o(mr) (lines/mm) 
.488 
for ).. = .488)..1 
Spatial Frequency Aperture 
2 
0\J 0\J = dstj).. X y = 20.2 (lines/mm)
2 
mn2 
Noise Power Spectral Density (fraction of incident [)Q\'Jer scatter ed 
into solid angle spanned by unit spatial frequency) 
cp = n/ ,'\ v l)\J ( lllll) 2 X y 
logD~ = 2 log/tl- 1.31 
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Scattering per Unit Solid Angle 
log <!>r;t = log <!> + 6.62 
(for \ = .488 • 1 o-3nm) 
Base Level Noise (noise from measurement system with idea l noise-free 
hologram) 
(j\1 : 
0 
noise scattered from main beam 
log( ct>r1 )= -9.45 (measured \'lith bare glass plate and detector 
0 10° off axis) 
noise scattered from first order wave 
= 2 1 og rn -1 . 31 - 5. 8 
(58 dB below first order spot~ see Fig. F5) 
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Fig. F2. Calculator program for HP 9820 used to perform real time 
analysis and plotting of experi mental data. 
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APPENDIX G 
Hologram Process ing Schedules 
The following schedules were used in processing the holoqrams 
of this thesis. 
The most recent and thorough work on dichromated ge latin seems 
to be that of D. H. Close et al. (l •2 ) The DCG processes used in this 
thesis are an adaptation of the methods presen ted by r~K Chang(3) and 
0. H. Close. In dichrornated gelatin, a compromise must be made between 
sensitivity and noise. The more sensitive, higher effici ency Process 
II shows more light scattering, and the pl ates tend to be s lightly 
milKy. Tile dehydration step (D) in these processes i s critical. Rapid 
dehydration at room temperature gives low-noi se, l ess sensitive halo-
grams. Exten ding the dehydration process in steps of increasing alcohol 
concentration and raising the temperature of the alcohol baths will 
increase the sensitivity and noise. Prehardening of the gelatin in Kodak 
Rapid Fixer results in lower noise and more stable gelatin layers . 
~~oise and diffraction efficiency data for the two DCG processes listed 
here are given in Chapter 4. 
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PROCESSING OF DICHROMATED GELATIN HOLOGRAMS* 
Process I 
A. 1) Fix Kodak 649F plates 10 min. in part A of Kodak Rapid Fixer. 
2) Wash in water starting at 21°C, rising to 32°C over 7 min. 
period and holding at 32°C for 15 min. 
3) Cool in room air 1 min (plates horizontal- -gelatin is soft). 
4) Rinse 30 sec in distilled water with 2 drops per liter Photo-
Flo 600. 
5) ary"~" overnight (plates horizontal). 
B. 1) Soak 2 min in room temperature water. 
2) 
3) 
4) 
S) 
Harden 10 min in Kodak Rapid Fixer (A and B). 
y~ash 15 nlin 21°C running water. 
Rinse 30 sec distilled water with Photo-Flo. 
I· lJry overnight. 
C. 1) Sensitize by soaking 5 min in 7.5% ammonium dichromate with 
2 drops per liter Photo-Flo 600. 
2) Oryt overnight with plates vertical. 
D. 1) Wipe crystals from glass side of plate with damp cloth. 
2) Expose plates one to five days after sensitization. 
3) Wash 5 min in 21°C running water. 
4) Dehydrate rapidly in 100% isopropyl alcohol, 30 sec with 
agitation. 
5) Dry vertically in flowing dry air. 
-----·----- ------------*- --·-- - - ·- --·-----· ------
l'ii lton Chang, "Dicllrornated Ge l atin of Improved Optica l Qua lity", Appli ed 
0_1)_!_i _c_? 1_0, 2550 E1~T1 ). 
-~"ary plates in dark box with flowing air, humidity set to 32% by satu-
rated CaC1 2 solution. 
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Process II 
Same as process I, except: 
C. 1) 5k anmoniumdichromate 
D. 3) 4) 5 min each: kunning water (21°C), 50% isopropanol (21°C), 
lOO t;; isopropanol (21°C). 
* Processing of 649F Plates 
Develop 5 min 
Stop 30 sec 
Fix 3 min 
Wash 10 min 
rtinse 30 sec 
Ory 
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D- 19 
Rapid Fixer 
Running water 
Deionized water with photoflow 
-- --------- ------- - ---------------
* Kodak Plates and Films for Scientific m~o_tograp hIyI publication :Jo.P- 315 , 
(1iov. 1973), p. 35d: Tabl e 8, Process in g Information Summary. 
* Gromi nc 131 ea_c]1i n~qc_ess 
* 
Process plate normally as above. 
Bleach one hour with bromine vapor in a closed vessel. 
A. l:.iraube, Hughes Resea r ch Report No. 484, Feb. 1974, "Advances in 
Bleaching ~1ethods for Photographi ca 11 y Recorded Ho 1 ograms" ( s ubmitted 
to A_ppli ed O_ptics). 
* LLG Bleach Process 
-1 ffi-
l) Oevelop 649F Plates 5 min, 0-19, 21°C. 
2) Acid stop bath 30 sec 
3) Kapid rix 3 min 
4) l(inse in distilled water 10 min 
5) Bleach 10 min, 5% cupric bromide. 
6) Kinse 30 sec, distilled water. 
7) Oesensitize 3 min, one part A, ten parts B. 
8) Rinse 10 min, distilled water. 
9) Dry in room air. 
Desensitizer Solutions 
A 
* 
Potassium permanganate 5g 
OW to make liter 
B 
Concentrated sulfuric acid 10 ml 
Potassium bromide 40 g 
OW to make liter 
E1~ix solutions immediately before using.) 
11. Lehmann, ,J. P. L<luer, J. W. Goodlli<ln, 1ypglzi~d Up_t_i _c_s 9, l94B (1970), 
"lligtt Lfficiences, Low 1~oiseI and Suppression of Photochrorni c Lffects 
in Bleached Silver llalide Holography." 
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Hariharan's Bleach Process for 649-F Plates * 
1 ) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
Expose 
Develop 
Rinse 3 
Bleach 5 
5 min 
min 
min 
D-19 with l.Og/liter sodium thiosulphate 
distilled water (2 changes) 
(see be low) 
Rinse 6 min distilled water (4 changes, add 2 ml/liter photo-
flow to the last bath) 
6) Dry at room temperature and 40-60% RH. 
Bleach Stock Solution A Stock Solution B 
potassium dichromate 8g potassium iodide 2g 
cone . sulphuric acid 10 ml OW to make 1 liter 
DW to make 1 liter 
~1ix 1 purl /1, 1 part l3, 8 p<1rts OW, just before usc. 
* P. Hariharan, et al., Optics Comm. §_, 75 (1972), "Simplified, low-noise 
processing technique for photographic phase holograms. " 
* Hli03 Reversal Bleaching 
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Immerse 649-F developed (but unfixed) plate in a shallow basin 
of water. Add l :1 concentrated nitric acid slowly with constant agi-
tation until the plate clears. Rinse in water and dry. 
*~iK Chang, N. George, A£Q_l_icj _ _np_tj~s 9, 713 (1970), "lloloqraphic 
Dielectric Grating: Theory and Practice." 
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APPENDIX H 
Nonlinear Distortions in Holographic fledia 
In this appendix we analyze some of the distortions in the recon-
structed wavefront which result from various nonlinearities in the res-
ponse of the hologram medium and in the diffraction process. The 
general approach is to expand the nonlinearity in a Taylor series and 
derive the magnitude of the first significant intermodulation products. 
Uther analyses of nologram nonlinearities have been presented by 
Goodman(l •2) and by Friesem and Zelenka( 3), using transform methods. 
The analys is presented here is somewhat simpler and yields the same 
essential results . 
1\ modulated yrating hologram 111ay be formed in any holoqraphic 
medium, but tne most likely applications will involve a thin amplitude 
hologram, a thin phase hologram, or a thick phase hologram. Each of 
these three cases is considered in detail. 
H.l Hologram Recording Geometry 
In the analysis to follow, we will consider the hologram record-
ing geometry of Fiq. Hl. The following definitions are to apply: 
w1 : uniform amplitude plane wave (reference wave) 
w2(x,y): complex amplitude of s lowly varyinQ v1avefront, spatial 
bandwidth ' '· K/2" = v (lines/nun) gratino frequency g 
Fringe spacing: d = 2n/K. Gratina number K = 2k sin 8 
a a 
Wavenumber k = 2n/ \ , where \ and oa are the wavelength 
a a a 
and incident angle in air. Combinina these definitions gives 
the Bragg law: \ a = 2d sin oa 
Incident 
waves 
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x,y 
Hologra111 
medium 
I ig. Hl. Holoyr·ctm Recording ueo111etry lor /\rldlysis ut 
~ onl i neari ties 
T: exposure time 
~ denotes a complex function 
Tne exposure at the x,y plane (which we assume to be uniform in 
z if tne medium has finite thickness) will be given by 
t.(x,y) - t I wl e- i ( K/2) X + - i ( K/ 2 ) X I 2 wL e 
E 1 - i Kx + l [* -iKx + -- E e e 0 2 m 2 Ill 
= Eo + Em cos(Kx + cp ) (H. 1 ) 
where 
E
0
{x,y) 2 - 2 = T(Wl + lw2{x,y)l ) 
-E
111
(x,y) = 2 rw 1 w 2 ( x ,y ) = Em(x,y) 
ei¢{x,y) 
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The modulation exposure Em i s always less then E0 in magnitude. In 
most hologram recording situat ions, the r e ference wave is ma de much 
stronger than the subject wave. In this case I wz l « wl ' and the bias 
exposure can be considered constant. This will be the assumption in the 
analysis to fo l low. 
H. 2 Ttli n Amp 1 i tude Hpl ograu1s 
The qua n t i ty of interest in the case of a thin amplitude hologram 
is the real amplitude transmittance TA , which will be a function of ex-
posure (F i y . HL). The medium is assumed to be infinitesimally thin. 
The transmittance f un ction can be expanded in a Taylor series 
about E as fo ll ows: 
0 
TA(l) 1\E + 2 3 ~K-to + a l <x2 AE + Ct3 AE + ... 
where L\E. = E - Eo f:.mcos ( Kx + q>) 
l\0 = TA(Eo), It = T A ( E.o) ... etc. l ' ' 
Fiy. HL. Amp litude TrdnSIIJittanet' vs. txpo~ure for a Thin 
Ho 1 ograrn 
(11.2) 
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Tne coefficients a. will depend on the medium, the method of 
processing, and the bias exposure E0 . The transmittance function 
can be converted to a Fourier series as follows: 
<X> 
where 
l c (x y) eiKx + l l*(x y) e-iKx 2 m • 2 m • 
Ex!Jand ( f\ E.)n using binomial theorem 
n 1 n-k - *k ei(n-2k)Kx (.'\C.) n = I ( ~F - E Em 
k=O 2n m 
( n) n! = {n-k)! k k! 
Eacn term n in the nonlinear transmittance function will diffract a 
set of waves with phdse factors inKx i(n-2)Kx - i(n-2)Kx e , e , ···, e , 
e- i nKx ~urruniny all terms for which n-2k - Q, gives 
(H.3) 
T = (H.4) 
= j 
\ 1 j k,z(n- Q) ~ u 
1 k = z-( n-Q) 
otherwise 
Since h rea 1, q_~ 
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Tile first few terms in the T coefficients are easily evalu-
ated from the above formula. 
To + 1 
2 3 4 
= ao 2 °2 Em + 8 a4 Em + ... 
- 1 3 2 5 4 
Tl = (2 al + "if a3 E,n + 16 E~ R Em + ... ) Em(x,y) 
T2 = 
l l (4 az + 4 o·'4 2 Em 15 + 64 a6 4 Em + .. . ) -2 Em(x,y) (H.5) 
We are primarily interested in T1 , the coefficient of the eiKx 
transmittance term. Assuming that K is much larger than any spatial 
-
frequency in tne modulating function Em(x,y), we can separate the 
first order wave from the other waves. The hologram transmittance may 
then be defined by: 
(H.6) 
Tire symuol t }!3L is used to denote spdtial band limiting of tire en-
clo~ed function. lhis band limiting may be dccornplishcd with dpertures 
in the opticdl system, or in the case of a thick hologram medium may be 
a property of the grating itself. With this defini -
tion of hologram transmittance we see: 
( 1 + 3 E2 ) E- i Kx a a 01 e z l 8 3 Ill (H. 7) 
If tile hologram is re-illuminated with the wave w1e-i(K/Z)x (Fiq. Hl), 
tilen the transmitted wave will be 
(II. B) 
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The first term in the square brackets represents linear wavefront re-
construction, and tile second term represents i ntennodul a ti on products. 
0nly the first terms in the series have been retained, on the assump-
tion that the an coefficients decrease rapidly with n . Additional 
IM products may arise from modulations of the a coefficients if 
E0 is not constant. Making w1 >> 1~O 1 assures that these products 
wi ll be s1nd ll . 
H.3 Effect of Distortion Products on Image Reconstruction 
x,y lens 
i111age 
z 
Hologram 
f 
Fig. H3. Image Reconstruction System Showing Ghost Images 
Due to Intermodulation Products 
Consider the system of Fig. H3. An image is projected in the 
focal plane of a lens placed behind the hologram. If the image is a 
set of uri gilt spots on a dark background, the effects of IM distortion 
will ue easy to analyze. For example, consider a reconstructed wave 
with two discrete spatial frequencies, 
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\:j2(x,y) (H.9) 
K/2 
Imuge spots will occur at 
x1 , 2 = (>.f/21l) Kl , 2 (H.lO) 
and intermodulation product spots at 
(H.ll) 
In general, tne IM spots will occur at frequencies which are sums and 
differences of an odd number of image spot frequencies. This explains 
tne alJsence of ,t 2 terms in equation H.8. l:ach of the terms in the 
hologrJm transmittance, equation H.7, is on a carrier eiKx Any 
second order products will fall in the band at 2K or OK. 
If the image is not a set of distinct spots, but a continuous 
distribut1on, tne effects of IM distortion are more difficult to 
analyze. Goodman( 2 ) has shown that the effect of nonlinearities on 
i1"age reconstruction can be represented as multiple self-convolutions 
of the image amplitude distribution. For a continuous image, IM 
products will appear as a broad distribution of background light, more 
concentrated around sharp borders of bright areas. If the bright areas 
are distinct and widely separated, ghost images may appear at loca-
ti ons correspondi n~g to the interaction of seve ra 1 of the bright areas. 
P110 tographs of rtK~constructed images showing these effect<> are presented 
in the papers of Lioodman(L) and of Friesem( 3 ). 
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A measure of the severity of IM distortion for the bright spot 
images may be taken as the intensity ratio of H1 spots to image spots. 
From equation H.8 we find this ratio to be: 
(H.l2) 
4.4 Tnin Phase Ho]ograms 
The modulated grating hologram may find application as a thin 
phas~I or surface relief hologram. The physical characteristics of this 
type make it especially suilable for mass manufacture by an eml>ossinq 
technique( 4 ). The thin phose holograu1 also finds application in op-
tfcal memories as a page COI11poser in which information is recorded as 
surface defonnations in a thermoplastic film( 5 ). 
Distortion products in tne tllin phase hologram arise from two 
sources. 1~on 1 i neari ties in the response of the medium to exposure in-
traduce distortions in the recording. The diffraction process itself 
also exhibits nonlinearities which will cause distortions in the re-
construction. An analysis of these nonlinearities for relief phase 
t 1 d 1 .. (1?) 10 ograms recorded in pl10toresists has ueen presente by Barto 1n1 . 
Assume <1 recording yeometry as in ~iqK Ill. The surface deforma-
tions of the processed hologram will result in phase modulation of an 
incident wavefront and diffraction of several waves corresponding to 
the various orders of the diffraction grating (lig. H4). 
Tt1e process of making a surface relief pattern fro111 the exposure 
distribution 111uy involve photoresists, Lhennoplaslics, or whalever, but 
in genera 1 it 111ay oe cha ra cteri wl~d by c1 phase shi fl vs. exposure curve 
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I11cident wave X y Diffracted waves 
0 
p II d ':. t' lnO d U 1 d t i 0 n 
<P,n-
Fig. H4. Wavefront Reconstruction frorn a Thin Phase 
Hologram 
dS in ~iyK HS. Tt1e pt1ase modulation funclion is wriltf!ll as a Taylor 
series. 
1/Jm(l) 
t.E 
<4Jrn 
'"-0 
= ~M 
= !:. 
+ ~ 1 Sb + (Xzl\E 2 
- Eo = 1 ~ i Kx - e 2 m 
3 + + tt3f\t. ... 
+ l E* 2 Ill e -i Kx 
r 
Fiy. H5. Phase Srlift vs. Ex posure for a Thin Phase Hologram 
(H.l3) 
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Tlli s can be converted to a Fourier series as before : 
ct>m(E) <Po + 
1 - i Kx 1 -* -i Kx 1 - i 2Kx + = 2 ct> , e + 2 <), 1 e + 2 ¢2 e ... 
<l>o ( x ,y) 1 2 
- ao + 2 a2 Em(x,y) 
¢1 (x ,y) ( a l 3 + 4 a3 
2. 
t.lll) l 111 (x,y) (H .l4) 
The complex amplitude transmittance is 
(11.15) 
-f1 1v diitpl i tudes of the various diffraclcu order<; 111ay lle compuled with the 
funnul as 
i ·h sin o in o 
e ~ = L Jn(¢) e 
n=- <x.> 
(H.16) 
whid1 a r e valid for any complex <J> (b). The Fourier exponential se ries 
(equation H.l4) is equivalent to a sine-cosine series 
+ . (H. l7) 
wi tt1 
1 - -* 
Al = 2 ( <1>1 + <t>, ) 
i - ~* 
1:31 = 2 ( <~> I <~>I ) etc. 
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Tl1e cornplt:x transmittance is then 
i¢0+ i I [Aocos(Q.Kx) + B0 sin(£.Kx)] £=1 :<.- x., 
= e 
i ¢ 0() 
e 
0 II 
Ji,=l 
i ·Po "' 
e II 
£-1 
iA Q.cos(Q.Kx) id~s inE nK hxF 
[e e ] 
L I 
n,n' 
(H.l8) 
t.act1 tenn Jl, in the Fourier series exj)ansion of thP nonlinearity dif-
fructs <1 whole set of waves with angular spctc ing Q, K/"-a . Only the 
t = l tenn cont rioutes to the first order wuve. The hologram trans-
mittance as defined in equation H.b then becomes 
i ¢0 
= e I 
n+n'=l 
inJ (A )J (B) ei{n+n ' )Kx 
n l n' l 
To explore the behavior of this function we 1nay assume '1> 1 real 
(H.l9) 
(1/1 = 0 in equation H.l). This i s equiva lent to a small shift in the 
coordinute x and does not alter the physics of the problem. With 
this ass umption 
A = rp l 131 = 0 l 
t : 
n' 0 
Jn,(O) 
n' f (J 
TH(E) 
. i ¢0 
Jl(<Jll) e i Kx (H.20) 1e 
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Tnis J1 Bessel function behavior i s a well known property of the dif-
fracted wave amplitude in a thin phase hologram(?)_ A sketch of the 
f unction is shown in Fig. Hb. The non linea rity is inherent in the 
diffraction process and would cause distortions even if the me dium were 
perfectl y linear. 
l. d4 
( - / = 11rnd x- 1 33 . lj. ) 
5 
Fig. 116. /\mplitude of First urder Diffr·dcl<>d WdVP in a Thin 
Phdse Hologram 
The Bessel function can be approximated by(8 ) 
l l 3 l 5 J 1 ( <P) ~ 2 ¢ - T6 ¢ + 384 ¢ + . .. ¢« 1 
txpanding TH for small ¢ 1 gi ves 
TH( L) J1 ( \fl1) 1 3 2 4'1 - f6 <jl 1 
l 3 L 1:. ~ 'l(nl + 4 a 3 1::111) Ill 
I J 9 L L2 + ... ) 3 2 1 G (I (I t lt ] UJ L tt 31:. r. <l l 4 Ill m Ill 
(H.2l) 
1 i near 
tenn 
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distortion 
products 
(H.22) 
The a 3 term in the distortion products is the cont ribution from the 
medium nonlinearity (see equation 1!.7), and the a.f term arises from 
the diffraction process nonlinearity. The amp litudes of the two tenns 
may add or cance 1 depending on the signs of the ct coefficients. 
For a hologram with a few bright spots in the image, the inten -
sity ratio for I11 spots to s ignal spots is (from eq ua tion H.22) 
f~ (II.L3) 
Comparison of this formula with equat i on H.l2 shows the s imilarity of 
the terms due to medium distortion and the added effect of diffraction 
distortion. 
H.5 Thick Phase Holograms 
The high diffraction efficiency and ang ular se lectivity of the 
thick phase hologram llldke it a good candidate f or s uch applications as 
spatial filtering and laser machiningE~FK In a material s uch as di chro-
m.lted gelatin(lO) a modulated grating hologram can genera te a wavefront 
with very high diffrdction efficiency, neg ligible highe r order wa ves, 
and very low no i se. 
As in the case of the thin phase hologram, distortion arises from 
nonlinearity of the medium response during exposure and from nonlinearity 
in the diffraction process during reconstruction. To analyze these 
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nonlinearities we assume a recording geometry as in Fig. Hl with an 
exposure distribution given by equation H. 1 and the appropriate 
restrictions on the bandwidth and amplitude of wave w2 We assume 
a medium of thickness T with negligible absorption of the exposing 
light. The exposure will then be uniform in z . The refractive 
index in the medium after development will be related to the exposure 
by 
!\ [ ::" [ 
E 
0 E 
fig. H7. Relation beb1een Refractive Index and Exposure for a 
Thick Phase Hologram 
(11.24) 
Tile Taylor series is converted to a Fourier series as in the previous 
cases. 
n(E.) = no 1 -+ 2 nl eiKx 1 -* + 2 nl e -iKx 
1 - ei2Kx + 1 -* e- i 2Kx + (H.25) + Z n2 z n2 ... 
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and 
The wavefront reconstruction process is shown in Fig. H8. 
x,y 
T 
Fiy. HH. Wavefront Reconstruction from a Thick Phase 
Ho 1 ogram 
(H.26) 
Wnen re-illuminated with w1 , this hologram will diffract a wave in 
tne w2 direction corresponding to the +1 order. This is the only 
wave wnich satisfies tile Bragg condition, so all other diffracted orders 
may be ignored. All terms in the n(E) series (equation H.25) except 
the tenu may be ignored for the same reason. No energy i s dif-
fracted unless the waves phase match witlt the gratinq planes throuqh-
out the 111edi unt. 
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Tne effective hologram transmittance for incident waves at the 
bragg angle u8 {in the medium) is shown from an analysis of coupled 
wave theory to be(ll) (see Appendix K) 
T H(x,y) = i sin[>. c~~ 0 n1 (x ,y)] e i ( Kx + ¢ ) 
a 13 
(H. 27) 
Tn is equation was derived using the following assumptions: 
1) Grating must be thick enough that coupled wave theory 
is valid. Thickness parameter: 
3) Index modulation fringes perpendicular to su rface, no 
ubso rption. 
4) Incident wuve at l3ragg ang l e. 
An estimate of the amplitude of the distortion products in equation 
H.27 can be derived by inserting the series for n1 into the power 
series for tt1e sine function and keeping only the lowest order terms 
n1 (E) a l Em + 
3 [3 2 {H.28) :" 4 °'3 t..t3Em << a l Ill 
TII(E.) -' . [ nT Sln ·\COS (U nlj 
sin{yn 1) yn 1 
1 3 
- 6( ynl) 
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3 1 3 3 3 
"' ya 1 Em + ( 4 ya 3 - 6 Y a 1 ) Em 
signal 
wave 
distortion 
products 
(H.29) 
The intensity ratio of these lowest order I1•l products to the "signal" 
wave i s 
R = 
medium 
nonlinearity 
diffraction 
nonlinearity 
This formula may be co111pa red to equation H.23 for the thin phase 
hologra111 and equation 11.12 for the thin diJI! .. >litude hologram. We 
(H.30) 
notice in all three ca!:>eS the same ten11 due to the medium recording 
nonlinearity . The diffraction nonlinearity introduces additional 
distortion wnich may add to or cancel part of the medium distortion 
depending on the signs of the a coefficients. Normally 
and a 3 ' 0 , so the effects are additive. The absence of 
in the distortion products from the diffract ion nonlinearity (equation 
eKO~I H. 22) follows from the absence of quadratic tenns in the expan-
sions of the J 1 and sine functions. 
ln t ile derivation of all these fonnulas, only the lowest order 
teruts in L
111 
have been retained in any product or seri es expansion. 
We n1u !:> t assullle a well behaved Taylor ~c rie s (•.i.n rapidly decrea s ing with 
larger n) and If [ 
m 
is l a rge, the distortions will be 
severe and the approximutions no longe r valid. /~ lsoI the bias 
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exposure will not be constant, and the resulting modulations of the 
u coefficients may produce several more ten11s in the distortion 
products. The approximations will be good if w1 is a constant 
amplitude wave with w2 << w1 
-189-
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APPENDIX K 
Summary of the Results of Kogelnik 1 s Coupled I..Jave Theory 
for a Phase Transmission Hologram 
This appendix provides a brief summary of the derivation of the 
diffraction efficiency for very thick, phase transmission holograms, and 
provides a uridge between the equations of Koge lnik and equations used 
in this thesis. A more comp l ete presentation of this topic, which is 
very cor11plicat~d algebraically, can be found in Kogclnik 1 s original 
PdJh!r(l) or in sev2ral textbooks. ( 2 ,J) 
In Lhis discussion we assume a non-absorbing un s lanted qrc1tinq 
of Lhickness T , as shown in Figure Kl. 
x,y 
j_ 
2n/K "' d T ~ _- _-_-_ 
medium 
ho 
0 T 
R 
l 
s 
n
0
+n 1cos Kx 
Fig. Kl. Interaction of coupled waves in a thick phase hologram 
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wave equation 
(92+ k2 ) Ey(x,z) = 0 
k2 = k2[n + n1cos(Kx)]
2 
0 0 
K = 2rr/d 
1\ss ume a solution with only two coupled \.,.aves: 
p: incident wavevector, nedr Bragq anqle 
( K. 1 ) 
( K. 2) 
') ( ·) . < 1 ) 13 
a = p - Kx (grating condition is satisfied) 
Insert equation K.2 into K.3, set coefficients of i 0" r e and 
separately equal to zero. The second-order differential equations are 
reduced to first-order by assuming slowly varying sol utions and neglect-
ing R" and S" terms. The resulting differential equations in Rand 
S can be solved with the boundary conditions R(O) = 1, S(O) = 0 The 
amplitude of the diffracted wave from a phase grating of thickne ss T 
i s s t10wn to l>e: ( 4 ) 
( K. 3 ) 
r, = 1) KT s i n ( </l - o 13 ) I 2 C <; 
¢: grating Jngl e (90° in thi s case) 
CR,CS: obliquity factors 
lot' an un c; l Jnted grating with an incident wave nP cl r thP Braqg anqle, 
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the obliquity factors, CR c5 cos J 8 , and the above formulas can be 
simplified. The diffraction efficiency is then: 
nl jS(T)I2 = sin2(v2+ ~OF1/O/E 1 + r2;}) ( K .4) 
v = 1Tn 1T/f.acos ' 8 (K.5) 
t,; = TT6 / o0 ( 80 = d/T) (1".6) 
eB = arcsin( :\af2n0d) Bragq anglP ( K. 7) 
Sunrnary of assumptions and approxi111ations leading to equat~on K.4 
1) Equation K.4 applies to a thick, unslanted phasP qratinq wiLl! 
no absorption. 
2) Grating must be thick enough that two-wave theory applies. 
Thickness parameter Q = 2Hf.a T/n 0 d
2 
· 10 . 
3) Index modulation is sinusoidal with n1 << n0 . 
4) Deviation from ~ragg angle o << 1 . 
At the Brdgg angle (o 0) equation K.4 reduces to 
(I' . B) 
lite thickness of gratings is most easily found by 111casuring the anqlc at 
1vhich the diffraction efficiency drops to zero. This first null occurs 
when 
= TT 2 
The cutoff ang l e is then 
( K. 9) 
The angular bandwidth of the hologram is seen to dPcrease s l iqhtly with 
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increasing diffraction efficiency. At ~ = 100%, v = n/2, and 
oc - .87 (d/T). 
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APPENDIX N 
A Simp l e One -Lens Optical Processor Using Holographic 
Spatial Filters 
This appendix presents an analysis of the processor discussed in 
Chapter II. The analysis is based on the Rayleigh - Sommerfeld scalar 
diffraction integral(l) 
l JJ ikrl2 d2(x2,y2) = 2'n al(xl ,y, )(e /rl2)(l/rl2 - ik) 
UJ. l) 
a(x l ,y1): field at a point in the aperture E 
a2(x2,y2 ): field at a point in a plane to the right of E 
r 12 : distance from point to point 2 
~ 
n unit vecto r norn~l to plane l 
With tile usucll paraxidl dp!)roximations dnd I rcc;nel zone c1ppr·oxi -
mat ions: 
(l/2 )(l;r12 - ik) ~ -i/>.. 
ik[{x1-x2)
2
+ (y1-y2)
2]/2d (eikd/d) e 
d: distance from plane l to plane 2 
{N. 2) 
d . . h f . i krl h I . ff t . f l ,\tl 1 qnonng cons tdnt p ase de tors -1e , t e < 1 rae 10n ormu a can 
l>l' wr· i t t~n : 
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- l icpd{x2,y2) II - i ¢d(xl,yl) 
a2(x2,y2)- >.de {al(xl,yl)e } 
L 
-i2n(x1x2+ y 1y2 )/ \ d e dx 1dy1 UJ.3) 
¢d(x,y) = k(x2+ y2 )/2d (quadratic phase factor, 
focal distance d) 
Equation IL3 is a form very convenient for computation using the Fast 
Fourier Transform (Appendix C). 
Consider the processor (Fig. Nl), with an object transparency, 
amplitude transmittance t
0
(x
0
,y
0
). The amplitude at the input plane 
vJi 11 l>e: 
J\pplicdtion of iL3 yields the arnplilude in rK irlr~nt on the filter: 
Fi 1 ter transrni ttance: 
t = 0 
0 outside E 
-H,xf- ikEx~+ y~F/O f 
ri (xf,yf) e 
f = [l / d
0
+ l/d;r1 (focal length) 
At the image plane: 
UL4) 
(N.5) 
( 'L 6) 
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~f is chosen so that the spherical phase factors inside the integral 
cancel. 
2 2 ~do- ~f+ ¢di = k(xf + yf)(l/d0 - l/f + 1/di) /2 = 0 (N . 7) 
Then: 
Define: 
Magnification factor : 
gje~v coo rdinates centered on irnage : 
(N. R) 
Amp litude at the image planP is then : 
ao eicbdi JJ - -i 2··(x i t; +yi n)/f1 
a; (x; ,yi) = --,q- {T(> , rl) ll( >. d
0
r, , >. d
0
q)} e d dn 
OBJECT 
TRArlSPARENCY HOLOGRAPHIC FILTER 
TriAGE PLANE 
liq. Nl. Coherent optical processor with<-~ holoqr·c1ph i c s p<~ii<gl filt. <· r. 
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The image field can be written as a convolution: 
(;'L 9) 
_ X; Y; 
.r{R(>.d0 i.:,>.d0 !1)} = h(-M, ~F filter impulse response 
Xi y i J {T(t;,rl)} = t 0 (- l'f·- :,1 ) inverted magnified imaoe 
The intensity distribution at the image plane is: 
(N.lO) 
The phase factor 
ikEx~ + y~F/Od; 
e in equation N.9 causes a slight 
tilt in the image plane. In most simple analyses this rlane is assumed 
to be perpendicular to the z-axis, but the focal rlane in any simple~ 
illlu!-Jing systc111 is actually a curved surface. Ray tr.1ce c-<1lculat.ions 
cdn ue used to map the locdtion of illlage surfaces in holoqraphic lens 
systems. (Z, 3 ) 
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APPENDIX P 
Relation of Phase Shift to Density in an Optical Medium 
Phase shift of the wave transmitted through a photographic emul-
sion can be the result of surface height modulations or bulk index 
variations. The recent synthesis of computer-generated, on-axis holo-
grams on Kodachrome II film(l) has stimulated interest in the underly-
ing mechanism producing the phase shift in such media. An understand-
ing of this mechanism will perhaps enable us to make better holograms 
through n~re precise control of the phase of the transmitted wavefront. 
This appendix presents the derivation of a formula for that !JdrL 
of the phase shift due to the refractive index variations resulting 
from dye absorption in the emulsion layer. Numerical calculations 
using this formula show that for a typical commercial film (Kodachrome 
II) the expected phase shift is much less than one wavelength. 
P.l Derivation of the Dispersion Integral 
The phase shift in an emulsion layer due to refractive index 
modulation by the dye can be calculated using the Kramcrs-Kronig rela-
tions: 
A(w) 1 I B {w 1 ) dw 1 - P. V. w1 -w 11 ( p. 1) 
-oo 
= 
B(w) 1 I A(w 1 ) dw 1 = - P.V. Tr w -w ( p. 2) 
-co 
where P.V. denotes the principal value of the integral, and 
A(w) + iB( w) = H{w) an analytic function with no poles in the lower 
half w plane. A derivation of these relations is qiven in the text 
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by Yariv( 2). The application of these relations in such diverse 
fields as electrical network theory( 3), dispersion of X-rays( 4), and 
dispersion in optical media( 5 ) is an indication of the fact that the 
analyticity of the functions representing these various quantities 
follows fr0m some very general assumptions about the physical nature 
of these quantities. In general, a passive, causal, linear system can 
oe represented by a transfer function H(w) with no poles in the lower 
half plane. (B) 
If the impulse response of the system h(t) is real, then 
H( w) is hermitian (A(w) even and B(w) odd function of w ), and the 
above relations can be put in a form more suitable for computation. 
Multiply the integrands by (w 1 +w)/(w1 + w) and eliminate terms with 
oJd sy111metry. 
(X) 
A( u) 2 J 
B(tu 1)W 1 dul ' 
- - - P. V. 12 2 1T 
0 ul - w 
( p. 3) 
00 
B(w) 2 J 
A(w 1 }w dw 1 
- P.V. 
w12 - w 2 'IT 0 
(P.4) 
The functions A and B can be related to density and phase 
shift in an optical medium. The wave equation for a linear, homogene-
ous medium is 
( p. 5) 
i uJt 
e time dependence assumed 
Assume a solution of the form: 
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n(w) (P.6) 
The transmittance function for an emulsion layer of thickness £ may 
be defined as 
= 
-ik £ 
a(£)/a0 e 
0 ::- e 
-i(n(w)-l)k l 
0 
-i(n (w) -l)k £ + n.(w)k £ 
= e r o 1 o 
(P. 7) 
The phase delay (in wavelengths) and density are related to n( w) by 
k Q_ 
¢(w) = 2n (nr(w) - 1) 
Let us now consider a very thin layer 9. = (\ , k
0
o « 1 . 
T( w) "" - i(n(w)- 1) ko 0 
(P.8) 
(P.9) 
(P.lO) 
The wave transmitted by the medium is just the superpos ition of the 
original incident wave and the wave scatter ed by the medium. Since 
f s (w) is the Fourier transform of a real, fin ite impul se response of 
a passive sys tem, it satisfies the conditions for app li cation of equa-
tion P.4. 
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A(w) + iG(w) ~ n.(w)k 6 + i(l - n (w))k 6 
1 o r o 
[- ~n~llF D(w)] + i[-2n¢ (w)] (P.ll) 
Substitution of A and B into equation P.4 gives 
¢(w) 9-nEl~F P.V. J D(w')w dw' 
2 ,2 2 TI O W - W 
(P.l2) 
which relates the phase delay in wavelenqths to the spectral density 
of t he layer . Since both density and phase shift are linearly propor-
tional to thickness ~ , this result, which was derived for a thin 
layer, i s valid also for layers of arbitrary thickness. 
P.2 Phase Shift for a Photographic Emulsion 
The phase shift for a monochromatic wave passing through a 
col or photographic film can be written as ¢(w) ¢s (w) + ¢c (w) + ¢0(w) 
wher e ¢s (w) is the surface relief phase shift, ¢0(w) arises from 
the dye absorptions, and ¢c (w) is the remaining phase sh ift due to 
other mate ri als which may be present in the emulsion and to variations 
in fi 11'1 base thickness and index. 
The phase shift due to dye absorption may be calculated using 
equation P.l2 if the absorption spectrum of the dye is known. This 
equation has been evaluated numerically by the ~ethod detailed in 
Sect ion P.3, using spectral density data for the blue absorbing layer 
of Kodachrome II (6) The results are plotted in Fiqure 2.1 0 
The small x 's on the density curve are data point s,excert for the 
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point at 300 nm which is a linear extrapolation from the preceding 
data points. The original Kodak data has a peak density near l. The 
data plotted here have been arbitrari ly scaled up to represent a more 
heavily dyed layer. 
We can see from th1s calculation that even with a peak density 
of 2.5 in the blue, this particular dye will produce a phase shift of 
only a fraction of a wavelength for red light. The observed phase 
shifts of several wavelengths must therefore be due to surface relief 
modulation or index modulation by some other material in the emulsion 
layer. The extinction of these holograms when immersed in an index 
matching fluid indicates that the phase shift is almost entirely a sur-
face effect(?). It would be nice to have a hologram of this type which 
could be immersed in a liquid gate to eliminate noise and aberrations 
resulting from surface imperfections in the emulsion and base. The dye 
used in co~nercial color films is by no means optimum for this applica-
tion. A dye with a sharp cutoff in the absorption near the wavelength 
of interest might produce a much better phase characteristic, since the 
phase shift is roughly proportional to the slope of the absorption curve 
at any given wavelength. 
P.3 ~umerical Evaluation of the Dispersion Integral 
We wish to evaluate the following integral: 
00 
~vherc ~· is phase delay (in wavelengths), P.V. denoLcs the principal 
value of the integral, D is the measured spectral density curve, 
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6 is a parameter proportional to frequency w , or inversely proper-
tional to wavelength ) . 
The integral is evaluated in two sections as follows: 
¢ ( 13 ) 
Ql 
error 
c1 (Q1+ Q2) + error 
( .Q, n 10/2n2 ) 
0( 6') 8 dS ' 
8'2_ B2 
O( B') P. dB' 
L 
J 
0(6+x)dx 
"' cl P.V. "'L 0'(6) 2x 
- E 
"' (c1/2) [aE ~+b F - 0( 6-E)] 
s1 and BN represent the lower and upper limits of the density curve 
O( S). The size of the excluded region e in the K.K. inteqral is 
chosen so as to minimize numerical error. Too sma ll an L will result 
in error in the evaluation of Q1 and 02 • while too large an c 
will make the L D' error large. 
The following is a listin~g of the proC]ram and data deck used 
in <JC!neratinCJ the plot of I inure 2 .10. 
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II SFT qf ~ bz l IllC= l l 
II EXEC c~o q d 
//pvpmiql~ ro SYSCUT =N 
//FORT 00 * 
C hmA~bmp-hml~!d m~Apb SHIFT PLOTTING PROGR AM 
[ mondmA~ PLCTS m~Apc-pefcq VS . WAVELENGTH FOR A PHOTOGR APHIC EMULS I ON 
C ~fqe A dls~~ lc~~fqv VS. tAs~ickdqe CURVE. PH4SE SHIFT I S CALCUL AT ED 
[ C~fkd q~b hoA~~op-honkfd fkq~doAi K 
c 
O!r-<Er--SICN XI?[)'Jl, 0 HIIZOOJ , INTVALilOJ , I-IN I ZOJ ,TI TLEI3 J,W l l 6 ), 
C CbiqtfSgIbmpiC~fSg 
buqbo~ffl F 
Cl~~rk AIn?IClIkCI~kfwllIlkfOMF 
C I' 1- 0 S F I t-, r-' L L T I P L E' S 0 F 0 t~ t WA VEL ENG T H 
C1 ~At crt 10.1 /12."3.14159*3.14159 1 
C Pf/1'1 IN INIT!!IL DATA 
l o~rr 1~I1M1 NC,TITLF,CFIICTR 
riPITF· (( .101 ND,TITLE.C1 
lC FJPI'IIT lll'l,LOX,3114,20X,E15.5) 
IF t~CKbCKFf STCP 
C RFAO IN fkl~~hAqfl~ ~Akib SPECIFICATICNS 
RriiD 15tl2l l../llll,OELTWIIl.t:PSLONI! l, I= l ,6) 
hq!TE 16.121 EDK~11 Il ,PELTwii l,EPSLCN(!l,I=l , 6 ) 
l? FOP"'.\T 1311X,>=9.l,F5.l,FlQ.5)) 
(' '1f•!S!TY CURVt=,Lf NGEST WAIIELENGTi t F I RS T ,NANOME TERS 
R':fiC .1':'.,111 Eyoo~gf!lIaylE!ltl=lIklg 
WPITE It, llllh~E I ),ONI! FI1= 1 I~M F 
11 Ff'F,.,AT 141luIc~KuItu"Ic9KP FF 
DO <;C I = 1 , ~M 
C)0 "lNI Il = DFACTP*ON(I J 
C lDlmAy~ AXFS 
CALL VLIIfH'L I r,.o,c;.o,t000.,200.,8 . 0,A,O , Q, O, 'I Ft- . 0 )' ,5 l 
[fiLL Vl.AR"I I ,.O,l.U,ll0;) . ,200. , 'J . U, 9, 'WAVflFNGTII t NANOt-E TI::RS I', 
C ?5,rJ,' IF6.0J' K~l 
CALL slfio~i llOK~ I lKCIlKCIPKM I SKn I S I Dackp f qv DI -T I I , 'l f6 . Ll', 6 ) 
C fl Ll V L <\II ( l I 1 • '> , l • 5 , - l • 0 , I • 0 , 5 • 0 , 4 , ' r> II/I 5 F I) F L A Y I H A V H [ N G T tt 5 J 1 , 
( 2",t,•P-A.1)',6J 
C 'IF TA ~ ;.fiVINII'IIH'R PER M ICRCN 
~"Dl lLO I = l,NO 
100 o~E! l = 1000./WNI!J 
f\Nl = BNI 11 
ANN = Bly1~MF 
C REGIN CffiCriAqfC~ OF PHASE SHIFT CURVE 
NSECT = 0 
C ""XT SFCTICN 
150 NSF[T = NSECT • 1 
ERR = 0.0 
DW = DfLTwtr-.SECTI 
IF I Ch. I'Q. 0 J r,o TC 800 
C I'XCLUCEC ~;cr;yrk 01= I<K INTEGRAL 
EPS = EPSL8N fkp~Cqf 
N = 0 
C 1'\FXT POINT 
1t0 N = ~ • l 
W = W11NSECTJ - 11\-li+OW 
IF (h . LT.Wl(NSECTtlll GC TO 700 
A = tCOO./W 
A2 = A+A 
('I) = o.o 
I F E AfDytKil K oK~~~KBKiq K B~kg 00 a OIBI 
C I 0WfR HALF I NTf(q_J\l 
IF IP - EFS . Lf . eN11 GO TC 201 
-2'J5 -· 
RL = AMf~11~ -bmp Im~kF 
01 = SII-'50"1 fcI"klIAiKlKlb-PK1qbpqIf~qsAif 
IF ffqb~qKb~Kul GO TC 202 
4><ITF 1~KOP1 ~KtIfkqsAi 
23 l=rJo".I'.T 1? 21-i 1\U":':RI\Al bo~lo I STEP,I4,18H Q1 
C F7.1,14H INTERVAL = ,10121 
G'1 TO 2C2 
201 01 = 0.0 
?1)2 CC~qliyrf= 
( UPDER ~Aic INTeGRAL 
IF (RtF.P S.r.F.C"'"') GO TC 30 1 
Rl = ~"~ul E o+~mpIAk 1F 
0? = STI-'SO'J (F,"lo ANN.t .OE-3,ITEST,INTVALI 
!>' Ell ~"~qKcnKu l Gil TC 302 
t~qqlK (f,24l ~~KwIfkqyfAi 
?'· I:n~v~Kq (27.H 1yliDD~mfC/fi I=RROR, STEP,I4,1AH 02 
( F7.l,l4H l'JTrRVAL = ,10121 
r; l T" 'lG2 
1 C 1 I)? = 0. (1 
~l1? CIJN H 1\Uc 
( c~qrp ESTTMATE 
ERkl = tCS ( ClR+EPS l-CIB-EPSl 
FRR = A~tullcKoolIboof 
.((1\J) = w 
~cc PH [(NJ = ( l"IC1+C2l 
GO TO. H:O 
700 1\W = N-1 
ERR = Cl*FRR/2.0 
w~ I TE ( ~ , 2? ) I X ( I l , PH I I I l , I 
22 cl~~Aq E// ~ lluIclCKlIf-1MKP1F 
1-i''!ITF (6,2ll ERR 
l,N!.) 
WAV ELENGTH "• 
WAVELENG TI-' =• 
71 FOP,.,AT I tH0,24H MAXIMUM ERROR ES TIM ATE ,E10.3/1Hll 
C PLCT PHASF Si-'IFT CURVE 
c 
c 
CALL PLOTX Y (Nh,),PHI,l400.,-l00.,-2.0,+2.0,0,l,O,O,TITLEI 
G'l TO lSO 
PLOT C~"fyp!qv CURVE 
&OC CALL PLCTXY fkaI~kIlfyIl4MMKI-lrMKI-MKRI4KpI1IOI4IlIqfqibl 
GO Tf' 1 
El'\0 
FUI\\Tif'l\ FCRXI 
11\TEGRAI\n nF KK INTFCRAL 
\f'l'/1\1\ f\,A2,'"l0 
F = OCHXl*H I IOX*BX-B21 
obqr~fy 
b~l 
FLJNCTI!lN OIX) 
( L liycA~ 11\HPPlLt.Tifl"J IN CENSITY CURVE 
cm:l-'rf\ P, A?,O:> ,I\D, E\N I20l,CNI20l 
0 : YP>JTERP ( RI\ ,DI\,X 1 N0,1l 
RETURI\ 
END 
II D A Tf'. DC' 
II 
U' 
tooo. 
2CC. 
580. 
5 16. 
46 7 . 
444. 
412. 
• 
10. 
o.o 
.o 10 
.(98 
• 670 
• 846 
• 73'> 
K. K. PLOT 
0. 0 1 s so. 
5 so. 
sea. 
4 ~e K 
4'0. 
300. 
FNO 
.o ;;z 
.150 
• 765 
.848 
o.oo 
2 .0 o.oos 
53 3 . 
496 • 
4'l2 • 
434 • 
3.0 
300 . 
• 042 
• 2SO 
• 822 
• 846 
10.0 
52 3 • 
490 • 
448 • 
424 • 
0.01 
.068 
.462 
. 832 
. 80S 
Cl: 
~t: 
TITLE: 
DFACTR: 
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Symbol Definitions 
Numerical constant 
Number of points in density curve 
Alphanumeric to appear in upper right corner of plot 
Scale factor for density curve 
Plot may be broken up into as many as six sections with differ-
ent integration parameters for each section. 
vJl (I): 
DELTH(I): 
EPSLON( I): 
WN: 
DN: 
~f: 
B: 
BX: 
Ql: 
02: 
X: 
PHI: 
Wavelength at start of rth section 
Plotting increment for rth section 
Size of excluded region in K.K. integral 
Array of wavelengths for density curve 
t1easured densities 
Wavelength (nanometers) 
Frequency parameter ~ 
Integration variable 6 ' 
Lower half integral 
Upper half integral 
Plotted wavelength array 
Plotted phase shift array 
VLABEL: 
SIMSON: 
PLOTXY: 
YNTERP: 
* 
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* Subroutines 
Draws axes and labels 
Numerical integration of function F over specified 
interval using Simpson's Rule 
General two-dimensional plotting routine 
Performs linear and higher order interpolation in a 
given data array 
Documenlation available at Cu.ltcch computin<J center . 
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